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FOREWORD

EUROCONTROL has co-ordinated with a number of airspace user
organisations and air navigation service providers a common civil aviation
community position on GNSS aviation needs which has been adopted by the
Provisional Council. This common civil aviation position paper presents a final
goal :

If world-wide GNSS is the most cost beneficial solution and is supported by a
successful safety analysis, it should become the “sole-service” navigation
system, for provision of positioning and timing data, for all phases of flight.

The term “sole-service” is used here to mean the only radio-navigation service
provided external to the aircraft. It attempts to avoid confusion associated with
the term “sole-means”.

World-wide GNSS is used here to mean all satellite positioning constellations
(modernised GPS, Galileo, GLONASS) and all regional, local or other
augmentation components to these systems.

Dr. John STOREY
EATMP GNSS Programme Manager
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CHAPTER 1 - 1  EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

EUROCONTROL

 

1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The ECAC Navigation Strategy plans for a total RNAV environment and harmonisation of the 
navigation infrastructure.  Basic RNAV (RNP-5 nm 95% containment) has been introduced. Further 
transition stages include Precision RNAV (P-RNAV) in selected Terminal Airspace followed by 
ECAC wide P-RNAV (RNP-1 nm or better) in 2010 with the possible removable of VOR and NDB 
aids.  The RTCA/EUROCAE MASPS based RNP RNAV (0.3 nm, 95% containment) may also be 
possible.  The final transition foreseen is to 4D RNAV in 2015 or later.   

These transitions are all predicated on each having a positive business case.  The benefits stem 
from the new or improved operations that RNAV offers, irrespective of the navigation aids used.  
The costs are affected by the choice of navigation systems. 

The ECAC strategy foresees the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) as playing an 
important enabling role in these transitions, whereby DME and ILS (or MLS) might remain as 
redundant or reversionary means of navigation.  Today, GNSS consists only of GPS L1 + RAIM, 
although SBAS (WAAS/EGNOS/MSAS etc..) and GBAS (LAAS) are standardised for use and are 
expected to be in service around 2006.  The GNSS considered in this study goes beyond this and 
includes the new GPS L5 signal and the Galileo L1 and E5 signals, which are expected to be 
available around 2010.  Hence, the GNSS Sole-Service concept takes advantage of these 
improvements to today’s GPS. 

This study attempts to answer the question whether it would be safe and economically beneficial 
for civil aviation to transition to a GNSS Sole-Service, permitting the reduction or removal of DME 
and ILS/MLS aids in 2020 or beyond.  Key issues occur under the headings of operational, 
technical, vulnerability, security, safety, institutional, business and cost recovery and transition.  
Each of these are addressed further in detail in this document. 

Terms, that require specific definition, used throughout the document are:- 

GNSS Sole-Service implies that the GNSS signals would be the only radionavigation signals 
provided external to the aircraft, even in high-density traffic areas.  Any other navigation aid carried 
by the aircraft would not require ground-based aids to navigation.   

Redundant systems – two or more systems of equal performance and coverage. There is no 
difference for pilot or the ATC as to which is used, they provide each other with reversionary or 
backup performance and coverage. 

Reversionary system – a system with adequate but perhaps lower performance or coverage. The 
pilot needs to know that he has some limitations.  ATC need not be made aware that the aircraft is 
using the reversionary system. 

Backup system – a system with limited coverage and performance, which acts as a safety-net. 
Both pilot and ATC need to know about any restrictions that the backup system might impose. 
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Over most of the world’s surface, GNSS is already the only radionavigation signal available, 
making it the sole-service in those areas today.  However, it is not clear if GNSS Sole-Service 
would be adequate in high-density airspace. 

The desire, to transition to GNSS as a Sole-Service, stems from operational and commercial 
issues facing civil aviation. The demand for air transport continues to increase as the global 
economy expands. The commercial airline fleet is facing increased competition and costs.  The 
airport and ATM capacities must also expand to meet the demand at minimum additional cost.  In 
Europe, civil aviation is facing serious limits on its further growth, resulting in large economic loss 
from delayed flights.  Continued efforts to reduce costs are essential.  The ECAC Navigation 
Strategy is addressing this problem from a navigation perspective. 

If aircraft could navigate from gate-to-gate with a single navigation system, such that they could 
reduce the different sets of navigation equipment that they currently carry, there could be a long 
term saving.  Likewise, Air Traffic Service Providers (ATSP) could reduce the maintenance and 
replacement costs by removing the many ground based navigation aids that exist today.  The 
remaining navigation equipment would have to provide sufficient performance to safely maintain or 
further reduce en-route separations.  

GNSS could unify and increase fleet-wide navigation capability and could help to increase airspace 
capacity while minimising the increase in costs.  However, GNSS Sole-Service technology will not 
overcome the “capacity wall” problem by itself, data-link and new ATM automation tools are 
necessary, plus all the appropriate standards, certifications, procedures and training. 

If civil aviation is to transition from its current mixture of radionavigation aids to a GNSS Sole-
Service situation, it might pass through the following scenarios: 

GNSS Sole-Service A - for oceanic, remote areas and many en-route operations, no other radio 
navigation service is available.  Today aircraft use FMS/IRS augmented by GNSS.  In this 
scenario, they are permitted to use this combination for all operations, even in airspace with high-
density traffic. 

GNSS Sole-Service B - aircraft may use GNSS as the only radionavigation service that they use, 
but ATC retains conventional aids to navigation to support older aircraft. The situation varies with 
aircraft, traffic density and flight phase. 

GNSS Sole-Service C - GNSS is the only radionavigation system provided but ATC offers a 
backup service, capable of safely handling a GNSS outage in their sectors.  This would require 
further ATM automation in high-density traffic airspace. 

GNSS Sole-Service D - GNSS is the only radionavigation service; the aircraft carries reversionary 
or backup capability depending on its operational area or flight phase. 

The study examines the civil aviation performance requirements on navigation for all flight phases 
and tentatively concludes that GNSS could technically fulfil them.  GNSS in these terms includes 
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two constellations with two frequencies plus augmentation systems.  The ICAO SARPS for this 
future GNSS are not complete, so this conclusion needs validation.  ICAO is still studying the use 
of multiple constellations and frequencies, and the extension of GBAS to support Cat II/III precision 
approach.  The study assumes at no single constellation can offer sufficient availability and 
continuity of service, as there must be system redundancy.  For GNSS Sole-Service, it is assumed 
that GPS (L1+L5) with SBAS, and Galileo (L1, E5a, E5b), both together with GBAS, will provide 
independent and redundant systems within GNSS (two constellations each with two frequencies). 

Safety demands that, if there are any common modes of failure, there must be a backup system 
and/or procedure to respond to that failure. Backup systems can be non-navigation systems or 
avionic combinations (e.g. inertial navigation, radar vectoring, enhanced vision….). The study 
considers whether the remaining vulnerabilities are acceptable and controllable. 

The need for a backup system for GNSS is dependent on its residual vulnerability.  Both 
unintentional and deliberate interference are clearly critical issues.  The threat to aviation safety 
from intentional interference to its radio signals has not changed, but the public perception of it 
has.  Existing navigation aids are also vulnerable, although in different ways.  Yet more vulnerable 
are the VHF communications, which are essential to all ATC operations.  There are technical 
methods available to reduce the vulnerability of GNSS receivers to interference.  However, the 
primary mitigation against interference is institutional.   

Maintaining safety implies continued safe operation even when all mitigation methods have failed.  
In the event of a GNSS sole-service outage, aircraft would need an adequate backup system to 
safely land.  The impact of a GNSS outage would depend on the number of users affected, the 
traffic density of the area affected, the duration of the outage and on local weather, local 
topography, airport infrastructure, and ATC centre capabilities. 

The backup system must have no common vulnerabilities with GNSS and be able to provide 
sufficient performance for a sufficient time.  The study concludes that this backup capability needs 
not be a radionavigation service but could be achieved by using a combination of aircraft 
equipment and ATC capabilities.  Candidate backup systems include inertial navigation and ATC 
surveillance and communication capabilities. 

The study considers legal and institutional issues that might make GNSS Sole-Service undesirable 
or impossible. Three obstacles were identified: 

Obstacle 1: The legal and institutional nature of GNSS.  GNSS is a cluster of systems as yet 
without institutional and legal recognition.   

This obstacle could be overcome by co-ordinated initiatives, as is the case for SBAS and GBAS, 
and in the future for GPS and Galileo. Regional solutions, (mainly in the integrated institutional 
framework of Europe) which are easier to implement, could lead the way to a global legal 
framework for GNSS. 
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Obstacle 2: The position of states regarding GNSS has to become well established.  At issue are 
the responsibilities of states as Air Traffic Service Providers.  According to the article 28 of the 
Chicago convention, states remain responsible for the provision of safe navigation, even if the 
radionavigation service is provided by a foreign entity.  States have responsibilities for the 
regulation of the use of navigation aids and are free to permit or deny the use of GNSS over their 
territories and to regulate it there.   

An international framework could harmonise regulation but creating this is a difficult and lengthy 
process.  The contractual framework solution could initially be a regional solution. 

Obstacle 3: There is an absence of harmonised liability management for GNSS.  

ICAO has on-going initiatives, looking at the development of the contractual framework concept, 
and will consider the possibility of an international convention.  The European approach is to set up 
a contractual framework initially with possible standardisation of the contracts via the creation of a 
European (Galileo) entity. The international convention is seen as the final and optimum solution. 

The study considers the economic benefit of transitioning to a GNSS Sole-Service.  As absolute 
values are difficult to obtain, and predictions over the long-term always inaccurate, two alternatives 
are compared. The first is to extend the DME network and equipage as the required system within 
Europe with GNSS as a reversionary or redundant service (the current ECAC strategy). The 
second is GNSS Sole-Service, where all ground-based aids to navigation are removed and GNSS 
is comprised of multiple constellations and signals and GBAS installed to support precision 
approach. 

The results show that aircraft equipage costs are the dominant factor. The cost of additional 
ground equipment needed for each alternative is relatively small, but comes from ATSP or airport 
budgets and is lower in the long term for a GNSS Sole-Service. There are no short-term savings 
because of the long transition phase. The long-term savings come from the reduction of required 
avionics, ground infrastructure, maintenance, training, and replacement. Global influences will also 
affect the length of the transition period. 

In the long-term, the funding of GNSS constellations by non-aviation sources and cost reductions 
from only sole-service equipage will benefit the civil aviation community. There is a benefit in 
GNSS Sole-Service from the uniform navigation performance and gate-to-gate operations, when 
compared with the GNSS+DME alternative, which would require the maintenance of ILS or MLS 
precision approach aids. 
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Study Conclusions 

The benefits from better navigation capability stem from the implementation of the ECAC 
Navigation Strategy.  Many changes will be needed to achieve this, for which the navigation 
method plays a minor role.  Nevertheless, reducing the number of navigation systems needed to 
achieve the Strategy’s aims would reduce the costs of navigation.   

Civil Aviation must continue to have multiple layers of capability to ensure safety.  Hence, “sole-
anything” is a vulnerability compared to multiple alternative systems.  However, this does not solve 
the economic necessity of minimising the cost and number of systems.  Thus, the question is 
whether there is a cheaper and equally safe alternative to retaining DME and ILS/MLS operations.   

GNSS has already found acceptance throughout the aviation community as the preferred en-route 
navigation system.  Based on the assumptions made, the future GNSS could be used as a sole-
service, despite its weak signals.  However, this would require an adequate backup capability on 
the part of the aircraft operators and ATC authorities. 

To move towards GNSS Sole-Service, aircraft operators should be encouraged to use dual 
FMS/IRS in combination with GNSS.  ATC would need to become more able to support multiple 
aircraft with navigation problems by automating surveillance radar position and vector guidance 
provision. 

Many obstacles to achieving the sole-service goal are outlined in the study report.  Each must be 
overcome, requiring the good will and hard work of the many civil aviation participants. 
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2 INTRODUCTION 

2.1 BACKGROUND 

The Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) is the name given by ICAO to include all elements 
of satellite navigation and its augmentations, both present and future. The ICAO GNSS Panel has 
finished its work on the SARPS amendments 76 and 77 for GNSS [RD-G1].  Subsequent to the 
publication of the GNSS SARPS, ICAO member states will be able to approve GNSS for 
operations up to and including support of precision approach operations in Cat I weather 
conditions, (when used together with suitable aircraft equipment, training and maintenance). 
However, the approval process is complex and many steps are needed before aircraft will be 
permitted to undertake GNSS based operations and many more needed to remove current 
essential navigation equipment. 

ICAO anticipated, in its CNS/ATM concept, that satellite navigation would provide significant 
operational benefits at affordable cost. Outside the regions with highly developed ATS, enhanced 
safety would be offered for en-route flight and terminal areas. Eurocontrol states, in the ECAC 
Strategy ATM 2000+, that this technology will help reduce delays, provide for better airport and 
runway utilization, and increase flexibility and efficiency of flight operations by reducing flight time 
and fuel required. 

The ECAC Navigation Strategy plans a total RNAV environment and harmonisation of the 
navigation infrastructure.  Basic RNAV (RNP-5 nm 95% containment) has been introduced. Early 
transition stages include Precision RNAV in selected Terminal Airspace followed by ECAC wide P-
RNAV (RNP-1 nm or better) in 2010 with the possible removable of VOR and NDB aids.  The 
RTCA/EUROCAE MASPS based RNP RNAV (0.3 nm, 95% containment) may also be possible.  
The final transition is to 4D RNAV in 2015 or later.   

These transitions are all predicated on each having a positive business case.  The benefits stem 
from the new or improved operations that RNAV offers, irrespective of the navigation aids used.  
The costs are affected by the choice and number of navigation aids required. 

The ECAC strategy foresees the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) as playing an 
important enabling role in these transitions, whereby DME and ILS (or MLS) might remain as 
redundant or reversionary means of navigation.  Savings are made by removing NDB and VOR 
ground equipment and aircraft receivers. 

2.2 PURPOSE 

This report is in response to the call for tender from EUROCONTROL AO/04/CE/JR/02 and its 
specification GNSS/ST.CT “Specifications for Study Contract”. The starting point for this study was 
the paper GNS/GAL/WP01 Issue 0.6 of 09/05/01 that expresses a common civil aviation position 
for Galileo. This study attempts to answer the question whether it would be safe and economically 
beneficial for civil aviation to transition to a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) Sole-
Service scenario. The term “sole-service” implies that the GNSS signals would be the only 
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radionavigation signals provided external to the aircraft, even in high-density traffic areas. Any 
other navigation aids carried by the aircraft would not require external signals.  

Over most of the world’s surface, GNSS already provides the only radionavigation signal available, 
making it the sole-service in those areas. 

2.3 METHODOLOGY 

The issues, associated with the concept of using GNSS as a sole-service, are addressed under the 
following headings: 

�� Operational  - navigation’s place in civil aviation operations 

�� Technical   - the ability of GNSS to achieve the performance required 

�� Vulnerability  - the weakness of GNSS as a sole-service 

�� Security   - a relative vulnerability analysis 

�� Safety   - the safety issues 

�� Institutional  - the political, legal, international acceptance of a GNSS sole-service 

�� Business  - the attitude of the aviation participants towards GNSS 

�� Cost Recovery and Transition – economic justification and timescale 

Many aspects are necessarily speculative because of the long time scale involved in any transition 
of the aviation community to new systems or services. 

2.4 GNSS SOLE-SERVICE MINIMUM EQUIPMENT FIT 

The ICAO SARPS Annex 6 recommendation, currently used for required minimum navigation 
system equipage, is for two VOR receivers, one DME and one ADF receiver.  The RTCA DO-236A 
MASPS for RNP RNAV suggests that the minimum compliant aircraft sensor fit would be two DME 
receivers and one VOR receiver (together with the relevant navigation computer(s) and display(s)).  
As the ECAC Navigation Strategy foresees the removal of VOR and NDB, there is clearly a 
transition already necessary to achieve the P-RNAV requirements by 2010 and a further transition 
needed to achieve the proposed 4D RNAV capability by 2015.  A combination of GNSS and DME 
receivers is foreseen by the strategy. 

GNSS will not achieve a dual redundant status until the availability of two independent 
constellations and two separate centre frequencies from each constellation in approximately 2010.  
Then it is assumed that GPS and Galileo, plus their respective augmentations (RAIM, ABAS, 
SBAS, GBAS) can each be standardised to provide redundant services.  Thus, a minimum fit of 
two GNSS receivers, each capable of operating with GPS and Galileo on two frequencies, plus 
dual navigation computers and displays, should be adequate to meet the MASPS and national 
requirements.  This operational status is assumed for addressing a sole-service GNSS concept.   
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In the time-frame considered beyond 2015, many IFR aircraft will be also FMS and IRS equipped.  
These aircraft are most likely to continue to use the MMR as the source of GNSS PVT data.  As a 
precision approach system, the MMR and its controls and annunciation are dual or triple systems. 

2.5 SPECIFIC TERMS 

Terms, that require specific definition, used throughout the document are:- 

GNSS Sole-Service implies that the GNSS signals would be the only radionavigation signals 
provided external to the aircraft, even in high-density traffic areas.  Any other navigation aid carried 
by the aircraft would not require ground-based aids to navigation.   

Redundant systems – two or more systems of equal performance and coverage. There is no 
difference for pilot or the ATC as to which is used, they provide each other with reversionary or 
backup performance and coverage. 

Reversionary system – a system with adequate but perhaps lower performance or coverage. The 
pilot needs to know that he has some limitations.  ATC need not be made aware that the aircraft is 
using the reversionary system. 

Backup system – a system with limited coverage and performance, which acts as a safety-net. 
Both pilot and ATC need to know about any restrictions that the backup system might impose. 

2.6 GNSS SOLE-SERVICE ISSUES 

2.6.1 DISADVANTAGES 

It is often questioned, if it is desirable to use satellite navigation, bearing in mind the vulnerability of 
weak satellite signals to interference and the consequent need to maintain conventional ground 
based aids to navigation.  The vulnerability of the weak satellite signals to interference, whether 
natural, unintentional or intentional, is well known.  GPS receivers regularly lose and re-acquire the 
satellite signals during normal operation.  This introduces concerns of adequate availability and 
continuity of service.  The accuracy of the position determination is variable in time and space 
setting statistical limits on its performance.  Equipping aircraft and ATC with new certified and type 
approved equipment is very expensive and perhaps unnecessary. 

There is also the institutional issue of GNSS signals being controlled by only a few nations and 
there is no performance guarantee provided by the current constellation operators. 

2.6.2 ADVANTAGES 

Satellite navigation has the following advantages over conventional ground based aids to 
navigation:- 

1. GNSS receivers work globally, they are not restricted by the range of a ground transmitter. 

2. Satellite navigation is more accurate in most respects compared to other methods. 

8 CHAPTER 1 - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
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3. GNSS receivers offer flexibility, they do not restrict the user to a fixed route structure. 

4. GPS receivers are low cost and readily available; a global mass market of applications has 
driven down their price. 

5. Satellite navigation is less expensive for aviation to use.  The U.S. and R.F. taxpayers carry 
the current costs through their respective defence budgets, whereas conventional air 
navigation systems recover their costs from the aviation community.  Galileo’s cost will be, at 
most, only partially carried by aviation. 

6. GNSS is the only technology offering the capability to support gate-to-gate navigation. 
Currently several different navigation aids must be carried, one or more for each phase of 
flight and region. 

These advantages have been sufficient to make satellite navigation very attractive to users. 

2.6.3 TRENDS 

ICAO Member States recognised the advantages of GNSS and has started the long process of 
standardising it. The RTCA, EUROCAE and AEEC are writing and improving the equipment 
standards.  In Europe, the desire to obtain more capacity has led to the adoption of basic area 
navigation (B-RNAV). This has stressed the capability of the current ground based en-route 
navigation aid infrastructure and has made GNSS attractive to many user groups.  The global 
usefulness of GNSS has resulted in many aircraft being voluntarily fitted with its receivers. Thus, 
the current trend in civil aviation navigation is towards a GNSS based infrastructure. 

However, ground based navigation aids are being maintained to provide an adequate alternative in 
the event of loss of GNSS signals. This results in the continued maintenance, replacement and 
training costs of the ground infrastructure and fleet-wide airborne equipment, effectively denying 
the economic benefits of satellite navigation.  Hence, the question is raised, as to how GNSS could 
be improved to reduce or remove the need for these costs. 

2.6.4 GNSS ELEMENTS 

GNSS covers a wide variety of systems: GPS, GLONASS, SBAS (EGNOS, WAAS, MSAS), GBAS 
(LAAS), RAIM, ABAS and in future GALILEO, GPS III, GLONASS-K. Its final composition will 
depend on the requirements for air navigation. It is assumed that ICAO will continue to write 
amendments to standardise GNSS up to the point where it could be adopted as a sole-service. 

Today’s GNSS components are: 

�� GPS, 

�� GLONASS (partially operational, with doubts on its availability in the future), 

�� ABAS (RAIM algorithms, INS hybridisation with GPS). 
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GPS is working with Selective Availability (SA) turned off, as is the case since May 2000.  SA could 
be turned on at anytime, with the United States giving an official warning before proceeding.  
However, this is unlikely, as the US has other plans for navigation warfare and its own citizens are 
dependent on continued service.  Further, in areas of SBAS or GBAS coverage, the effects of SA 
are removed. 

Today’s GNSS components cannot yet sustain a sole-service concept in high-density airspace. 
Adding new components and improving existing ones could help. 

2.6.4.1 CONSTELLATIONS 

Currently, GNSS consists of the GPS constellation plus its augmentations.  GLONASS has not 
been analysed here as being a part of the GNSS sole service.  Although the Russian system is 
included in ICAO SARPS, its receivers have not been standardised by RTCA, nor has it been 
taken into account in other recent studies (Volpe report, JHU report).  This is understandable given 
the present status of the constellation (at the time of writing, only 7 GLONASS satellites are 
operational).  GLONASS has not proved economically competitive, either to maintain its 
constellation or to have a large market for its receivers.  Hence, GPS users are vulnerable to 
systematic failures by having only one constellation available.  Since GPS provides no integrity 
data or guarantee of performance, augmentations are needed. 

2.6.4.2 AIRCRAFT BASED AUGMENTATION SYSTEMS 

Most aviation safety regulators permit the use of GPS together with Receiver Autonomous Integrity 
Monitoring (RAIM) and RAIM availability prediction as a system for domestic en-route operations 
but often requiring VOR or DME receivers to be carried, operational and monitored. For precision 
approach, GPS with RAIM cannot achieve the required performance, hence further augmentations 
are required. 

Another form of aircraft based augmentation uses inertial sensors. INS or FMS/IRS is standard for 
oceanic operations and GPS+RAIM has been integrated and certified to enhance these 
operations.  The short-term autonomous performance of inertial navigation complements the long-
term accuracy of satellite navigation.  An additional constellation further strengthens the 
performance of this combination. 

2.6.4.3 SPACE BASED AUGMENTATION SYSTEMS 

It is from a safety perspective that civil aviation authorities initiated the SBAS programmes: the 
Wide Area Augmentation System by the FAA, the MSAS by the Japanese Minister of Transport, 
and EGNOS by EC, ESA, and EUROCONTROL.  India and China have also initialled SBAS 
programmes.  SBAS signals in space (SIS) are broadcast through geostationary satellites, each 
offering additional ranging, wide area differential corrections and integrity messages. 

SBAS will improve the accuracy, availability, continuity and integrity of GPS navigation 
performance and support flight operations en-route through NPA phases.  However, the service 
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area of each SBAS system is limited to its region (CONUS for WAAS, ECAC for EGNOS, Japan’s 
FIR for MSAS). The use of geostationary satellites also implies limited reception at high latitudes.   

SBAS has met some resistance from air transport users because it offers them no operational or 
economic benefit for aircraft already fitted with FMS/IRS + GPS/RAIM in addition to the mandated 
minimum equipment fit of VOR, DME and ADF receivers. 

2.6.4.4 GROUND BASED AUGMENTATION SYSTEMS 

GBAS is intended to support all types of approach, landing, departure and surface operations 
within its coverage.  It broadcasts locally valid differential corrections and integrity data to the 
aircraft via VHF.  The ICAO SARPS and RTCA / EUROCAE MOPS [RD-G1, G8 - G13] have been 
developed to support precision approach operations in Category I conditions.  A GBAS may also 
be used to support additional operations in the Terminal Manoeuvring Area.  GBAS development 
and deployment programmes are underway in the USA, Japan and some European countries. 

However, until GBAS can offer support for precision approach operation in Cat II/III conditions, air 
transport users are reluctant to adopt the system.  Conversely, when it can do so, they see an 
opportunity to reduce the cost of ILS supported precision approach operations. 

2.6.5 UPGRADING GNSS 

The USA plans to extend the civilian capability of GPS by adding two more signals. These 
improvements will be fully operational in 2013 because of the slow satellite replacement 
programme.  Of these, the L2C signal is of little use to civil aviation as it lies outside the safety of 
life protected ARNS bands.  SARPS and MOPS will be required for civil aviation use of the new L5 
signal.  Plans are in place to support the L5 signals with SBAS and GBAS. 

The addition of a second constellation, in the form of Galileo, regulated by European Union 
nations, would reduce GNSS vulnerability to systematic failures.  Galileo intends to provide three 
signals, suitable for civilian aviation use, in two frequency bands of GPS, plus a third independent 
frequency, all in the ARNS bands.  Galileo plans to provide its own integrity data, so that SBAS 
support is unnecessary.  Galileo plans operational service in 2008, but civil aviation must wait for 
SARPS to use it. 

GBAS will be upgraded to provide local area corrections and integrity data for the new GPS and 
Galileo signals.  It is not yet decided what signal combinations are needed for GBAS to support 
precision approach in Cat II/III conditions but current indications are that augmentation of two 
constellations and two frequencies from each will be adequate to achieve the very high 
performance requirements. 
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2.6.6 INTERFERENCE 

The increased number of frequencies and signals will significantly reduce the vulnerability of users 
to interference, since it is unlikely that unintentional interference will occur simultaneously on 
multiple frequencies.  However, the threat of intentional interference would remain, no matter how 
many frequency bands were used.  The receiver’s acceptable carrier to noise ratio is the limiting 
factor and the low signal strength from the satellites is of concern. 

The limited range of ground based radio navigation aids ensures that, beyond their coverage, 
GNSS is already the sole-service available and has been adopted by users there.  That GNSS is 
regarded as unsafe in some areas and welcomed as the sole-service in others is because of the 
traffic and population density differences and the availability of existing aids to navigation. The 
likelihood of intentional interference is assessed to be higher in places where its effect would be 
greater. This likelihood is regarded to be less when its effect is reduced by an adequate backup 
system. 

The current climate of fear of terrorism results in the GPS and Galileo constellation improvements 
being judged as inadequate to provide sole-service operations. However, a potential aggressor 
might choose to attack the weakest point with the easiest method for the most certainty of effect.  
This makes a man-portable anti-aircraft missile more dangerous, and perhaps cheaper, than an 
effective GNSS jammer and hijacking the aircraft requires even less expenditure.  If the threat to 
radionavigation is perceived as so great, it might be better to regard GNSS as a necessary backup 
to increase the robustness of the conventional navigation aids.  As navigation aids have not been 
subject to attack as yet (unlike communication systems) it is difficult to assess the probability of an 
attack.  The section on GNSS vulnerability considers these aspects further. 

2.6.7 MITIGATION OF INTERFERENCE EFFECTS 

Mitigation against intentional interference of GNSS signals is a security issue and must be treated 
in the same manner as other terrorist or foreign power attacks.  The State’s forces must have the 
power to rapidly terminate interfering signals.  This means maintaining the manpower and 
equipment needed for appropriate counter measures.  As civil aviation is a minority user of GNSS 
and the projected economic damage of an intentional interference to GNSS to society is high, it 
may be possible for civil aviation to rely on the States’ mitigation methods. 

Generating wide-area GNSS interference can either be done by airborne jamming or by a large 
number of small ground-based jammers appropriately located and co-ordinated.  The former is a 
target for a military response, the later for police action.  States with high-density airspace are 
currently able to deal with the airborne jammer threat with military action.  This leaves the problem 
of multiple low power jammers deployed simultaneously, perhaps by terrorists.  The police are not 
currently manned, equipped or trained to handle such a threat.  An attack intended to result in 
economic damage, would need to be prolonged and therefore easier to locate, whereas one 
directed at causing deaths could be short duration and directed at aircraft during approach and 
landing. 
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Consequently, the heart of the threat, which may prevent GNSS becoming a sole-service, is the 
terrorist that plans to use electronic warfare methods to destroy aircraft during precision approach 
operations.  An ILS spoofer would present the same threat today.  As multiple frequency bands are 
no projection from intentional interference, maintaining both ILS and GBAS would not help.  
Consequently, there seems little difference between the threats to life today for ILS or the threat 
tomorrow for GBAS supported precision approach.  The safety response to intentional interference 
will not change with a transition from ILS to GBAS.  The sections on security and safety consider 
these issues further. 

2.7 GNSS SOLE-SERVICE SCENARIOS 

For civil aviation to transition from the current mix of navigation aids to a GNSS sole-service 
situation, it must pass through a number of stages. Each stage presents different obstacles that 
have to be overcome.  The problem has three major parameters, those of: 

�� User aircraft type - different motivations and transition preferences 

�� Operational flight phases - different alternatives and combinations 

�� Airspace traffic density - the necessity for backup capability. 

Typical transition stages towards GNSS Sole-Service could include: 

GNSS Sole-Service A - for oceanic, remote areas and many en-route operations where no other 
radio navigation is available.  Today aircraft use inertial navigation augmented by GNSS.  In this 
scenario, they are permitted to use this combination for all operations, even in airspace with high-
density traffic.  ATSPs retain adequate reversionary radionavigation means for TMA and precision 
approach operations.  GNSS supports most operations. 

GNSS Sole-Service B - aircraft may use GNSS as the only radionavigation signal that they receive, 
but ATC retains conventional aids to navigation to support older aircraft. The situation varies with 
area, traffic density and flight phase.  GNSS capable of sole-service for all operations but a backup 
level of ground navigation aids remains for emergencies, particularly landing aids serviced by the 
MMR. 

GNSS Sole-Service C - GNSS is the only radionavigation system provided but ATC offer a backup 
service, capable of safely handling a GNSS outage in their sectors.  This would require further 
ATM automation in high-density traffic airspace.  For example, automated extensions of ADS-B / 
Mode-S SSR surveillance are used to provide aircraft in difficulty with PVT data. 

GNSS Sole-Service D - GNSS is the only radionavigation service; the aircraft carries reversionary 
or backup capability depending on its operational area or flight phase (e.g. INS, Enhanced Vision 
Systems, Radar terrain map matching). ATSPs provide only GNSS augmentation signals. 
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It is quite possible that, during the very long transition period required, a ground / air equipment 
split occurs whereby many ATSPs continue to maintain all ground navigation aids, to support older 
aircraft or non-commercial fleet (General aviation, military aircraft etc.), whereas the newer aircraft 
are capable of operating safely (almost) entirely without them. 

Since the Eurocontrol Strategic plan is oriented toward IFR commercial flights, the overall needs 
are driven by increasing capacity, safety and cost-saving.  However, all the expected changes 
needed to plan, to prepare, to navigate, and to control a flight have to be applicable to the widest 
airspace user community; otherwise the European single sky would become a segregated 
airspace. 

The study considers the many aspects that could provide obstacles to obtaining the cost savings 
that GNSS sole-service might offer beyond those already planned to be achieved by the ECAC 
Navigation Strategy. 
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3.1 OVERVIEW 

The concept of adopting GNSS as a sole-service must be seen in the context of aviation as a 
whole and of civil aviation and air-transport specifically.  Navigation is only one element required to 
support civil aviation, communications, surveillance and Air Traffic Management are others.  The 
need for change stems from the increase in air traffic, particularly in the skies of North America, the 
Far East and Europe.  Although not part of the original study plan, a section on operational issues 
has been include because of its relation with business and cost recovery issues.  Approval of all 
operations is necessary by national authorities and this must be given before any transition to a 
GNSS sole-service could occur. 

3.1.1 TRAFFIC FORECAST 

The demand for Air Transport continues to increase as an essential part of world trade.  The actual 
increase changes from year to year and from region to region.  The pressure to accommodate 
more traffic is the motivation behind most transitions in civil aviation.  Hence, the pressure for 
change is considered below. 

3.1.1.1 European Growth 

(Source: [RD-Ops 2] Eurocontrol Performance Review Rapport 2001) 

 Approximate growth from 
1999 to 2001 

Average yearly growth 
1990-2001 

Number of IFR flights 60%1 4.8% 

Distance flown in a constant 
area 

80% 6% 

Table 1: Traffic variations within Europe 1999-2001 

                                            
1 Within the EURO88 area (Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Ireland, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, 
Switzerland, United Kingdom). This represent 75% of the GAT IFR traffic in 2001. 
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Figure 1: Traffic versus forecast 

 

3.1.1.2 Worldwide Growth 

ICAO gave this forecast of global air-traffic growth in February 2000. [RD-Ops 3] source ICAO 
ANSconf-WP13. 
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Figure 2: ICAO International routes forecast 
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Figure 3: ICAO Domestic routes forecast 

The global annual growth rate foreseen is around 4.5%. The 11th September 2001 terrorist attack 
had a significant effect on the annual air traffic growth and 2002 will be severely affected. 
Comparing to the 1991-1992 period, it is likely that the traffic will recover rapidly with an initial 
growth rate higher than the average given above, unless the Iraq crisis further depresses traffic.  
The IATA reported an increase by 9.9 % (in RPK terms) on September 2001 of scheduled 
passenger traffic.  Freight growth rate is 13,4% a year (in FTK terms). 

3.1.2 AIRCRAFT FLEET FORECAST 

To cope with this expansion in demand, airlines will have to increase their fleets in an appropriate 
way to provide seat-capacities adapted to the market.  The commercial aircraft fleet evolution 
estimated by Boeing is shown on Figure 4 [RD-Ops 4].  These figures are not fully compliant with 
those given in the Eurocontrol document [RD-Ops 5], which counts 11009 commercial aircraft in 
service worldwide.  However, the interesting fact is not the number of aircraft itself but its foreseen 
evolution.  

Since the biggest part of the fleet augmentation forecasted is in the 100-170 seats aircraft 
segment, which is short to medium-range, the impact on the number of movements is an average 
annual rate of 3,5%.  Through 20 years, this represents twice as many movements as in 1998.  
This is a huge challenge for airports, since no significant new airports are expected to be built 
during this period. 
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Figure 4: Commercial aircraft fleet evolution 2002-2020 (Source Boeing) 

 

3.1.3 AIRSPACE USE 

To accommodate the forecast traffic growth, the current use of airspace is not optimum. Due to 
geography and political history, the airspace is fragmented and some local areas are in a constant 
state of congestion.  For example, despite the adoption of new rules and systems, (RNAV, RVSM, 
CFMU etc.) many delays are observed within the European core area, generating some M€ of 
economic losses.  Growing traffic will potentially increase the number of fatalities, which are 
unacceptable to public opinion, even if the number of deaths per kilometre flown is lower. 

The strategic plan, adopted by the ECAC nations through EUROCONTROL, is the ECAC ATM 
2000+ strategy [RD-Ops 1].  It provides the necessary milestones to evolve the airspace, aircraft 
and ATC equipage, ICAO SARPs and procedures to handle increasing traffic; which could be in 
2020 twice as much as it is today. 

The range of expected changes, combined with new interoperable technologies, makes this 
challenge more difficult to achieve because Europe is part of a “global airspace system” and not 
able to isolate its functions. 
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3.1.4 GNSS IN THE FUTURE AIR SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The global evolution is described by ICAO as the CNS/ATM concept.  A better use of airspace will 
provide: 

�� Better management to make the airspace more flexible for commercial airflow 

�� Reduced separation of aircraft to increase the flow 

�� Augment safety conditions in helping the human participation through aircraft equipment, 
surveillance systems, communications 

All these aspects are translated in different technologies in terms of Communications, Navigation, 
Surveillance and ATM.  Although GNSS will play a major role in the Navigation domain, it remains 
only a component of the future air system architecture. 

Therefore, GNSS use has to be considered not only under technical, safety, economic and legal 
aspects but also in relation to the environment needed to obtain the desired benefits.  This 
environment is one of the keys for a smooth transition, since the main users of airspace (e.g. 
airlines) have a global vision of the services they need to fly safer at the lowest cost. 

The global evolution in air traffic systems can be illustrated with the following diagram [RD-Ops 6]: 

AIR TRAFFIC SYSTEM : EVOLUTION OF THE CONCEPT

DATA

VOICE

GNSS, FMS/IRS

VOR/DME, ILS, INS

ADS

RADAR

CO
M

NA
V

SU
RV

Long Term Free Route Vision Current air traffic system

 

Figure 5: Transition to CNS-ATM 
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For each domain, the step to be achieved can be synthesized in the following table: 

FUNCTION Current Air Traffic System LONG TERM 

Surveillance – Separation Radar + Procedural Performance based 

Navigation Local ground-based Global space-based 

Communications Voice-based Digital Data based 

ATM Direct control Managed Environment with 
Shared responsibility 

Table 2: Functions transition 
 

Obviously, GNSS will be one corner stone of the future Air System since it will be the main provider 
for precise positioning and time.  However, the potential benefits are only available if the other 
parts of the systems are also serviceable. 

3.1.5 MAINTENANCE OF SAFETY AND PERFORMANCE 

New technologies, equipment and procedures are intended to provide increased productivity and 
safety improvements to these domains. The overall result will be the implementation of the 
conditions necessary to safely absorb the expected traffic growth and to improve the benefits of 
this economic activity. 

One safety aspect is that each time one of the CNS services is down, air traffic falls into a 
degraded mode, the depth of which depends on the ability of the remaining means to overcome 
the failure by providing an alternative service.  Therefore, a mixed use of incoming technologies 
could provide new redundancies that old systems were not able to give due, for example, to the 
lack of connectivity between their components. 

The increased traffic and the demand to reduce the number of accidents result in each proposed 
new system being subject to ever more safety analysis.  Introducing new systems must increase 
safety; removing old ones must not reduce it. 
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3.2 FLIGHT PHASES 

GNSS sole service has potential contributions for each of the different flight phases: 

�� Oceanic and remote areas 

�� En Route 

�� TMA  

�� Approach 

�� Ground Movement 

3.2.1 OCEANIC AND REMOTE AREAS 

What follows is related to the North Atlantic airspace, which seems among oceanic airspaces, to 
have one of the more stringent requirements for navigation performance and aircraft separation, 
although some Pacific airspace regions may have nearly identical requirements (RNP-10 
compliance is mandatory for North Pacific).  RVSM requirements are also implemented in these 
airspaces, since it improves traffic flow management and fuel saving. 

3.2.1.1 Oceanic and Remote CNS 

In oceanic and remote areas, there is no radar surveillance and the aircraft are beyond VHF radio 
communications range.  Communications with ATC is via HF radio or on newer aircraft on some 
routes via SATCOM.  The aircrew report their positions by voice based on their available 
navigation systems and the ATC builds up a surveillance “image” of the relative positions of the 
aircraft to control their separations, again by radio voice communicated instructions.  GNSS is the 
only radionavigation signal available since the discontinuance of the OMEGA service. 

In oceanic and remote areas, aircraft navigation is based on two LRNS that could be [RD-Ops 7]: 

�� One Inertial Navigation System (INS); 

�� One Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS); or 

�� One navigation system using the inputs from one or more Inertial Reference System (IRS) or 
any other sensor system complying with the MNPS requirement. 

These systems, compliant with the longitudinal and lateral separation minimums required in the 
MNPS airspace for North Atlantic operations, are not the only means used for separation 
purposes. Within the Organised Track System (OTS), parallel or near parallel routes are laterally 
separated by 1° latitude (60 Nm) and the longitudinal separation is based on time between two 
aircraft flying the same track at the same flight level (10 minutes). The “Mach Number Technique” 
is used to maintain this longitudinal separation.  As no full radar coverage is available, these 
procedural means rely on: 
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�� The ability of the aircraft system to follow and maintain the track cleared by ATC with a lateral 

error less than 6.3 Nm (e.g. RNP 12.6) for 95% of the time within the MNPS airspace2. 

�� The ability of the crew to operate stringent procedures and report when RVSM or navigation 
performance can no longer be maintained, 

�� The ability of ATC to provide cost-effective routes adapted to users needs through the OTS 
and to assure appropriate communications.  ATC has also to cope with contingency 
procedures when an aircraft is unable to maintain the required performance. 

For light aircraft ferry flights, special routes are designed which enable aircraft to stay within VHF 
and full or partial radar coverage.  These so called “Spruce Routes” are not direct and follow the 
continental areas. 

3.2.1.2 Obstacles identification 

Even if the traffic on North Atlantic is still contained in acceptable limits (around 300 flights per day 
and per direction west or eastbound), some difficulties appear.  Their origins are not the need for 
more precise navigation, since existing aircraft equipment can often match higher requirements 
than MNPS, but factors affecting communications and surveillance.  

As stated in ICAO publication [RD-Ops 7], radio communications’ traffic is growing fast as aircrew 
take benefit from RVSM in changing cruise level more frequently than before.  Some stations are 
reporting HF exchanges approaching 60 messages per hour on each of three frequencies over a 
2.5 to 3 hours period. This represents a higher workload for ATC. To expect a reduction of this 
heavy HF traffic seems unlikely without new allocated frequencies.  However, new communications 
systems are now available.  

�� Satellite Communication (SATCOM) Voice: a rapidly increasing number of aircraft have 
SATCOM Voice capability for passenger communications. It is anticipated that a majority of 
aircraft will be so equipped well before 2010. This could lead to its use for safety-related, non-
routine or emergency communications reducing the load on the dual aircraft HF transceivers; 

�� Controller Pilot Data Link Communications (CPDLC): a number of FANS-1/A equipped aircraft 
operate in the NAT are capable of CPDLC.  The number will increase in this timeframe. By 
2004, it is anticipated that SARPs compliant CNS/ATM-1 aircraft, capable of CPDLC will also 
be operating in the NAT region. Avionics suites with other data link capabilities (e.g. – Flight 
Management System Waypoint Reporting) will also be available. These CPDLC technologies 
will provide the opportunity for usage in routine communications, reducing the relatively 
inefficient voice communications traffic in oceanic and remote areas.  However, they require a 
separate frequency allocation.   

                                            
2 The proportion of the total flight time spent by aircraft between 30 NM (55.6 km) off the cleared track shall be less than 
one hour per 2000 flight hours. The portion of the total flight time spent by aircraft between 50 and 70 NM (92.6 and 
129.6 km) off the cleared track shall be less than one hour per 8000 flight hours. 
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NAT ATSPs do not plan requirements for making these equipments mandatory since air traffic 
control centres are not all equipped with the network terminals. The question of the payback to 
satellite operator is also an issue. 

The lack of independent surveillance impacts directly the Target Level of safety (TLS) imposed in 
MNPS airspace.  Despite precise navigation equipment, many deviation incidents are reported 
[RD-Ops 5].  Sources are often human errors (wrong coordinates inserted in the INS initialisation 
or in the FMS flight plan route, lack of navigation sensors cross-check, too much trust placed in the 
FMS, flight dispatch mistakes, etc.).  

The lack of an international standard for avionics time handling (i.e., rounding vs. truncating) adds 
considerably to navigation uncertainty in longitudinal separation.  It is therefore essential that pilots 
conducting flights in MNPS airspace utilise accurate clocks and synchronise these with a standard 
time signal, based on UTC, prior to entering MNPS Airspace.  It should be noted that some aircraft 
clocks can only be re-set while the aircraft is on the ground.  

These factors contradict lower separation minimums until ATC surveillance can be effective in the 
area.  ADS offers a surveillance solution but one that relies on navigation and communications 
reliability. 

The ACAS cannot be a primary means for collision avoidance because knowledge of many 
parameters is necessary before deviating an aircraft from its route without creating a dominoes 
effect on the adjacent traffic.  Today, only ATC can gather the whole information and ACAS can 
only be considered, as in other airspaces, as a safety net. 

This is of concern, because traffic is expected to grow (4% per year) and because of airspace 
limitations, which are inherent to geography, flight organisation (day westbound, night eastbound) 
and ETOPS flights.  OTS is based on most favourable winds and allows ETOPS operations, which 
are more cost effective on these routes.  More than 60% of North Atlantic traffic is flying under 
ETOPS regulations. 

3.2.1.3 Equipment mitigation measure 

Pressure, to increase capacity across the North Atlantic and Pacific routes, has led to the 
introduction of RVSM.  The safety case for this reduction in vertical separation minima needed to 
show that the aircrafts’ altimeters could be made reliable enough to maintain safety in the absence 
of any form of surveillance.  Likewise, if lateral or longitudinal separations are to be decreased, to 
increase capacity further, and ADS is to be used for surveillance, the navigation and 
communication means must have sufficient reliability to satisfy a safety case. 

Although providing traffic enhancements in oceanic airspaces depends mainly on the extended use 
of new communication means, some progress could be achieved from precise navigation that are 
more relative to the reliability than to the precision itself.   
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GNSS navigation is today GPS based with its well-known vulnerabilities. For the short-term, before 
another constellation becomes available, mitigation measures are mandatory, such as RAIM 
prediction before flight. This adds to complexity and flight preparation time. Progress has been 
made in other forms of ABAS (for example the AIME technique, which seems largely better than 
RAIM).  For short outages or loss of RAIM capability, a coupled IRS/GPS with FMS could provide 
the appropriate performance for twenty to thirty minutes after the outage beginning. 

�� In long-term, GNSS could take over from inertial as the primary means, as it is today used for 
precision through FMS navigation filters. Onboard redundancy is easy to obtain with 2 GNSS 
receivers, embedded or not in INS.  

It seems likely that GPS will continue to be the sole radionavigation service for global 
enhancement of INS in oceanic and remote areas.  With the advent of an operational second 
constellation (Galileo), the question is raised as to whether there is sufficient redundancy between 
GPS and Galileo to permit GNSS to become the sole means in oceanic and remote areas, 
permitting the removal of INS, or at least their replacement by AHRS.  It must still offer sufficient 
reliability to support reduced separations based on ADS. 

In the communications domain, pilot voice reports could be progressively replaced by a 
predominately satellite and CPDLC based ADS system, integrated with ground-based radar 
systems where available. This would provide a better air picture to ATC.  In medium term, the OTS 
could be improved in opening some existing tracks with lateral and longitudinal separation minima 
reduced by the half. 

3.2.2 EN ROUTE 

The ICAO recommendation, adopted as regulation in many regions, is that an aircraft should carry 
two VOR receivers, one DME and one ADF receiver for en-route operations.  This minimum 
navigation equipage may be modified to support RNAV operations.  Were GNSS to become a sole 
service, this ICAO recommendation would need to be changed. 

3.2.2.1 B-RNAV first results 

Over the European high-traffic density region, the BRNAV concept was introduced in 1998. 
Together with the adoption of RVSM, it provides enhancements in route structure and improves the 
traffic flow. However, there are still flight delays within high traffic density areas. 

RNP-5 RNAV requirements [RD-Ops 9] give a list of available sensors to establish the position of 
the aircraft: 

�� DME-DME 

�� VOR/DME 

�� INS or IRS supported by a suitable navigation system 

�� LORAN C 

�� GNSS / GPS 
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Some sensors present operational limitations: 

�� �LORAN-C, VOR/DME and INS without automatic position updating from DME/DME, cannot be 
viewed as stand-alone input to meet RNP 1 accuracy. 

�� LORAN-C is unsuitable as the navigation source for terminal operations. 

�� RNAV systems using a single co-located VOR/DME can be used for navigation during the 
execution of Terminal operations where the RNAV system is shown to meet the declared 
Required Navigation Performance for that procedure in the available navigation aid 
environment. 

�� GNSS/GPS can only be considered as the stand-alone input to a navigation system for either 
en-route or terminal operations where such applications have been approved by an appropriate 
authority, as meeting the declared Quality of Service (accuracy, integrity, availability and 
continuity of service) requirements for the operation.  Where these requirements are not met, 
another source of positioning information meeting the Quality of Service requirements must be 
available for RNAV operations.  This can include manual navigation techniques using 
VOR/DME and NDB where these can be shown to provide the Required Navigation 
Performance. 

Substantial differences exist between B-RNAV and RNP-5 RNAV, which will replace B-RNAV.  In 
terms of equipment, a coupled Data Base to the navigation system will be mandatory because 
some functions will pass from “Optional” for B-RNAV operations to “Required” in RNP-5 RNAV.  
New steering signals for the autopilot have to be implemented to enable the aircraft to follow 
specific curved tracks and holding patterns. 

There are several possible configurations to meet B-RNAV or RNP-5.  The configuration adopted 
varies with the type of aircraft. For continental use with a good navaids infrastructure, a DME-DME 
based system is cost effective. When the aircraft has to fly through remote areas, it will be 
adequately equipped with INS or IRS, GNSS / GPS, and VOR-ILS/DME.  That is to say that even if 
the aircraft is not fully equipped for B-RNAV or RNP, it can meet or nearly meet these 
requirements. 

These considerations are applicable to commercial airlines and GA Business (or corporate).  Other 
IFR airspace users can have difficulties finding a suitable aircraft equipment since the investment 
and maintenance costs are high relative to the aircraft’s use. This problem might be solved through 
the renewal of old aircraft but this could last more than 15 years. 

GNSS/GPS is the most precise sensor for en route RNP-5 operations but the integration technical 
conditions and redundancies required for its operational use make the navigation system complex, 
due to other mandatory sensors and equipment (INS, FMS/IRS, Data Base etc). Although a major 
part of airline fleets operating in ECAC region are B-RNAV compliant (and more and more aircraft 
are already compliant with RNP-1, particularly the new ones), it is still not sufficient to reduce 
significantly the number of commercial flights delayed at departure or arrival, whatever the cause 
of the delay (airport or airspace congestion). 
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From 1999 onwards, global progress is reported by the Eurocontrol CODA [RD-Ops 10] (see 
Figure 6). Factors such as the consequences of the 11th September events and airline financial 
difficulties (Swissair, Sabena) are pointed out, since they have an effect not accountable to ATFM 
regulations. The curves of delayed traffic over the years are still parallel and are not yet diverging. 
That could indicate that the rate of progress is not growing as fast as the traffic. 

 
Figure 6: Number of Flights Delayed evolution 

 

Figure 7: Average ATFM delay per flight delayed 

The first results of BRNAV implementation shows potential that still needs to be developed through 
more embedded systems serving navigation, communication and traffic management. 

Whatever the navigation solution adopted, ATC workload per aircraft must be reduced to be able to 
cope with the expected traffic growth and more airspace has to be opened to Free Flight where 
benefits of RNP RNAV concepts would be obtained. This can be reached through effective 
communications, surveillance and ATM tools and a transition of the ATC role from an active control 
to a management and monitoring role. 
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3.2.2.2 Reducing En-Route delays with GNSS 

3.2.2.2.1 Navigation and aircraft separation 

Independent of the type of navigation system used to achieve RNP X RNAV, the system must 
have both sufficient robustness and an adequate redundant, reversionary, or backup mode of 
operation. Otherwise no reduction in separations, increase in airspace capacity or reduction in 
flight delays can safely occur. 

The most obvious case is to retain the existing terrestrial navigation infrastructure and aircraft 
equipage. To meet ever-increasing demand, this infrastructure and equipage will need to be 
extended. In the case of DME/FMS, the implication is an extension and optimisation of the ground 
infrastructure in Europe plus the adequate equipage of all airspace users. Improvements in the 
ground infrastructure present institutional and financial problems, even in Europe, and may not be 
possible in many parts of the world. There is no problem for large aircraft with this choice of 
navigation aid, but there is currently no suitable low cost DME RNP RNAV navigation system 
available for the many GA aircraft. There is a general desire to remove VOR, as it is costly to 
maintain, and NDBs do not provide adequate precision. Consequently, the ECAC strategy 
foresees the inclusion of GNSS. 

The next possibility for Europe is to use GNSS as the preferred system with DME as a redundant 
(equal performance) system in high-density traffic areas. The business case for optimising the 
ground infrastructure becomes more difficult, as it is then dependent on the estimated reliability of 
the GNSS system. Nevertheless, this seems the most probable way ahead, especially with GPS as 
the only fully-operational constellation within GNSS. 

If Galileo becomes operational and offers suitable guarantees on signal quality, plus both GPS and 
Galileo providing signals on two separate frequencies, then another alternative is the use of GPS 
and Galileo as separate and redundant systems. This study is about whether the redundancy (plus 
ABAS, SBAS and GBAS) in GNSS would be sufficient to allow the reduction of the terrestrial 
navigation infrastructure from the status of redundant (equal performance) to backup (incident 
only) status, or even to remove it altogether, leaving GNSS as the sole-service. 

The study section on cost recovery and transition issues indicates that the major cost, or saving, in 
navigation lies with the aircraft equipage. This means that removing systems from the aircraft can 
best reduce costs.  Without receivers in the aircraft, the corresponding ground transmitters become 
unnecessary. The whole purpose however, is to overcome the “capacity wall” facing high-density 
airspace. This means reducing controller workload. 

As first step, the free route concept could be generalised within sectors where airspace 
management procedures and tools are operative.  This concept, based on RNP, could meet ATC 
and air operators’ business needs in transferring a first level of overall traffic routing to crews, ATC 
monitoring with minimised action. This would also lower the communications traffic since 
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clearances and radar vectoring would be reduced. Attention time saved could be re-allocated to 
additional aircraft. 

The major operational obstacle to sole service GNSS is the total loss of GNSS navigation, which 
would affect all aircraft. As long as aircraft have adequate backup navigation for en-route and 
approach phase, they are assured to safely arrive at their destination. This is a matter of backup 
navigation aids and procedures. In case of GNSS disruption, ATC would have to cope with: 

�� Aircraft to vector for more separation and re-route towards the conventional route structure 
because they lost their RNP capability, this rerouting may require level change, 

�� Aircraft still able to maintain RNP with other means than GNSS (INS-DME) but need to be 
deviated in order to assure the separation with other re-routed aircraft. 

�� Normal transfer operations to adjacent sectors or ACC. One of the first measures will be to 
avoid new aircraft arrival in the sector affected by the GNSS outage. 

�� First investigations to determine the size of the interference zone, if it is not a total GNSS signal 
in space failure. 

Consequently, this phase is critical and probably will stress ATC without warning.  As safety must 
be the first concern, it would be useful to help ATC in the separation task by automating part or all 
of the activity. For example, through automated radar vectoring coupled to a synthetic voice device 
or a data-link, whereby instructions could be automatically sent to aircraft.  This system could also 
relay instructions on Mode S data link with appropriate modifications to limit the VHF frequency 
load. The controller’s role in this loop has to be further investigated to determine the best position 
regarding safety and efficiency. The ATC role could vary from a simple monitoring, designating 
aircraft to air routes, to a validation or rejection of the proposed solution given by the computer. 

Another backup solution could be an automatic request by the aircraft’s navigation system for its 
own co-ordinates to be sent from the SSR interrogator as soon a loss of GNSS signals is detected. 
The interrogator then responding with its range and bearing position of the aircraft converted into 
WGS 84 co-ordinates. It is possible that the system could be optimised to return co-ordinates 
within the interrogator’s dwell time on each target. (Note planned TIS-B and FIS-B capabilities.) 

If there were an automated backup ATC guidance system for high-density airspace, would it be 
more cost-effective than maintaining an alternative navigation infrastructure? As there are many 
more aircraft than there are ATC centres, especially in high-density airspace, the major cost 
savings occur by reductions in aircraft equipage. 

Another point of safety is that RNAV databases have to be examined.  Significant progress has 
been made on the data accuracy published from when they were first available.  As their update 
cycle corresponds to the AIRAC cycle, rapid changes are sometimes difficult to accommodate, 
even if circulated as NOTAMs.  Some AIS improvements are under review in order to obtain more 
consistency between the onboard data and the real status.  Since RNAV implies onboard track 
computation, it is vital that identical geographic tracks, computed by two or more aircraft, provide 
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the same result3.  The standardization of electronic data, and the rules for their integration in the 
aircraft system, are very important for safety as they can prevent human errors, such undesired 
modification of the references, or the use of bad homonyms when designing waypoints etc.  As 
RNAV will develop in all airspaces for IFR flight, it could be necessary to encourage the regular 
use of updated data for GA.  Today the database purchase and update costs are affordable for 
airlines or GA business but not for other users.  The FAA has planned to produce free or low cost 
databases for this purpose, arguing that manual insertions and obsolete data are the first cause of 
misleading information.  

3.2.2.2.2 Consequences for radionavigation aids 

Until GNSS can be validated as very robust, in terms of real vulnerabilities through tests and failure 
statistics, a ground backup is needed to maintain RNP RNAV. For en route guidance, the 
conventional system is based on VOR, VOR/DME and NDB.  The problem is to get a sufficient 
coverage of the whole ECAC region, at an altitude determined by the terrain configuration, in such 
way that it provides correct reception for aircraft transit, arrivals and departures.  FL 50 is currently 
the average.  

The ECAC navaids density is sufficient to allow reception of at least an NDB or a VOR for any 
aircraft flying at FL 50 [RD-Ops 12]. This is not the case for DME beacons, as recent 
EUROCONTROL studies have shown. Simulations have assessed how many VOR and NDB are 
needed to cover the route structure and airports, which have procedures based on VOR, 
VOR/DME and NDB. 

The FAA has conducted this study for the US NAS [RD-Ops 13].  The aim of this simulation was to 
define a minimum VOR/VOR-DME/VORTAC network assuming that only 200 airports needed a 
NPA backup.  The result was that the minimum network would be satisfied with less than 50% of 
the existing navaids.  This opens an interesting perspective for ground navaids replacement and 
maintenance costs saving.  In the dense airspace of Europe, the reverse is true with additional 
ground installations being required to obtain full FL50 DME coverage. 

The implication for GNSS Sole-Service is that there will be a long transition phase during which 
existing infrastructure will need re-optimising from redundant, to reversionary, to backup 
configurations. 

3.2.2.3 Long term improvement 

Increasing the number of aircraft within a given geographic area is a problem of radar separation 
minima, raised in the same terms as those seen for the en-route phase.  Because the first limit of 
the flow is the airport capacity (runways, taxiways, parking, ATC capacities, weather, LVP etc.) for 
departures and arrivals where the demand will likely be always higher than the available capacity, 
the problems of congested en route airspaces, TMA and airport delays are to be solved primarily 
through ATFM improvements. 

                                            
3 Except for those using aircraft performance characteristics. It is often the case for initial departure or STAR. 
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ATFM could provide the decisive step for planning flights in three dimensions (3D) and time (= 4D 
RNAV).  At the strategic level, traffic separation would be computed according to an active flight 
planning process between ATSP and users.  This would also prevent aircraft holding before 
approaching, as aircraft take-off time could be optimised for “continuous” flight.  At the tactical 
level, ATC interventions for aircraft separation would be reduced, hence giving the ability to 
manage more aircraft at the same time. 

Implementing this technique implies appropriate equipage on board and networked software on 
ground with precise synchronisation between all devices exchanging information.  GNSS is fully 
able to support time synchronisation and is the cheapest means for this application. 

Through data links, a permanent flow of updated and predicted flight data will feed the ground 
network, which will be able to continuously and precisely update the potential needs for separation 
actions and tracks or speed modifications.  Because GNSS, coupled with a 4D RNAV capable 
FMS, will enable the aircraft to meet, at the right time, the position that has been planned by the 
ATFM tool, the need for corrections will be maintained at a low level. 

The need for a data link offering the data flow capacity for such an application is one of the main 
obstacles because of the time necessary to standardize, develop, produce and deploy the 
equipment. Further, the software tool necessary for ground ATM cannot be produced in the short-
term. as it needs a long validation period before its full operational capability.  It also has to be 
adopted in all ACC to be sure that one aircraft can be managed with the same rules throughout its 
flight, from gate to gate. 

Another obstacle could stem from the transition for crews and ATC between the actual repartition 
of responsibilities and a system of responsibility sharing corresponding to the new ATFM 
implementation.  That would be less tactical control with more management and monitoring for 
ATC and navigation with more separation surveillance for crews. 

Whereas GNSS offers a significant benefit in this future scenario, the loss of its capability will also 
be severe, unless there is a sufficient reversionary and backup service available. 

3.2.3 TERMINAL MANOEUVRING AREA 

3.2.3.1 TMA Today 

TMA and airport traffic concerns cannot be separated.  The traffic within TMA and in airports 
vicinity raises problems for ATM in ECAC since 9% of delayed flights are due to weather and 15% 
are from airport constraints [RD-Ops 10].  

GNSS navigation is used throughout terminal procedures (SID and STARs) in order to feed the 
airports with sequenced traffic on arrival and to speed up the departures toward upper airspace. 

New SID and STARs based upon B-RNAV performance are now available and could be developed 
further.  Using such procedures is easier for ATC, whose workload is lower when assigning 
trajectories that aircraft can follow accurately and requires less radar vectors to correct the aircraft 
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drift along the descent due to wind and aircraft speed change. This is very helpful for the landing 
sequencer because he is able to use more airspace at the same time. 

 

Figure 8: RNAV potential benefit for STAR 

It also becomes possible to provide extended departure tracks, separated in 2D/3D or new 
departure through areas that, until now, were not used - to prevent noise consequences due to 
track deviation - or not used because the navaid coverage was unable to sustain such operations.  
As aircraft can fly more accurately along pre-designed and assigned tracks, the separation 
between departures and arrival is more consistent in 3D. 

Today modern aircraft navigation systems, and GNSS accuracy, can provide continuous descent 
from cruise level to touch-down with 3D permanent guidance provided to the crew. This is a major 
improvement, since it better satisfies environmental requirements with less noise in the airport 
vicinity and reduces flight cost for operators with significant fuel savings (a Boeing 747 can save up 
to 800 kg fuel per flight, which represents 1% of the embarked fuel for a Europe to Los Angeles 
trip). 

On the ATC side, air traffic controllers are still busy with radar separation minima, which can be 
reduced to 3 Nm in TMA. The real separation can be higher, due to the ATC reacting to the 
number of aircraft to be regulated and the difficulty to predict the result of onboard computed 
tracks. The controller allows extra separation to reduce the risk that aircraft get too close together 
[RD-Ops 11]. Thus, the immediate benefit of GNSS and B-RNAV can appear more through safety 
aspects than through increased traffic flow. 
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3.2.3.2 Future TMA 

With ATFM procedures in service, a difficult part of the ATC’s work will be alleviated, since the 
separation of inbound and outbound traffic will be pre-planned automatically at the strategic level.  
However, at tactical level, the workload cannot be as alleviated as for the en route phase, since 
ATC has to deal with consequences of airport issues, which are not fully part of the traffic planning 
(delays due to health, immigration, custom, security, mail, etc.).  

However, the benefits seen in the en route phase will be applicable to TMA, if there is a quick 
response between airports and TMA ATC to overcome the potential airport issues. 

With extended use of GNSS, through augmentation systems (WAAS, GBAS) and ATFM, runway 
structure use could be optimised, allowing a larger portion of the TMA to be used for feeding 
runways. This would be a major step towards reducing the bottlenecks stemming from airport 
technical limitations. 
Like the en route phase, GNSS presents vulnerabilities, which can be mitigated with the same 
solutions.  

3.2.4 APPROACH 

Today the runway capacity is a major problem, as on final approach aircraft speed is low and strict 
separation has to be observed.  The reduction of radar separation down to 2,5 Nm within 10 Nm 
before runway, already used, is a limit under which it would be imprudent to go since other factors 
cannot be overcome (wake turbulence, breaking phase necessary before vacating the runway 
etc.). 

3.2.4.1 GNSS approach considerations 

Even if weather delays represent less than 10% [RD-Ops 10] of the total delayed flights in ECAC 
region, this issue is important because weather has a strong impact on approach safety and 
determines the navigation performance needed to assure aircraft landing.  Some benefits are 
expected with GBAS and SBAS, which could provide more available runways in poor weather, so 
alleviating LVP constraints.  

GPS un-augmented is inadequate for supporting precision approach. SBAS is planned to enable 
APV I to Cat I operations and GBAS Cat I to Cat III operations (whereby Cat I no longer seems 
possible with SBAS and GBAS Cat II/III has yet to be standardised by ICAO).  The alternatives are 
to maintain ILS operations or to introduce MLS (where economically viable).  ILS (or MLS) are also 
sole-means systems.  Currently, the only radionavigation aid operational to support Cat I to Cat III 
operations is ILS, it is its own backup (using triple redundancy). 

ILS and GBAS suffer similar vulnerability to intentional interference but, in both cases, at most only 
one aircraft (at a critical point on the approach) per runway end would be vulnerable to interference 
before a shut-down would occur and further aircraft would be diverted. The effect of loss of GNSS 
signals in the TMA would be more severe, as it can be generally classed as high-density airspace 
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with solutions as above.  Tower controllers are already trained to deal with an ILS failure and to 
safely divert aircraft to other runways or airports. 

3.2.4.2 GNSS precision approach backup 

A wide area loss of GNSS signals could affect multiple airports simultaneously, which is not likely 
to happen with ILS or MLS. Thus, the mitigation needed to protect GNSS supported precision 
approach operations is against wide-area intentional interference.  However, there must be wide 
area poor visibility to turn this from a commercial loss into a safety issue. In radionavigation terms, 
this could be addressed by maintaining sufficient ILS capability. 

The heart of the threat to safety, which prevents GNSS becoming a gate-to-gate sole-service, is 
the terrorist that plans to use jammers to disrupt precision approach operations. This threat is not 
alleviated by backup systems, as it is a safety issue for landing aircraft below 200 feet, where a 
missed approach is no longer a safe manoeuvre4. An ILS spoofer/jammer would present the same 
threat today. 

Following the argument that using multiple frequency bands is no projection from intentional 
interference, combining ILS and GBAS would not help.  The threat is just as difficult for ILS as it is 
for MLS or GBAS, although each has its own specific vulnerability, as they are all sole-means 
precision approach navigation aids. Consequently, there seems little difference between the safety 
today of an ILS supported approach or the safety tomorrow for GBAS.   

3.2.5 GROUND 

3.2.5.1 Ground control difficulties 

The problems raised by ground traffic must not to be underestimated. The busiest airports are 
usually very large and the trend is to try to extend them since it is easier than building new ones. 
This size is the origin of many problems because the main rule, for ATC in charge of ground traffic, 
is to see all the aircraft moving on the aprons or taxiing, before issuing instructions.  With terrain 
configuration, maintenance and freight handling infrastructures growing, this task is often not easy 
to achieve even with high control towers. In bad weather conditions, the visibility can reduce so 
that the ground is not seen from the tower. The increasingly numerous vehicles around aircraft 
and/or on zones normally devoted to aircraft adds more complexity to the scenery.  

With high-density traffic, these cumulative factors create a favourable environment for runway 
intrusions, severely impacting flight safety.  Such incidents or accidents are increasingly frequent 
on busy airports and both FAA and Eurocontrol have plans to help reduce runway intrusions 
occurrences. 

Some aids, like surface radars, are provided to ATC to improve identification and location of the 
aircraft on ground. This is not enough to reach an acceptable level of operation because surface 

                                            
4 This difficulty could be overcome with EVS systems, but add to the equipage cost of the aircraft. The potential benefit 
for safety is however high for all approaches and night VFR landing. 
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radar may have holes in coverage, due to terrain or infrastructures, and identification is often too 
basic to allow the ground controllers to use them as primary mean for traffic regulation.  Frequent 
radio-communication is needed, to accurately locate the traffic, and its management is not based 
on a fully reliable picture.  With poor weather, this slows down the ground flow and generates 
delays since only a reduced number of aircraft can taxi at the same time.  With fair weather, the 
system is used to improve safety but does not permit more movements due to the controller 
workload. 

3.2.5.2 Possible improvements 

As the first problem for the ground controller is to get a reliable picture of the situation, with all 
mobiles correctly identified, it appears that a single system could not provide such quality of 
information. Multi sensors systems have to be implemented. Some projects give interesting results, 
as they are new applications based on existing or planned equipment (Multi-lateration with Mode S 
transponders, ADS-B, GNSS, surface radars, data-link). The obstacle to the implementation of 
such technology is the fusion and integration of these sensors into powerful new systems (A-
SMGCS) providing the main functions of surveillance, identification, automated routing and 
guidance for aircraft taxiing. 

Such systems are expensive to implement and are not expected to have full operational capability 
for 6 to 10 years.  However, necessary efforts to bring to both airport surface capacity and ground 
traffic safety impose an incremental implementation process with modular equipment. This could 
provide cost effective enhancements tailored to airport needs. The main obstacles identified today 
are the need for a standardised data link and SARPS release to accelerate the industrial 
development and purchasing process of equipment. 

The GNSS contribution in such systems will be essential since it is the most accurate, particularly 
when augmented by local differential corrections provided by GBAS. GNSS vulnerabilities may be 
considered differently for ground operations than for other flight phases, as it is assumed that 
GNSS cannot be the sole sensor used for ground control operation. Consequences of outages or 
interferences would be not so dramatic as in flight because on-ground crews have the benefit of 
ground markings (lines, lights, indication panels etc.) and are able to stop the aircraft at any time 
when taxiing.  For control purposes, incorrect information about the mobile’s position, transmitted 
by data-link, can be detected by the sensor fusion software. Among the different GNSS 
vulnerabilities, multipath has to be given special attention since the infrastructure environment will 
be favourable to such effects. 

In conclusion, GNSS does not have to provide sole-service navigation on the ground but it will be 
useful for ADS-B. 
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3.3 OPERATIONAL CONCLUSIONS 

GNSS is already a widely used and preferred means in oceanic and remote airspace, as its 
“logical” weight in the FMS navigation solution is heavy compared to the IRS one. Its ability to meet 
RNP requirements for RNAV is also a source of benefits, through increasing airspace capacity and 
saving aircraft fuel. 

The GNSS positioning and time precision is a key element for improving many future applications 
aiming at managing the flight in three dimensions and in time from gate to gate.  This could 
considerably improve air traffic flow, which is expected to grow with an annual rate that current 
traffic management methods could not support in twenty years time. 

However, some obstacles to GNSS operational use as a sole service are identified: 

�� The ATC ability to manage a total loss of GNSS in a high density traffic area, where many 
aircraft would need radar vectoring at the same time, 

�� The necessity of maintaining a backup for en route operations and ILS for precision approach. 

The first obstacle may be overcome through ATC ability to support multiple aircraft with navigation 
problems by automating vector guidance.  The second obstacle is a matter of reliability in a GNSS 
system composed of 2 independent constellations, each one emitting on 2 frequencies, together 
with space and ground based augmentations systems. The weakness of signals in space is 
obvious but this has to be compared with ILS and MLS, which are sole means also subject to 
potential interference, deliberately or not. 

For the en-route phase, if techniques based upon the transmission to the aircraft of its own co-
ordinates computed by SSR are not possible, a minimum ground navaid network has to remain.  
For example, this backup would be less than 50% of the existing VOR for the US NAS. 

For oceanic phase, the inertial systems are the appropriate backup and already in use. 

Whatever the eventual navigation system mix, operations must be conceived and authorised prior 
to their use. 

3.4 OPS ISSUES MATRIX 

The following tables sum up the issues related in this section.  They are based on long time 
frames, except for the short-term ones, taking account of possible delays in the deployment of 
GNSS components, either in terms of technology or legal difficulties. 
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PERIOD CONSIDER ED
NAV COM SURVEILLANCE GNSS SERVICE ST ATUS

PRIMARY MEAN PRIMARY MEAN PRIMARY MEAN
BACKUP MEAN BAC KUP MEAN BACKUP MEAN

SO LE SERVICE

SUPPLEMENTAR Y SERVICE

SUPPLEMENTAR Y SERVICE

SUPPLEMENTAR Y SERVICE

O BST ACLES

CO M's (voice and da ta ) are a 
critical pa th . Improvemen ts needed 

to decrease aircraft separation  
minim a

Due to GPS vulnerabilit ies, a ircra ft 
NAV system  per form ance  canno t 

be fu lly  used. ATC  is  unable to cope  
with rada r vecto ring in case of 

necessity to  go back to 
conven tional nav.

VHF voice CO Ms a re  a  bottleneck.

There  is  none ava ilable backup to 
ILS and MLS for PA if bo th  system s 
a re not s imu ltaneously available for  

a runway end.

Tower light signals
Fo llow me  ca rs

ATC 'S eyes and possible  help
from  g round  su rface  radar or 

Multila tera tion system

Procedu ral con trol with VHF  
COMs

follow me  cars

VH F

SSR modes A & C
Radar image transmisssion or 

Pr imary rada r 
Procedu ral mean

VH F

VHF voice  - Mode  S
C PDLC

Pilots' eyes + APT diag ramms
Airpo rt M ark ings

TERMINAL

APPRO ACH

GROUND

GN SS + INS or  IRS/FM S
"Spruce routes" for light 

equ ipped aircraft fe rry flight

Hybr id sensor fo r sho rt per iods
INS o r IRS/FMS
Dead-Reckoning

Manual Air  Da ta  navigation

VOR -VOR/DM E-NDB-
R adar vectoring

VOR -VOR/DM E-NDB-
R adar vectoring

Fo llow m e ca rs

NPA = VOR/DME - VOR -N DB

(INS or  IRS/FM S) DME updated
FMS or Nav computer  us ing 

DME/DME and
G NSS (supplem en ta ry)

F LIGHT PHASE

(INS or  IRS/FM S) DME updated
FMS or Nav computer  us ing 

DME/DME and
G NSS (supplem en ta ry)

VHF  8 ,33 voice above  FL 245
Mode S 

SSR -  M ode S
SSR Modes A & C (Military)

OCEANIC

EN ROUTE

HF + Se lca l
FAN S1/A & CPDLC no t widely used.

Procedural surveillance
through HF/FANS 1/A

VHF a ir  to  a ir re lay (123 .45 or  121 .5 )
Satcom  if no th ing e lse  operative

No  backup  but 
COM  redundancies

No t enough  reliab le systems fo r 
AT C to expedite ground tra ffic  in 

LVP conditions ad  assu re anti 
runway in trus ion

SHORT TERM (2003-2005)

VHF
typically th ree sets in an airliner and 

seve ra l frequencies pe r sector 
availab le to  a contro ller .

SSR modes A & C
Radar image transmisssion or 

Pr imary rada r 
Procedu ral mean

VHF
typically th ree sets in an airliner and 

seve ra l frequencies per T MA 
availab le to  a contro ller .

SSR modes A & C
Radar image transmisssion or 

Pr imary rada r 
Procedu ral mean

VH F vo ice
Mode S - CPDLC supp lementary

SSR -  M ode S
SSR Modes A & C (Military)

PA = ILS and ILS/DME -  MLS 
(Cat I to III)

NPA = IRS/F MS using AIME
VOR/D ME - VOR -  NDB

SSR -  M ode S
SSR Modes A & C (Military)

 

Table 3: Short-term period 
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PERIOD CONSIDERED
NAV COM SURVEILLAN CE G NSS SERVICE STAT US

PR IMARY MEAN PRIMARY MEAN PRIMARY MEAN
BACKUP MEAN BAC KUP MEAN BACKUP MEAN

SO LE SERVICE

PR IM ARY SERVICE

PR IM ARY SERVICE

SUPPLEM ENT ARY SERVICEPilo ts ' eyes + APT diagramm s
Airport Markings

Elec tron ic APT Da ta and  guidance  
system  (supplem enta ry)

NPA = VO R/DME - VO R - NDB
PA = ILS o r MLS

OBSTACLES

SSR modes A  & C
Radar image transmisssio n 

Prim ary Radar
o r Procedura l m ean

GN SS ( included SBAS & G BAS)
SSR -  Enhanced Mod e S - AD S 
B
SSR Modes A  & C  (M iita ry)

SSR -  Enhanced Mod e S
SSR Modes A  & C  (M ilita ry)
ADS B

SSR - enh anced Mode S -
ADS-B

SSR Modes A & C  (Milita ry)

SSR modes A  & C
Radar image transmisssio n 

Prim ary Radar
o r Procedura l m ean

SSR modes A  & C
Radar image transmisssio n 

Prim ary Radar
o r Procedura l m ean

MEDIUM TERM (2005-2015)

Improvemen ts in voice &  data COM 
may not be  standard. Be ne fits o f 
these  te chniques could be taken 

(reduced separa tion m in im a) 
th roug h ded icated tra cks for 

equipped  a ircra ft

Follow  me cars

APV = GNSS ( includ ed SBAS) ;
PA Ca t I = GNSS ( included G BAS)
PA Ca t II & III = ILS or MLS
EVS supp lementary aid for PA.

T ower ligh ts s igna ls
Fo llow me  ca rs

ATC 's  eyes + EVS + A-SMGC S 
1st generation (no tra ffic  plan ning 
and gu idance functions)
Ground  surface Rdr +  
Mu ltilateration  + GNSS + ADS 

Procedu ra l con trol w ith
VHF COMs

VHF  8 ,33 voice - Enh anced  Mode  S -  
CPDL C

VHF
typically th ree sets in an airlin er and 

se ve ra l fre quencies pe r APP 
availab le to  a contro ller.

VHF  8 ,33 voice - Enh anced  Mode  S -  
CPDL C

F LIGHT PHASE

Hybrid  sen sor for short pe riods
INS or IRS/FMS
Dead-Reckon ing

Manua l Air Data navigation

G NSS + INS o r IRS/FMS
"Spruce routes" for ligh t equipped  

a irc ra ft ferry flight

FMC AD S -
CPDLC

HF + SELCAL
VHF air  to  a ir re lay (123 .45 or 121 .5 )

As  no planning & guidance functions 
a re  im plem en ted in 1st A -SM GC S, 

g ro und  traffic flow  is improved  within 
lim its. Ground Safe ty increases w ith  

a  m ajo r step du e to  much  bette r 
surveillance.

GROUND

OCEANIC

EN ROUTE

TERMINA L

APPRO ACH

FMC W PR - ADS

Procedura l su rveillan ce  th rou gh  
HF  COM

VHF
typically th ree sets in an airlin er and 

seve ra l frequencie s pe r sector 
availab le to  a contro ller.

VHF 8,33 vo ice  -  Enhanced Mode S - 
CPDLC

VHF 8 ,33 vo ice  Enha nced Mode S - 
CPDLC

(INS or IRS/FMS)DM E upda ted - 
VO R-VOR/D ME-NDB 
Radar vector ing

Extended  use of GNSS w ith  RN P1 
standards en ro ute and in TMA 
requ ires ATC a utom atic rada r 

vecto rin g or a irc ra ft co-ord ina te s 
transmission w ith Mode S to  cope 

w ith  GN SS loss  in  high  density 
tra ffic  area .

Dep loym en t of SBAS/GBAS prov ide 
a more  fle xib le  use of ru nway en ds 

and the trend  is  to  ove rcom e the 
bo ttleneck of red uced  traffic flow  

when LVP are in se rvice. Necess ity 
to main ta in ILS ca t II & III and  MLS 

remain s as ba ckup for  G BAS.

VHF
typically th ree sets in an airlin er and 

se ve ra l frequencies per T MA 
availab le to  a contro ller.

F MS p roduced  NAV
G NSS Nav com puter

(INS or IRS/FMS)DM E upda ted - 
VO R-VOR/D ME-NDB 
Radar vector ing

 

Table 4: Medium-term period 
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PER IOD CONSIDER ED
NAV C OM SU RVEILLAN CE G NSS SERVICE ST ATUS

PRIMARY MEAN PRIMAR Y MEAN PR IMARY MEAN
BAC KUP MEAN BAC KUP MEAN BAC KUP MEAN

SOL E SERVIC E

PRIMARY SERVICE

PRIMARY SERVICE

PRIMARY SERVICE

PRIMARY SERVICE

Re duced aircraft sep aration  m inima a re  
possible if AT C ab le to co pe  w ith  in tensive  
rad ar vector ing need ed b y man y GA aircraft 
dur ing tra nsitio n phase fro m free flig ht to  
DME-DME na vigation if G N SS is  lo st.
Au tomatic  ra dar Ve ctoring  or Mode S co-
ord inate s tra nsmission to imple me nt.
A min imum  DME network a s b ackup is  
req uired.

Extended  use of GNSS w ith  RN P1  stan da rds 
in  TMA req uires AT C au to ma tic  ra dar 
vectoring  o r aircraft co-o rdin ates transm issio n 
with Mode S to cope with GN SS lo ss in high  
den sity tra ffic  area.

U se of GN SS a nd SBAS/G BAS provide a 
more  flex ible  u se of runwa y en ds a nd  the 

tren d is  to de cre ase the bottlen eck of red uced
traffic  f lo w wh en LVP are in service. 

Ne cessity to ma intain ILS ca t II &  III and M LS 
rem ains as backup  for GBAS, VO R/D ME a s 

backu p for N PA.

 De ve lop men t a nd eq uipm en t costs for fu ll A-
SMG CS.

Eq uipm en t cost fo r aircraft.

SSR modes A & C
Ra dar ima ge tra nsmisssio n or 

Pro ce du ral me an

G N SS (inclu de d SBAS & G BAS)
R NP 1

(INS or IR S/FMS)DM E u pda te d - 
VO R-VOR/DME
Au to matic  Radar  Ve cto ring  or 
a ircra ft co-ordinate s tra nsmission b y
Mo de  S

VHF
typically th re e sets in a n airliner a nd 

se ve ra l frequ encie s pe r sector 
availab le to  a co ntro ller.

SSR - e nhanced  M ode S
AD S-B

SSR - e nhanced  M ode S
AD S-B

SSR - e nhanced  M ode S
AD S-B

SSR modes A & C
Ra dar ima ge tra nsmisssio n or 

Pro ce du ral me an

SSR modes A & C
Ra dar ima ge tra nsmisssio n or 

Pro ce du ral me an

Follow  me cars

APV = GNSS (inc lud ed SBAS)
PA Ca t I to  III =  GNSS (in c lu de d 
G BAS)
EVS su pp le me ntary aid for  PA.

T ow er ligh ts s igna ls
Fo llo w me  ca rs

ATC 's eyes + EVS + fu ll A-
SMGCS 
Grou nd  surfa ce Rdr + 
Multilateration  + GNSS + ADS 

Pro ce dura l control with
VHF C OMs

follow  me cars

VHF  8 ,3 3 voice Enhanced  Mo de S - 
CPDL C

VHF
typically th re e sets in a n airliner a nd 

se ve ra l fre qu encie s pe r APP 
availab le to  a co ntro ller.

VHF  8 ,3 3 voice - Enh anced  Mode  S - 
CPDL C

Pilo ts ' e yes + APT diagramm s
Airp ort Mark ing s

Electron ic APT Data and  g uid ance  
system  

N PA =VOR /D ME
PA = ILS o r MLS

VHF  8 ,3 3 voice -  En ha nced  Mo de  S -
CPDL C

VHF
typically th re e sets in a n airliner a nd 

severa l frequ en cie s per T MA 
availab le to  a co ntro ller.

VHF  8 ,3 3 voice -  En ha nced  Mo de  S -
CPDL C

(INS or IR S/FMS)DM E u pda te d - 
DME/DME
Au to matic  Radar  Ve cto ring  or 
a ircra ft co-ordinate s tra nsmission b y
Mo de  S

G NSS (includ ed SBAS)
R NP 3 to 1

HF  voice + SEL CAL
VHF air to  a ir re lay (123 .4 5 or  1 21 .5 )

LONG TERM  (2015-2020+)

F LIGHT PHASE

H yb rid  sen sor for sh ort pe rio ds
INS or IRS/FMS

O BST ACL ES

 ATC  ha s no  su rveillan ce  backup  in  ca se  o f 
GNSS loss, as tra ffic  se pa ra tio n is  ba se d on  
positions broaca sted  by aircraft th em se lve s.

ADS - FMC W PR

Pro cedu ra l surve illance throu gh 
SATC OM or HF C OM

G N SS + IN S o r IRS/FMS
"Spruce route s" for ligh t equip ped 

a ircra ft ferry flight
FMC AD S - CPDLC

GROUND

OCEANIC

EN ROUTE

TERMINA L

APPRO ACH

 

Table 5: Long-term period 
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Summary of Operational Obstacles to GNSS Sole-Service 

 

Obstacles Level of 
importance 

Possible solutions and 
recommendations 

GNSS is only an enabling technology and it 
alone cannot provide improved operations 

++ GNSS must be seen as a part of 
the overall improvements 
required. 

Oceanic and remote areas primarily need digital 
communications to enable ADS 

+ GNSS is the only radionavigation 
service available. 

En-route operations require very high navigation 
system availability. 

+++ Either GNSS judged sufficiently 
redundant, or adequate 
reversionary systems must be 
available. 

TMA operations require additional ATC tools ++ ATFM tools needed to increase 
capacity 

Approach operations seen as most vulnerable 
to interference 

++ Need for very rapid interference 
source detection, location and 
termination.  ILS maintained at 
sufficient runway ends. 

Ground movement capacity is limited by control 
in poor visibility. 

+ GNSS is one element of the 
complex A-SMGCS 

Table 6: Operational obstacles 
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4 TECHNICAL ISSUES 

This section considers the technical issues related to the possible use of GNSS as a sole service.  
It first considers the performance required from navigation services for different flight phases and 
what extensions to the requirements are needed for sole service.  It considers the capability of the 
existing GPS based form of GNSS to fulfil all the requirements.  It then looks at what extensions to 
GNSS are foreseen and whether these extensions will provide GNSS with a sole service capability. 
Finally, it looks at other systems that could be used for redundant, reversionary or backup 
navigation aids on the aircraft. 

These technical issues consider performance in terms of accuracy, availability, continuity of service 
and integrity.  The underlying assumption in this section is that normal peaceful conditions apply, 
that is, a world where the laws and regulations are obeyed and only nature sets limits on 
performance.  In the subsequent chapters, the issues of GNSS vulnerability to interference and 
hostile action and the consequent security and safety issues are addressed. 

4.1 TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS ON A SOLE-SERVICE SYSTEM 

A sole-service radionavigation system would have to fulfil certain requirements, such as: 

�� Provide sufficient accuracy, integrity, availability and continuity of service for all operations. 

�� Have global coverage 

�� Use ARNS frequencies 

�� Have a safe response for every possible failure mode. 

It is immediately clear that only GNSS has a chance of meeting the first three of these 
requirements, as no other navigation aid could fulfil all of them alone. To what extent GNSS could 
satisfy all four of these requirements economically is the subject of this study. 

4.1.1 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

ICAO defines several different flight phases, for example, Take-off, Departure, En-route (Oceanic, 
Domestic, Terminal), Non Precision Approach (including APV I & II), Precision Approach (including 
Cat I, Cat II, Cat III), Missed Approach, Landing, Roll-out, and Ground manoeuvring.  Each flight 
phase has different navigation requirements.   

Previously, each flight phase or operation requires a specific minimum combination of equipment, 
each with its own performance capabilities. With increasing technology, the number of alternative 
navigation aids and combinations increased and ICAO (SICASP, AWOP) adopted the concept of a 
Required Navigation Performance (RNP) for en-route flight. An aircraft can navigate with any 
combination of equipment that achieves the required level of accuracy, provided it is suitably 
certified.  Although this concept seems to work en-route, it creates problems in situations where 
the ATC has to know which aircraft will be affected by the loss of any given aid to navigation. The 
original RNP concept only included accuracy as a performance requirement. 
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Since then, the need to define availability, continuity and integrity requirements has been 
addressed.  There is an ongoing activity to harmonize definition of RNP RNAV among the different 
aeronautical organisations (ICAO Doc 9613, RTCA DO-236A). 

If GNSS were to become a sole-service, then all phases of flight of all aircraft would be affected by 
a service interruption.  Studies to date indicate that GNSS will be able to meet the accuracy 
requirements of all flight phases.  However, the availability, continuity of service and integrity 
requirements will be difficult to achieve. Currently GPS and its augmentations alone do not offer 
sufficient availability and integrity. They have only been accepted for en-route down to precision 
approach in Cat I conditions by ICAO. The addition of Galileo would increase the availability of the 
primary signals in space. Continuity of service would also be improved, but local interference might 
still pose a threat. Integrity remains the most difficult to assess but when the ICAO GNSSP 
succeed in defining SARPS for GBAS to support PA operations in Cat II/III conditions, this issue 
will have been adequately addressed.  A recent STNA paper shows a possible way ahead [RD-T 
46]. 

4.1.2 REQUIRED NAVIGATION PERFORMANCE 

The following tables are taken from papers discussed at ICAO [RD-T 1, 15, 16] and show the 
different levels of service and associated RNP that have to be taken into account aviation needs. 
The values given for Cat II & III PA are under study at ICAO, and so various values are illustrated 
below. The final values would all have to be fulfilled by GNSS for it to become a sole-service. 
 

Typical 
operation(s)  

Accuracy 
horizontal 

95%  

Accuracy 
vertical 

95%  

Integrity  HAL VAL Time 
to 

alert 
 

Continuity  Availability  Associated 
RNP type(s) 

En-route 3.7 km 
(2.0 NM)  N/A 1-10-7/h 7.4 km 

(4 NM) N/A 5 
min 

1-10-4/h to 
1-10-8/h 

0.99 to 
0.99999 20 to 10 

En-route 0.74 km 
(0.4 NM) N/A 1-10-7/h 3.7 km 

(2 NM) N/A 15 s 1-10-4/h to 
1-10-8/h 

0.999 to 
0.99999 5 to 2 

En-route, 
Terminal 0.74 km 

(0.4 NM) N/A 1-10-7/h 
1.85 
km  
(1 NM) 

N/A 15 s 1-10-4/h to 
1-10-8/h 

0.999 to 
0.99999 1 

Initial 
approach, 
Intermediate 
approach, 
Non-precisio
n approach, 
Departure 

220 m 
(720 ft) N/A 1-10-7/h 

556 m 
(0.3 
NM) 

N/A 10 s 1-10-4/h to 
1-10-8/h 

0.99 to 
0.99999 0.5 to 0.3 

Non-precisio
n approach 
with vertical 
guidance 
(APV-I) 

220 m 
(720 ft) 

20 m 
(66 ft) 

1-2x10-7 per 
approach 

556 m 
(0.3 
NM) 

50 m 
(164 ft) 10 s 1-8x10-6 in 

any 15 s 
0.99 to 
0.99999 0.3/125 

Non-
precision 
approach 
with vertical 
guidance 
(APV) - II 

16.0 m 
(52 ft) 

8.0 m 
(26 ft) 

1-2x10-7 per 
approach 

40.0 m 
(130 ft) 

20.0 m 
(66 ft) 6 s 1-8x10-6 in 

any 15 s 
0.99 to 
0.99999 0.03/50 

Category I 
precision 
approach  

16.0 m 
(52 ft) 

6.0 m to 
4.0 m  
(20 ft to 
13 ft) 

1-2x10-7 
per 
approach 

40.0 m 
(130 ft) 

15.0 m 
to 10.0 
m (50 ft 
to 33 ft) 

6 s 1-8x10-6 in 
any 15 s 

0.99 to 
0.99999  0.02/40 

Table 7: Existing SARPS RNP values 
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The table only extends to PA in Cat I conditions, as the requirements for GNSS to support PA in 
Cat II and III conditions are still under analysis by the ICAO GNSS Panel. The following tables 
illustrate the typical values under discussion. 

Specification according to AWOP/16  Specification according to ICAO GNSS draft SARPS 

Total System Error (95%): 

 

Navigation System Error (95%): 

Lateral error � 19 m  Lateral error � 6.5 m  

Vertical error � 5 m 

 

Vertical error � 1.5 m 

Flight director required   

Table 8: RNP requirements for CAT II Operations (100 feet decision height) 
 

Specification according to AWOP/16 Early specification discussed for ICAO GNSS draft 
SARPS 

Total System Error (95%): 

 

Navigation System Error (95%): 

Lateral error � 6 m  Lateral error � 3.9 m  

Vertical error � tbd 

 

Vertical error � 0.8 m 

Autopilot required   

Table 9: RNP requirements for CAT III Operations (50 feet decision height) 
 

Derived 
Navigation System Error 

NSE (95%) Alert Limits 

Lateral  3.6 m 10.4 m 

Vertical  1.4 m 4.4 m 

Table 10: Cat III NSE and Alert Limits 

The critical accuracy parameter is the vertical alert limit. Currently a 4.4 m alert limit and a 2 m 
vertical NSE are being discussed.  The 4.4 m figure is considered sufficient, but it may be possible 
to validate a larger number. 

The PVT capabilities to match the needs of Advanced Surface Movement Guidance and Control 
Systems are likely to be met by a GBAS capable of supporting PA in Cat III conditions, although a 
second ground station might be needed to handle the taxiway data and other issues. This would 
complete the gate-to-gate navigation capability based on GNSS. Other technologies are also being 
considered for those limited number of airports that will need ASMGCS, so ASMGCS might be 
excluded from the sole-service operational requirements. 

The range of values that are given for the parameters availability and continuity depend on the 
operational needs. A figure of 99% for availability seems to be feasible for GNSS but achieving 
99.999% will be more difficult. 
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An evaluation of GNSS performance with respect to the above tables has already been published 
in a variety of other studies. Just as an illustration, note the example of the JHU report [RD 3] 
written on request of the FAA. This quantifies the ability of GPS with WAAS and LAAS to satisfy 
RNP in terms of accuracy, integrity, continuity and availability requirements as far as PA in Cat I 
conditions. The report draws two main conclusions: 

�� GPS with appropriate WAAS/LAAS configurations can satisfy the RNP as the only navigation 
system installed in the aircraft. 

�� Risks to GPS signal reception can be managed but steps must be taken to minimize the effects 
of intentional interference. 

 

4.2 PERFORMANCE OF EXISTING GNSS ELEMENTS  

This section considers the performance offered by the existing GNSS elements that have been 
standardised by ICAO. 

4.2.1 GPS 

4.2.1.1 Specified performance 

This table has been adapted from the GPS SPS 2001 document [RD-T 1]. 

Carriers One frequency (L1) 

Computes Integrity No 
Type of 
Receiver 

Ionospheric correction Based on ionospheric model 

Coverage Global 

Accuracy (95%) H:  36 m 
V:  77 m 

Integrity No 

Service reliability 99.94% global average (30 m NTE) 

Certification/Liability No 

Availability of integrity N/A 

Service Availability 99 % average location 

90 % worst case location 

Table 11: GPS specified performance 
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The specified performance has changed between the edition of 1995 and the edition of 2001, 
taking into account the discontinuance of Selective Availability in May 2000. The values specified 
are conservative ones compared to the observed performance of GPS. In addition, some 
definitions concerning the establishment of performance have also changed. The definition of the 
availability is now defined only with respect to a specific accuracy (see below). 

4.2.1.2 Status 

The accuracy of the GPS is defined in [RD-T 1] at the global worst user-location. This accuracy is 
36 m (95%) for horizontal errors and 77 m for vertical errors. The GPS system provides the 
following performance, according to different sources. 

4.2.1.2.1 From John Hopkins University 

Using a 24 GPS satellite constellation and assuming RAIM equipment, the John Hopkins 
University assessed the following performance for a GPS + RAIM receiver without augmentation 
but considering atmospheric errors, multipath and receiver thermal noise [RD-T 3]. The method 
used was to declare the system available if the accuracy, integrity and continuity requirements in 
the following table are all passed5. 

 

Integrity Availability Operation Accuracy 
(95%) 

TTA AL Probability 
of HMI 

ICAO 
Threshold

ICAO 
Objective 

FAA 

Continuity 
(loss of 
Nav.) 

Oceanic 
En Route 
& Remote 

12.4 nmi  2 min 12.4 nmi 10-7/h 0.99 0.99999 0.999 1x10-5/h 

Domestic 
En route 

2.0 nmi 1 min 2.0 nmi 10-7/h 0.999 0.99999 0.99999 1x10-6/h 

Terminal 0.4 nmi 30 s 1.0 nmi 10-7/h 0.999 0.99999 0.99999 1x10-6/h 

NPA 220 m 10 s 0.3 nmi 10-7/h 0.99 0.99999 0.99999 1x10-5/h 

Table 12: FAA NAS requirements 

                                            
5 These requirements are consistent with the SARPS one apart for the TTA of En route and Terminal which are 5 min for 
ICAO and 1 min for NAS, 15 s for ICAO and 30 s for NAS respectively (given the fact that range of values are given by 
ICAO SARPS for continuity and availability). 
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Operation Availability 

Oceanic 0.9919177 

En route 0.9855617 

Terminal 0.9751618 

NPA 0.926258 

Table 13: JHU results for GPS+RAIM 

According to this study, a 24-satellite GPS constellation without augmentation cannot meet service 
requirements of the NAS, but reaches ICAO lower threshold.  

4.2.1.2.2 GPS Performance Analysis Reports 

Extracted from [RD-T 18]:  

 

 Report # 37 

(01/01/02-31/03/02) 

Report # 38 

(01/04/02-30/06/02) 

Coverage 100 % global average 99.994% global average 

Accuracy (95%) HE ≤ 7.226 m 
VE ≤ 13.574 m 

HE ≤ 7.238 m 
VE ≤ 9.573 m 

Alarm Limit N/A N/A 

Time-To-Alarm N/A N/A Integrity 

Integrity risk N/A N/A 

Continuity Risk N/A N/A 

Service reliability 100 % (threshold = 33.30 m) 100 % (threshold = 24.70 m)

Availability of integrity N/A N/A 

Availability of accuracy  99.999% global average 99.999% global average 

Table 14: GPS PAN results 

This PAN is based on a GPS SPS version of 1995 and gives global average values rather than the 
global worst-case values in the 2001 version. 
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4.2.1.2.3 New GPS SPS Performance Specification 

According to the new GPS SPS Performance Specification, the accuracy standard performance is 
conditioned on coverage, service availability and service reliability standards. Coverage is 
examined first (= four satellites with PDOP≤6). Then service availability is studied (= sufficient 
satellites are transmitting a usable signal).  After this, service reliability is computed (= percentage 
of time below a 500 meter NTE predictable error reliability threshold). Finally, the accuracy 
standard is computed (95% of the time).  This analysis is done using only nine or fourteen sites 
that correspond to the sites of the NSTB. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SERVICE RELIABILITY 

Given coverage and service availability, the percentage of time over a 

specified time interval that the instantaneous predictable horizontal error is 

maintained within a specified reliability threshold at any point on or near 

ACCURACY 

Given coverage, service availability and service reliability, the percentage 

of time over a specified time interval that the difference between the 

measured and expected user position or time is within a specified 

tolerance at any point on or near the Earth.

SERVICE AVAILABILITY 

Given coverage, the percentage of time over a specified time interval that 

a sufficient number of satellites are transmitting a usable ranging signal 

within view of any point on or near the Earth

COVERAGE 

The percentage of time over a specified time interval that a sufficient 

number of satellites are above a specified mask angle and provide an 

acceptable position solution geometry at any point on or near the Earth

Figure 9: GPS PAN performance analysis model 

 TECHNICAL ISSUES 
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Considering these differences, it is difficult to rely on published GPS performance to have a precise 
estimation of the actual GPS performance and compare it with the aeronautical requirements. 

4.2.1.2.4 SARPS defined performance 

The definition of the performance parameters for GPS is now different from those given in the 
ICAO SARPS Amendments 76 and 77. 

4.2.1.3 Performance of RAIM 

Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring is required for all GPS supported operations where 
SBAS or GBAS signals are not available. The following values are given for RAIM availability [RD-
T 31] assuming 24 satellites. 

 

 En-route Terminal NPA 

AL 4 NM 2 NM 1 NM 0.3 NM 

FD 99.9 % 99.8 % 99.7 % 99 % 

FDE 97.9 % 97.1 % 95.1 % 85.6 % 

Table 15: Performance of RAIM 

With 24 satellites, RAIM alone is not able to fulfil requirements for en-route availability (99% is 
required) and prediction of RAIM availability is required by some States.  Currently, the USA is 
maintaining 27 operational GPS satellites; so observed RAIM performance is much better. With 
ABAS techniques, using barometric or inertial measurements, performance is further improved. 
Nevertheless, RAIM availability and continuity issues remain. 
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4.2.2 SPACE BASED AUGMENTATION SYSTEMS 

Although the various SBAS instantiations will meet the ICAO standards, they have slightly different 
specifications. 

4.2.2.1 WAAS 

4.2.2.1.1 Specified performance 

WAAS has been designed to support US en-route and precision approach operations. This table is 
extracted from [RD-T 3]: 

 

 En-route through NPA PA 

Coverage Airspace of 48 
conterminous states 

Airspace of 48 conterminous 
states 

Accuracy (95%) 100 m (H) 7.6 m (H &V) 

Integrity Alarm Limit Not specified Not specified 

 Time-To-Alarm 8 s 6.2 s 

 Integrity risk 10-7/h 10-7/approach 

Continuity of navigation 
Risk 

1x10-5/h 5.5 x 10-5/approach (function) 

Continuity of fault detection 
risk 

1x10-5/h  

Availability  0.999 0.95 

Table 16: WAAS specified performance 
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4.2.2.1.2 Status 

According to the WAAS Performance Analysis Report, WAAS provides the following performance 
[RD-T 19]: 

WAAS modes LPV LNAV/VNAV (=APV-I) 

Coverage VAL =50 m N/A 93% (average) 

Accuracy (95%, RMS on the stations) H = 1.17 m 
V = 1.68 m  

H =1.22 m 
V = 1.68 m 

Alarm Limit VAL=50 m, HAL= 40 m VAL=50 m, HAL= 556 m 

Time-To-Alarm 6.2s 6.2 s Integrity 

Integrity risk 06 0 

Continuity (HE & VE ≤ 7.6 m 95%) in any 
150s  

92.6% 93.4% 

Availability (average) 94% 94.8% 

Table 17: WAAS PAN results 
 

This was only for an observation period of three months, which can only give an indication of the 
performance achievable by WAAS.  A major improvement for WAAS was the introduction of the 
GIVE (Grid Ionospheric Vertical Error) tool at the end of 2001. 

When compared to the SARPS requirements, improvements in continuity, availability and to a 
lesser extent in the TTA are needed to support APV-II operations.  Data on integrity are also 
needed to evaluate the degree to which WAAS will eventually support PA (Cat. I) operations.  The 
following indicative dates are given for WAAS implementation [RD-T 35]: APV I in 2003, APV II in 
2004 and Cat I in 2007.  

WAAS is facing some institutional problems [RD-T 28].  In a Congressional report, it is stated that 
acquisition of communication services from a third geostationary satellite are critically needed for 
the programme to proceed expeditiously. The congressmen continued to express concerns over 
the schedule slippages and certification issues that plague the program. They concluded by saying 
that the answer to each emerging challenge is a dramatically more expensive version of the 
original program, with lower performance criteria.  

 

                                            
6 No HMI has been detected during the three months period 
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4.2.2.2 EGNOS 

4.2.2.2.1 Specified performance 

The following table is adapted from [RD-T 2] and updated with [RD-T 38] for level of service 3a: 

 

Coverage European land masses 

Accuracy (95%) H: 7.7 m 
V: 7.7 m 

Alarm Limit H: 20m 

V: 20 m  

Time-To-Alarm 6s 
Integrity 

Integrity risk 2.10-7/150s 

Continuity Risk 2.10-5/hour 

Availability  0.99 

Table 18: EGNOS specified performance 

4.2.2.2.2 Status 

During the 2nd ESTB workshop (December 2001), the conclusions were: 

�� ESTB User level of service provided: 

80 to 90% for APV II (H + V) when GIC/WAD corrections are broadcast (80% of the time) 

quasi 100 % for APV I when GIC/WAD corrections are broadcast (80% of the time) 

�� ESTB Accuracy will be better when a bias problem is solved.  Standard deviation could be: 

0,5 m instead of 1,5 m (Latitude and Longitude) 

0,7 m instead of 2,5 m (Vertical axis) 

For the time being, the performance of EGNOS reaches the APV-I level and it seems that APV-II 
will be also achieved [TBC]. 
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The following table summarises the results obtained at four ESTB sites during two weeks. 

 

 GPS Week 1171 
(20/06/02) 

GPS Week 1172 
(27/06/02) 

Max. HPE (95%) 2.3 m 2.1 m 

Max. VPE (95%) 3.9 m 3.4 m 

Max. HPL (95%) 66.2 m 12.1 m 

Max. VPL (95%) 95.7 m 16.5 m 

Min. Availability HPL APV II & Cat. I= 68.06% APV II & Cat. I= 100% 

Min. Availability VPL APV II = 46.02% APV II =98.17% 

Min. Integrity 7.96 x 10-4 0 

Table 19: EGNOS performance results 

Moreover, the last edition of the ESTB newsletter (#5) claims a level of performance for a receiver 
located in Toulouse of APV “1.5” (the new APV I) 99.4 % of the time, and a level of APV II for 
97.43 % of the time. There are still issues concerning availability at northern latitudes and at the 
borders of the service area. 

Similar to WAAS, EGNOS is encountering funding problems to reach full operational capability and 
European airlines are not convinced of the usefulness of SBAS compared to GPS modernisation 
and Galileo (business case issues). Certification of the SBAS also raises some new issues, which 
will also face Galileo. 

4.2.2.3 MSAS 

The Japanese SBAS is called MSAS and the expected performance is similar to that of WAAS. 
The antenna beam of MTSAT will cover most of Asia/Pacific airspace, but the service area is more 
limited.  The objective of MSAS is to augment GPS SPS sufficiently to support the civil aviation use 
of GPS for any flight phase from en route through to precision approach. However, if the 
operational use of MSAS was foreseen in 2004 for NPA, the use for PA was not stated, awaiting 
outcome of data analysis. The last development phase of the program is foreseen for 2006. The 
predicted level of performance announced recently at ION 2002 is that MSAS will reach a level of 
APV I with an availability of 85 %. 

The ground infrastructure is largely in place but the first MTSAT launch failed and a second 
satellite is being prepared for launch. 
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4.2.2.4 OTHER SBAS INSTANTIATIONS 

India has declared its intention to provide an SBAS for its region called GAGNAN.  China is also 
believed to have an SBAS capability in its satellite navigation programme.  With further extensions 
of the ground-monitoring network, much of the globe could become serviced by SBAS coverage. 

4.2.3 GROUND BASED AUGMENTATION SYSTEMS 

4.2.3.1 Specified performance 

The specified performance for the GBAS is based on the ICAO SARPS and RTCA/EUROCAE 
MOPS.  ICAO has divided their GBAS standardisation programme into two phases: first developing 
GBAS standards for precision approaches under Cat I conditions and then extended the concept 
for fulfilling Cat II/III PA requirements.  The FAA call their instantiation of GBAS “LAAS” and it is the 
major GBAS programme in the world.  A single LAAS is expected to support Category I operations 
to all runways at a given airport. More recently, the LAAS programme got into difficulties and only 6 
Low Rate Initial Production (LRIP) units are being acquired by the FAA on their Cat II/III 
development budget.  These units are destined for TMA support. 

In the future, GBAS is expected to support precision approaches in Category I, II, and III 
conditions. However, it is as yet unclear if one constellation and one frequency will be adequate. It 
seems more likely that ICAO will standardise two constellations and two frequencies to obtain 
sufficient performance to meet Cat II/III requirements.   
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The following table is extracted from [RD-T 36]: 

  Cat. I Cat. II/IIIa Cat. IIIb 

Coverage  Local (20 NM in 
the area of 
operation) 

Local (20 NM in 
the area of 
operation) 

Local (20 NM in 
the area of 
operation) 

Accuracy (95%)  H ≤ 16 m 
V ≤ 4 m 

H ≤ 6.9 m 
V ≤ 2 m 

H ≤ 6.2 m 
V ≤ 2 m 

Alarm Limit VAL= 10 m 
HAL=40 m 

VAL=5.3 m 
HAL=17.3 m 

VAL= 5.3 
HAL= 15.5 

Time-To-Alarm 3 s 1 s 1 s Integrity  

Integrity risk 2x10-7/150s (per 
approach) 

10-9/15s  10-9 (lateral /15s, 
vertical /30 s) 

Continuity Risk  8x10-6/15s 4x10-6/15s H=2x10-6/30s 
V=2x10-6/15s  

Availability of service  99% to 99.999% 99% to 99.999% 99% to 99.999%

Table 20: GBAS required performance 

4.2.3.2 Status 

Honeywell, Raytheon and Thales were building ground stations for FAA type approval as part of 
the Government Industry Partnership (GIP) for LAAS. The Thales ground station may also be 
subject to type approval to EUROCAE standards by STNA [TBD]. In the recent FAA call for tender, 
Raytheon and Thales submitted a combined proposal in competition with that from Honeywell.  
The production contract is still to be awarded but a first commissioning date around 2006 seems 
the most likely [RD-T 35].  The LAAS business case is being reassessed after the FAA decision to 
change the Federal Radionavigation Plan and continue supporting VOR, DME and ILS aids.  The 
FAA objective has recently changed to develop LAAS to support PA operations in Cat II/III 
conditions during the period 2006/2012.  
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4.3 GPS BASED GNSS PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 

GPS with its augmentations RAIM, SBAS and GBAS will support all phases of flight - except PA in 
Cat II/III conditions and ASMGCS. Whereby there are various coverage and availability issues 
outstanding.  Together they do not appear to have sufficient performance to be considered for 
providing a sole-service.  However, there are new GNSS elements being developed. 

This table comes from the FAA (1997) and shows an example of expected implementation of 
GNSS [RD-T 34]: 

 

Phases of flight  Integrity Availability Accuracy 

Oceanic  GPS+RAIM En route 

Domestic 

NPA 
WAAS 

 

Cat. I  WAAS and LAAS  

Approach and 
landing 

Cat. II/III   

Surface Ground Movement  
LAAS 

 

Table 21: FAA GNSS implementation 

Subsequent to the events of 11.09.02, the FAA has revised its view on the vulnerability of GPS and 
proposes to maintain DME and ILS aids to navigation as a backup network to GPS and its 
augmentations. 
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4.4 NEW GNSS ELEMENTS 

4.4.1 GPS MODERNIZED 

The modernization of GPS covers the addition of the L2 and L5 civil signals and the new military 
M-code signals to Block IIR and IIF satellites. A new civil signal will be added on the L2 carrier 
frequency (1227.60 MHz) and a new frequency (1176.45 MHz) will be used for broadcasting the L5 
civil signal. The aim of the GPS modernization is to offer two more robust signals but not to provide 
integrity data on the service, which will be provided regionally by SBAS and locally by GBAS. The 
GPS authorities have made no predictions concerning the performance figures for the modernized 
GPS.  Nevertheless, the signal specifications make it clear that the performance will be better than 
the existing L1 C/A signal.  The new satellites will only be launched on a replacement basis when 
the existing satellites fail.  This will result in a long period prior to full availability of the new signals. 

The new L5 signal was specified by the RTCA for civil-aviation (frequency in aeronautical bands, 
higher chip rate for multipath suppression …).  ICAO has been considering draft SARPS material 
for the L5 signal.  It has not chosen to standardise the L2C signal for civil aviation, as it lies outside 
of the aeronautical bands. 

Beyond the Block IIR and IIF satellites, the USA plans a further constellation improvement called 
GPS III.  Recently the introduction GPS III was put in question because of a recent change in plan 
[RD-T 39].  This plan proposes to delay GPS III by several years and use the money to bail out 
other space systems with cost overruns. This could have the consequence to shift the schedule of 
the entire programme. 

The GPS III objectives announced were an accuracy of the magnitude of 1 m (95%) and integrity 
data provision has been considered (for Cat I). The performance objectives will be written in the 
beginning of 2004. 
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Signal    L1 L2C L5

Centre frequency 1575.42 MHz 1227.60 MHz 1176.45 MHz 

Bandwidth 20.46 MHz 20.46 MHz 20 - 24 MHz 

Ionospheric Error Ratio 1   1.65 1.79

Raw Signal Power ~-160 dBW 2.3 dB weaker than L1 3.7 dB stronger than L1 

Overall Chipping Rate C/A Code – 1.023 MHz L2C Codes =  CL + CM 
Codes =1.023 MHz 

I5 = 10.23 MHz 
Q5 = 10.23 MHz 

Ranging Code Length C/A Code – 1023 chips CL Code – 767250 Chips 
CM Code – 10230 Chips 

I5 = 10230 chips 
Q5 = 10230 chips 

Ranging Code Epoch C/A Code – 1 ms 
 

CL Code – 1.5 s 
CM Code – 20 ms 

I5 = 1 ms 
Q5 = 1 ms 

Cross-Correlation Protection C/A Code > 21 dB 
 

CL Code > 45 dB 
CM Code > 45 dB 

I5 > 30 dB 
Q5 > 30 dB 

Data Encoding C/A data – none rate ½ FEC I5 data – rate ½ FEC 

Relative data recovery threshold 0 dB + 2.7 dB + 5.7 dB 

Bit Rate C/A data – 50 bit/s 25 bit/s 50 bit/s 

Table 229: GPS signal characteristics
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4.4.2 GALILEO 

The European Union Member States have decided to develop an independent constellation of 
navigation satellites called Galileo.  Some of the Galileo signals are being designed specifically to 
support Safety of Life services, such as civil aviation. 

4.4.2.1 Specified performance 

The performance specified for Galileo to serve Safety of Life (SoL) is shown in the following table, 
which is extracted from the Galileo System Requirements Document (SRD) [RD-T 33]. The 
objective of Galileo SoL service is to provide performance adequate to support APV II non-
precision approach. 

 SRD 01/08/2002 

Carriers Two frequencies: E5b and L1 

Computes 
Integrity 

Yes Type of 
Receiver 

Ionospheric 
correction 

Based on dual-frequency measurements 

Coverage Global 

Accuracy (95%) H:  4 m 
V:  8 m 

Alarm limit H: 12 m 
V: 20 m 

Time-To-Alarm 6 seconds [TBC] 
Integrity 

Integrity risk 2x10-7 / 150 s (SIS only) 

Continuity Risk 8x10-6/15 s (SIS only) 

Certification / Liability Yes 

Availability (integrity & 
accuracy) 

99.5 % 

Table 23: Galileo specified performance 

There is uncertainty on the figure of the TTA, as Galileo will provide global integrity, and this is 
considered as a challenging goal (SBAS only achieves this value regionally). 
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4.4.2.2 Status 

Galileo is specified to be operational in 2008. 

4.4.3 SBAS IMPROVEMENTS 

It is expected that SBAS will be upgraded to provide augmentation for the GPS L5 signals.  This 
will provide redundancy between L1 and L5 signals, the major benefit being increased availability. 

4.4.4 GBAS IMPROVEMENTS 

It is expected that GBAS will be upgraded to support GPS L5 and Galileo signals. This will provide 
redundancy for PA operations both in number of signals, frequencies and constellations. 

4.5 EVALUATION OF PROJECTED PERFORMANCE 

The combined use of the different GNSS elements is expected to bring benefits in terms of 
performance and safety. Two major features are apparent with the new constellations. Firstly, they 
will both provide two separate frequencies in the upper and lower ARNS L-Bands (Galileo three). 
Secondly, GPS and Galileo will be institutionally separate systems with no common modes of 
systematic failures. 

There are already plans to provide integrity data for GPS L5 signals through SBAS and GBAS 
augmentations for both constellations and signals.  Thus, aviation will have the advantage of 
redundancy in frequencies and systems.  This added redundancy might be the key to providing a 
GNSS sole service where GPS and its augmentations alone cannot. 

The advantages of combined GPS and Galileo use: 

�� Accuracy: the use of the two constellations will improve GDOP and two frequencies will reduce 
ionospheric induced errors. 

�� Availability: the combination of the two constellations will significantly increase RAIM 
availability. As stated in [RD-T 30], using GPS + Galileo provides sufficient availability for 
navigation in extreme masking environments, where navigation with GPS alone is difficult. The 
use of two or maybe three frequencies is expected to mitigate the effects of unintentional 
interference.   

�� Continuity: given the use of two frequencies and constellations as redundant systems, an 
improvement in continuity is also expected. 

�� Integrity7: RAIM FDE will be improved if both GPS and Galileo satellites are used.  The 
independent constellations will have few common modes of failure. 

                                            
7 GPS III is not foreseen to provide integrity of position whereas it is one of the main features of Galileo. At present there 
appears to be no inclusion in the new L5 message formats of integrity information and TTA other than the existing health 
data in message Type 1. Nor is there any way to collate and disseminate information in a timely manner. However, spare 
message formats are available and the inter-satellite cross-link capability would be a useful tool to provide short TTA 
capability (see [RD-T 27]).  
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Nevertheless, the common features of the systems (weak signals, use of frequencies…) could lead 
to both being subject to the same kind of interference. 

A GNSS sole-service concept is possible if sufficient robustness is achieved and global service is 
provided.  [RD-T 44] provides an analysis indicating that combining GPS with Galileo and their 
augmentations is capable of achieving all the requirements of accuracy, availability, continuity and 
integrity. 

4.6 INTEGRITY MONITORING AND ALERT SYSTEMS 

SBAS will provide regional integrity data for GPS.  Galileo will provide global integrity information 
for itself.  Regional and global ground based integrity monitoring systems will give integrity alerts 
down to 6 seconds TTA, improving on RAIM FDE performance. But they can only detect failures 
measurable by their regional/global ground integrity networks (i.e. no local interference detection), 
and their performance supports only PA in CAT I conditions at best.   

GBAS can detect local propagation issues, and possibly interference, providing a shorter TTA 
(down to 1 second) and perhaps enabling Cat II/III operations.  GBAS provides corrections for 
space and time correlated errors with limited coverage but cannot detect all users’ error sources 
(e.g. multipath).  Networking GBAS installations might provide a regional capability (GRAS). 

4.7 RECEIVER AUTONOMOUS INTEGRITY MONITORING 

Integrity of GPS is provided operationally by RAIM techniques prior to the commissioning of SBAS 
and GBAS. RAIM and baro-aided RAIM will better detect failures (FD) with multiple constellations.  
The isolation/exclusion capability (FDE) would be further improved with more satellites that provide 
higher accuracy.  Sequential RAIM techniques are being investigated further for early detection of 
integrity failures.  RAIM can also be enhanced if hybridised with other on board sensor information 
(INS / AIME). 

4.8 ADDITION OF OTHER SENSORS 

The concept of sole service of navigation includes the hybridising of GPS receivers with systems 
on-board aircraft. Moreover, safety requirements make a backup system essential whatever the 
cause of a degradation of performance. 

Possible requirements on the backup sensors could be, among others: 

�� Sufficient autonomy during which adequate performance is provided complementary to GNSS 
ones 

�� No common point of failure to GNSS: for example, IRS has the advantage of not relying on a 
signal coming from outside the aircraft. 
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4.8.1 INERTIAL SYSTEMS 

On board inertial navigation systems already provide good performance en-route and for NPA 
when combined with GPS. Calibration of the INS before any satellite SIS outage can be used to 
enhance continuity (GPS has good long-term stability, INS good short-term stability) and reduce 
vulnerability to radio frequency interference.  INS can also aid the carrier and code tracking loop 
bandwidth and reduce receiver sensitivity to noise and interference. 

Dual and Triple redundant inertial systems are already used as sole means for oceanic flights. The 
use of Inertial Reference Systems as a reversionary mode can be achieved through a tight 
coupling with GNSS. A period of loss of GNSS signals is bridged by the inertial system that has 
been calibrated by GNSS before the outage. Two methods of using GPS / inertial systems have 
been analysed in [RD-T 13]. It examines how long a tightly coupled system can coast after loss of 
all GPS signals while still maintaining a certain level of accuracy. According to this paper, coasting 
times are affected by several factors: 

�� Inertial sensor accuracy 

�� Gyro misalignment 

�� Accuracy of calibration of inertial parameters prior to GPS signals, which depends both on 
accuracy of the GPS signals (in the paper they only considered L1 with SA on) and aircraft 
manoeuvres prior to loss of signal 

�� Aircraft manoeuvre during the coasting period 

�� Aircraft speed 

�� Accuracy required during the coasting period 

Typical results (for a commercial aircraft and IRS) are described in the following table 

Gyro accuracy Accuracy 
required 

(95 % NM) 

Straight and level 
coast without a 
turn (min.) 

90-deg turn 
followed by 
straight and level 
coast (min.) 

180-deg turn 
followed by 
straight and level 
coast (min.) 

0.3 4.5 1.5 < 1 

1 8.5 4 2 

Bias = 1°/hour 

Misalignment=10-4 rad. 

2 11 5.5 3 

0.3 12 7 4 

1 20 16 10 

Bias = 0.1°/hour 

Misalignment= 10-4 rad. 

2 27 22 13 

Table 24: Inertial tests results 
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These results may be satisfactory for some operations; especially if the GNSS signal used could 
be further improved (no SA considered and use of augmentation systems for example). 

The most popular technique used in aviation is the tight coupling of GPS with inertial sensors 
through Kalman filters. The advantage of aiding GNSS navigation with external sensors is that it 
helps to mitigate interference effects and could help during periods of shading of the antenna or 
during short signal outage periods. 

An example of such a technique was provided with the AIME technique [RD-T 29].  This 
technology (Autonomous Integrity Monitored Extrapolation) was certified on the Airbus family of 
aircraft. The manufacturer indicated the following performance for a 24-satellites constellation: 

RNP 0.15 0.3 0.5 1.0 

Availability 100 % 100 % 100 % 100% 

Table 25: AIME performance 

The RTCA SC-159 WG 2c has been considering the issue of using GPS and Inertial together.  
Their tentative conclusions are that the combination could maintain NPA accuracy for around 10 
minutes and TMA accuracy for around 25 minutes.  MITRE/CAASD estimates consequent 
resistance to a 10 W interference source located near the airport in NPA and 40 W in TMA [RD-T 
45]. 

4.8.2 LORAN-C 

There is no point in adding another radionavigation aid, if the intention is to reduces costs by using 
GNSS as a sole service.  Further, a recent study made for Eurocontrol has led to the following 
conclusions concerning the use of LORAN-C as a potential backup system [RD-S 15]: 

�� LORAN could meet the technical requirement of the ECAC Navigation Strategy, if a number of 
significant developments are instituted; 

�� The timely achievement of these developments, together with the resolution of the institutional 
issues associated with establishing and operating the infrastructure, constitutes a significant 
risk; 

�� That replacing DME with LORAN is not cost effective; 

Additionally, the levels of continuity and integrity performance, which could be achieved, are not 
clear today, even if some American studies have shown that it is theoretically possible to use 
LORAN-C down to NPA. Consequently, LORAN-C is not considered in Europe for aviation use. A 
decision concerning its use for aviation in the United States was planned to be taken at the end of 
2002. 
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4.9 NEW SYSTEMS 

It is possible to speculate about new technology that might provide an adequate backup navigation 
system for GNSS sole-service, especially for high-density airspace.   

4.9.1 EN-ROUTE AND TMA OPERATIONS 

Aircraft in dense traffic airspace are more sensitive to the effects of loss of navigation than those in 
low traffic airspace because of the increased danger of collision with other aircraft and the inability 
of the ATC to maintain separations should all aircraft lose their ability to navigate simultaneously. 
The increased danger of collision is primarily a function of the traffic density, almost independent of 
the navigation system(s) used. The minimum separation to maintain safety is set only in part by the 
accuracy with which the aircraft can navigate. 

The Eurocontrol document: “Guidelines for the application of the ECAC radar separation minima”, 
dated 14 December 1998, suggests that, in today’s situation, while GNSS is functioning correctly: 

�� Aircraft comply with RNP-1: they stay within a corridor 1 Nm wide centred on their flight leg 
(95% of the time) 

�� Radar separation minima is 5 Nm, maybe 3 Nm in TMA. 

When traffic density is high in the sector, it is likely that the real separation between aircraft will be 
higher than the minimum. This is a normal reaction of the ATCO to a high workload. 

When GNSS fails: 

�� Some well-equipped aircraft can maintain RNP-1 with DME-DME/FMS or IRS/FMS updated 
with automatic appropriate DME tuned. 

�� Some aircraft need to be re-routed on VOR/DME routes because they loose RNP-1. 

ATC has to first separate aircraft with higher minima because some aircraft cannot maintain their 
navigation performance. Currently, the ATCO gives vectors and then new clearances to re-route 
traffic that needs to join VOR-VOR routes.  If VORs are removed and RNAV introduced 
everywhere, then the vectors provide will need to comply with the airspace use. 

If a 3 Nm separation was effectively the case before GNSS failure, the new minimum after GNSS 
failure will be 5 to 10 NM depending on the controller’s ability and work-load. Doing this, it will 
probably affect other traffic and then the ATCO will have to give new vectors. The ATCO needs 
such separation standards to gain time to appreciate the whole new air picture and reorganise the 
flow. At the same time, some aircraft must be transferred (among them, some in the backup 
procedure) to the following Sector or Centre, so propagating of the effect of a local failure. 

The inability of the ATC to maintain separations is due to the limited capacity of the ATCO to 
provide vector guidance to more than a few aircraft, which have lost their ability to navigate.  Were 
ATC able to provide guidance safely to all aircraft, in the event of them all losing their GNSS sole-
service signals, the ATC would be the adequate back up. 
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The reason why ATC cannot provide vector guidance to more than a limited number of aircraft 
stems from the un-automated nature of this process.  An individual controller must calculate and 
provide the vectors by voice radio to the affected aircraft, while simultaneously controlling the 
remainder. The controller is rapidly saturated as the number of aircraft requesting navigation 
assistance increases. If the process of providing guidance could be automated, the limitation might 
be lifted. 

Studies of the cost benefits of new or alternative navigation aids usually show that the cost of 
aircraft equipage dominates the cost of transition. There are many more aircraft than there are 
ATC centres, especially in high-density airspace. If there was an automated back up ATC guidance 
system for high-density airspace, it might be more cost-effective than maintaining an alternative 
navigation infrastructure. The following speculations are presented: 

Idea 1: Precision Approach Radar operators’ tasks have been successfully automated with 
computer generated voice providing the guidance commands.  Similar technology could be used to 
provide vector guidance to en-route aircraft.  The pilot or controller would have to provide the 
system with the flight plan of the aircraft. Thereafter, the computer could provide vectors to the pilot 
and display the planned track to the controller. The computer needs to have the aircraft identified 
and allocated to it and have access to the SSR derived co-ordinates of the aircraft. It could work 
much like STCA software within the ATC centre.  Since the instructions to the pilot would be 
executed entirely by VHF voice communications, no extra equipment would be needed on board. A 
specific VHF frequency would be needed for such operations to avoid conflict with the controller’s 
sector channels. 

Idea 2: In high-density airspace, multiple SSR interrogators perform surveillance with Mode-S 
data-link capability.  All aircraft will carry Mode-S transceivers in such airspace. It would be 
possible for a pilot or his FMS, on loss of GNSS reception, to request his own co-ordinates from 
the SSR through the Mode-S data link. This process would be entirely automatic. The SSR 
interrogator software would need modification and the aircraft’s Mode-S transponder would need 
its data-link capability activating and connecting to the appropriate navigation and display 
functions.  Both pilot and ATCO would be informed and trained to monitor progress carefully. 

Both of these ideas are using the SSR surveillance function as a backup aid to navigation. They 
might enable GNSS to be regarded as a “sole-service” for radionavigation in the sense that NDB, 
VOR and DME equipment could be removed.   

Aircraft in the TMA are generally on vectors and sequenced by the TMA controllers, so that the 
effects of a general loss of navigation capability would be different from the en-route situation. This 
is particularly so in good visibility situations, where the pilots can land visually. The same kind of 
backup solutions could apply.  

4.9.2 PRECISION APPROACH OPERATIONS 

For low visibility operations, SBAS is planned to enable APV to Cat I operations and GBAS Cat I 
through to Cat III operations (whereby GBAS Cat II/III has yet to be standardised by ICAO). The 
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alternatives are to maintain ILS operations (or to introduce MLS where economically viable). ILS 
(or MLS) are not only sole-service systems, they are also sole-means systems.  Currently, the only 
radionavigation aid operational to support Cat I to Cat III operations is ILS, it is its own back up 
(using triple redundancy). 

ILS and GBAS suffer similar vulnerability to intentional VHF interference but in both cases, at most 
only one aircraft (at a critical point on the approach) per runway end would be vulnerable to 
interference before a shutdown would occur and further aircraft would need to be diverted. In 
addition, tower controllers are trained to deal with an ILS failure and to safely divert aircraft to other 
runways or airports.  Hence, the problem of a back up for GNSS precision approach supported 
operations is no more severe than for ILS at a single airport. 

However, a wide-area loss of GNSS signals, due to a single interfering L-band source, could affect 
multiple airports simultaneously, which is not likely to happen with ILS or MLS. There must be 
wide-area poor visibility to turn this from a commercial loss into a safety issue. Thus, the mitigation 
needed, to protect GNSS supported precision approach operations, is against wide-area 
intentional interference. Maintaining sufficient ILS capability and relying on the existing fleet-wide 
ILS equipage could address this, but naturally prevent GNSS becoming a sole service for this 
phase of flight and few economic benefits would be achieved by SBAS or GBAS. 

4.9.2.1 Enhanced Vision 

Enhanced Vision sensors combined with Head-Up Display equipment is an example of technology 
improvements that are being developed. There has been some experimentation with its possible 
use in civil aviation to extend the capability of aircraft certified to Cat I with GNSS. It is an example 
of aircraft technology that is compatible with a GNSS sole-service concept. 

4.9.2.2 Terrain Correlation 

Terrain correlation techniques are used in military applications for mid-course and terminal 
guidance. Techniques include the use of the radio altimeter, the aircraft’s weather radar, laser line 
scanning, synthetic aperture and radiometry terrain matching. Of these, the JPALS concept of 
using the aircraft’s nose radar has been demonstrated but not certified for civilian use. 

4.10 TECHNICAL CONCLUSIONS 

Assuming that Galileo and GPS L5 signals are successfully put into operation, there seems no 
technical reason why GNSS with two constellations and two frequencies should not meet the 
performance requirements of all flight operations. The accuracy achievable is high enough, the 
availability with two constellations will be economically acceptable and the augmentations seem 
likely provide sufficient integrity, even for operations in Cat II/III conditions.  However the issue of 
continuity of service remains because of possible loss of signals due to interference.  This 
vulnerability is addressed in the following chapter. 
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5 VULNERABILITY ISSUES 

Analysing GNSS risks will provide inputs for an analysis that will define the requirements of a 
backup navigation system. 

There are several characteristics of GNSS that makes it vulnerable: 

�� Reliability of the overall service and individual satellites to outages 

�� Low power of the signal: this leads to interference and shadowing susceptibility causing 
difficulties for the receiver to acquire and track the signals correctly. 

�� Code characteristics: the structure of the code sometimes leads to a false signal lock from the 
receiver (also GPS SATZAP is not entirely reliable at stopping a receiver from tracking).  

�� Radio spectrum: the allocation of frequencies to navigation systems is a potential issue. Even 
the sharing of frequencies between navigation systems is a subject of concern, as weak 
signals need more protection. The congestion in the VHF navigation band may make the 
allocation of channels and slots to GBAS ground stations difficult in Europe. 

 

5.1 LACK OF EXPERIENCE WITH GNSS 

GPS has been available for civil use since 1993 so that long experience with its use is missing.  
Issues could be encountered at the control segment level or at the user segment level.  Examples 
of possible issues are the small discontinuities observed with the Block II satellites or with the evil 
waveforms (evil waveforms are GPS signals that have a distorted PRN code modulation waveform; 
this could induce large differential tracking errors if they go undetected.  [RD-T 22] describes 
GBAS Signal Quality Monitoring Techniques and provides recommendations that are included in 
the SARPS.  The discontinuance of Selective Availability on the GPS C/A code and the 
subsequent redefinition of its SPS performance specification are having effects on further 
standardisation activities.  

The ability of GNSS to spring more surprise issues is difficult to assess. The small discontinuities 
observed for some GPS satellites are one example [RD-T 23] and has been recognised in the 
latest version of the GPS SPS specification, where it is stated that Block II/IIA satellites may 
experience a 6 to 24 second disruption upon transition to the new upload.  Detection of specific 
types of ephemeris errors by GBAS was a late issue in SARPS.  Current work at RTCA has 
pointed to recently observed rapid ionospheric wave fronts, which need to be accounted for in Cat 
II/III related GBAS SARPS. 

5.2 EXAMPLES OF GPS OUTAGES 

The only possible examples of GNSS outages today concern GPS and GLONASS since the 
WAAS and EGNOS are still in experiment phases and Galileo is in development phase.  
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GLONASS, after reaching a full operational status for a short period, has been insufficiently 
maintained, so that although covered by SARPS, it is not taken seriously as an aid to navigation for 
civil aviation. 

There have been several types of GPS outages: 

�� GPS satellite stop emitting signals for maintenance, or repositioning: these kinds of 
interruptions are planned and are notified to aviation users with NOTAMs. 

�� Poor signal quality (Evil waveforms) observed briefly from one satellite. 

�� Outages that are not well known: [RD-S 2] reported 1995 some problems in GPS signal 
continuity, which were caused by satellite design (command uplinks to Block II satellites 
occasionally cause a conflict in the spacecraft computer). This issue was known by the satellite 
manufacturer. It is interesting to note that the duration of continuity loss was 6 seconds, which 
fits with a Cat I integrity TTA requirement.  

�� Examples of military interference: on 30th December 1997, a Continental trans-Atlantic flight 
lost all GPS signals as it descended south from Albany NY to Newark NJ for landing. 
Continental originally believed that the flight had been subject to intentional military jamming 
exercises. The FAA declared an `interference zone' of 300km, although they believed the 
jamming was localised around the Albany VOR navigation radio beacon. It turns out that the 
US Air Force Research Lab Information Directorate has a facility in Newport, NY, that tests 
antenna emission patterns. On 30th  December 1997, they started a test of a GPS antenna with 
a 5-watt signal, stepping through frequencies. The tests were computer- controlled, and it was 
not noticed that at the end of the testing period the transmitter had not turned itself off. The lab 
discovered the problem through reading message traffic reporting a GPS outage in mid-
January. The jamming period ran from 30th December to 12th January 1998. 

�� Receiver’s issues: [RD-S 10] described in 1996 problems occurring with the reliability of 
aviation GNSS receivers. 

GNSS outages will have to be anticipated and procedures for handling them adopted. In the USA, 
GPS outage experiments are foreseen by the FAA.  They are the GOERS (GPS Outage En Route 
simulation) in November 2002 and GOTS (GPS Outage Terminal Simulation) in 2003.  These are 
to evaluate the impact of GPS outage on the controller workload.  Similar experiments may be 
needed in the rest of the world. 

5.3 INFRASTRUCTURE AND CENTRALIZATION ASPECTS 

Serious attacks against the existing NDB, VOR, DME or ILS navigation infrastructure have not 
been reported.  

The GNSS infrastructure includes the ground and space segments and threats like natural 
catastrophes, terrorist attacks and cyber-attacks against the data network need to be considered.   

The ‘centralised’ aspects of GNSS, both space segment and control segment, makes them 
sensitive to attack than the distributed nature of existing aids (although they are often remotely 
controlled from a smaller number of centres).  This will lead to design requirements on the 
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infrastructure, especially to achieve sole-service status.  In the case of GPS, there are two 
separate redundant control centres and the satellites are each autonomous.  The US military 
believe that the measurement sites around the globe are adequately protected for their purposes. 
For Galileo, the Mission Control Facility consists of two separate units, similar to GPS, and the loss 
of both these elements could disrupt the entire system in the same way.  Like GPS, Galileo will 
also have a distributed network of ground monitor stations.  To damage GNSS, both US and 
European infrastructures would need to be attacked. 

[RD-G 2] notes also that the potential future critical role of GPS will add to the attractiveness of it 
as target for hostile action. This argument applies even more to GNSS as a Sole-Service. 

Although US Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld suggested that GPS satellites are vulnerable 
to attack, the cost of attacking GPS space infrastructure is many times that of attacking existing 
ground radionavigation infrastructure.   

By far the most vulnerable aspect of ATC is its communication systems.  Attacking an ATC en-
route centre, or jamming the VHF communication frequencies would be far more damaging than 
attacking the radionavigation infrastructure.  It would be unwise to harden radionavigation 
infrastructure at great expense while leaving the rest of ATC vulnerable. 

5.4 SIGNAL BLOCKAGE AND MULTIPATH 

Multipath is a well-known source of GNSS signal degradation. However, in [RD-T 2, 3], it is not 
considered a serious issue for aviation. Many techniques have been developed to mitigate these 
reflections that are geometry dependent and time-variant. Multipath degrades accuracy but rarely 
leads to a loss of track. In general, with special care to antenna siting and technology, multipath 
can be mitigated.  Moreover, for flight phases where high precision is required, it is considered that 
sufficient precautions to mitigate multipath have been standardised.  These include multiple GBAS 
antenna locations and careful antenna siting.  Multipath induced bias problems have been 
observed and are under investigation. 

The problem of multipath is of more importance for SMGCS because for this operation, aircraft are 
at the level where buildings could lead to many signal reflections. 

5.5 HUMAN FACTORS 

The Volpe report [RD-G 2] recalls that most of the accidents to date, involving the use of GPS, 
have been traced to human factors.  GNSS could bring many changes to aviation compared to 
conventional systems.  For instance, while GPS eases the use of R-NAV, [RD-G 2] reports cases 
where pilots fly into restricted airspace because they did not follow the traditional route. Human 
errors reported in [RD-G 2] indicate that even users expecting GPS problems can put too much (or 
too little) faith in the receiver solution.   

Nevertheless, human factors are applicable to the use of any radionavigation aid and would be 
even more an issue for a little used backup system.   
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[RD-S 9] gives an analysis of accidents, incidents and pilots deviations for the period 90-99 
concerning General Aviation and divided GPS-related incidents into eight categories: database 
error, distracted while operating GPS, GPS malfunction, lack of knowledge, misinterpretation of 
data, mode error, over reliance on GPS and programming error. 

The events described provide an indication of potential problems with the growing use of GNSS. 
They should be compared with incidents that occurred were older navigation aids were being used, 
to see if GPS is increasing or decreasing the total number of navigation related incidents.  

The question is “Would GNSS result in more or less human related incidents?”  On the one hand it 
is easier to use, most GPS receivers offering FMS like navigation capabilities, so reducing human 
errors; on the other hand, this might result in over-confidence and insufficient monitoring. 

5.6 IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION EFFECTS 

5.6.1 IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION 

The presence of electrons in the ionosphere causes an error that has to be corrected either with an 
ionospheric model (in a single frequency receiver) or with dual frequency measurements (dual 
frequency receiver). This effect is corrected by the use of SBAS or GBAS signals.  When GPS and 
Galileo are available, the aircraft’s receiver will be able to perform its own dual frequency 
corrections.  The receiver will be aware of the reception situation and its ability to correct for these 
ionospheric errors and respond appropriately should it become an integrity issue. 

In addition to this ionospheric characteristic, another phenomenon exists along the geomagnetic 
equator: the equatorial anomaly causes a non-planar ionosphere on a routine basis, these non-
planar features may also contains voids which are spatially small but have a very high delay 
gradient (total delay change up to 20 meters). These bubbles may or may not cause scintillation.  

5.6.2 IONOSPHERIC SCINTILLATION 

Ionospheric scintillation is the result of non-uniform electron distribution. At certain times and 
locations, the densities can be high enough to fade GPS signals below receiver thresholds. The 
severity of a storm is measured by means of a planetary index (Kp), with the higher the number the 
more severe the storm (Quiet for 0≤Kp≤4, Minor for 4.3≤Kp≤5, Major for 5.3≤Kp≤6.3 and severe for 
6.7≤Kp). 

In JHU report [RD-G 3], they demonstrated that this effect seriously degrades the availability of the 
GPS signal (for example, with a dual frequency receiver and a 30-satellite GPS constellation, en-
route availability dropped from 0.99994 to 0.998). [RD-T 14] has analysed GPS receiver 
performance in a scintillation environment at a potential worst-user location: one of the conclusions 
was that heavy scintillation environment could lead to develop noisy links to the satellites and 
therefore degrade availability of position solution. This can have its worst effects at the poles and 
near the ± 15 degree latitudes and particularly in the hours after sunset. This paper adds that even 
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if degradation of performance is probable, it is very unlikely that the receiver loses lock due only to 
ionosphere scintillation. 

The use of two constellations and two frequencies will mitigate against these effects, although 
single SBAS satellite signals will be more vulnerable. The significance of the scintillation 
phenomenon is still imperfectly known, although its severity is linked to the sun-spot cycle and the 
last 11 year peak has just past.  The need for mitigation measures has not yet been identified.   

The ionospheric scintillation has localised impacts, it affects particular geographic areas at 
particular times.  This problem, if present, could have operational solutions. As an illustration, [RD-
T 40] assessed the impact of ionosphere on LAAS and estimated the probability of having HMI in a 
Cat. I approach as 10-8 (dividing into 10-4 for the ionosphere scintillation occurrence and 10-4 for 
meeting particular conditions). 

5.7 UNINTENTIONAL INTERFERENCE 

Due to the weakness of its signals, GNSS is very vulnerable to interference.  Therefore, the 
number of theoretical interference sources is very large. The impact and the strength of the 
interference sources will determine the degree of protection required.  

The following figure, Figure 10, presents the L-Band radio frequency spectrum allocated to 
Radionavigation Satellite Services (RNSS) with examples of Aeronautical Radionavigation 
Services (ARNS) that are allocated the same bands. 

Certain types of interference discussed below are theoretical, in that no reports describing cases 
have been known.  When two separate frequencies are available and used, the likelihood of 
simultaneous unintentional interference on both will be less.   

GNSS also includes VHF signals in the case of GBAS. The VHF signal frequencies are well 
protected institutionally, since they are used for the current navigation services.  
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Figure 10 : RNSS frequency band allocations 

VULNERABILITY ISSUES
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5.7.1 INTERSYSTEMS AND INTRASYSTEMS INTERFERENCE 

Interference between GNSS components (e.g. GPS and Galileo) or within a system (e.g. between 
the different GPS signals on L1) could be a potential threat. The Galileo designers are going to 
great lengths, including discussions with the USA, to ensure that the Galileo signals in L1 and L5 
bands have the maximum compatibility and minimum inter- and intra-system interference 
characteristics. 

[RD-T 16] presents an assessment of potential interference between Galileo and GPS and shows 
that it is technically possible to share the same bands for GPS and Galileo constellation. 

5.7.2 TV TRANSMITTERS (HARMONICS) 

Concerning GPS, interference with TV broadcast harmonics have already been observed [RD-T 6]. 
For example, Channel 66 in the United States has a frequency allocation between 782 and 788 
MHz. The second harmonics could therefore look like wideband interference to C/A code receivers 
even if the TV station was operating within the 60 dB specifications (because of the ERP of 2000 
kW at the source).  

This table, extracted from [RD-T 15], furnishes an example for TV transmitters for Europe: 

 

Frequencies (MHz) Television channels Order of harmonic in 
GNSS band 

779.500 - 805.000 59-62 (band V) 2nd 

519.666 - 536.666 27-29 (band IV) 3rd 

222.715 - 230.000 IK (band III) 7th 

194.875 - 201.250 IF-IG (band III) 8th 

173.222 - 178.888 ID (band III) 9th 

Table 26: European Television Transmission bands 

For the other harmonics, signal power levels are too weak to interfere with the GPS signal. 

In the near future, digital TV transmitters will also have to be evaluated. However, it seems unlikely 
that a TV transmission would simultaneously interfere with two separate GNSS frequencies. 
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5.7.3 AM/FM RADIO TRANSMITTERS 

No reports have been found concerning these two types of possible interference. For example, for 
AM radio in the US, only the 1000th harmonic could threaten the GPS band. The high power FM 
broadcast spill-over above 108 MHz might affect ILS but is unlikely to affect GBAS transmission 
reception. 

5.7.4 VHF INTERFERENCE 

VHF transmitters could theoretically interfere with GNSS. This could occur with ground transmitters 
(in this case, they are of concern only on approach where transmitters can be relatively close) but 
also with on-board ones. [RD-T 3] describes a theoretical study concerning VHF transmitters, 
which might interfere with GPS receivers at 5.5 NM. However, this is a worst-case study given the 
assumptions taken (level of suppression of harmonics for VHF transmitters and several available 
GPS receivers could improve the level of suppression). Sources of VHF/UHF interference could be 
also found in a variety of applications outside the aeronautical domain (taxi services, emergency 
services…). 

In the case of on-board VHF interference, it seems that installation procedures and adequate 
equipment (separation between antennas, cable shielding, more severe limitations on 
emissions…) should be sufficient.  

5.7.5 PERSONAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES 

PED include laptops, radios, mobile phones that could disturb signal reception, mainly on-board 
the aircraft.  As an illustration, [RD-T 24] unlicensed equipment, such as Personal Computers 
carried on-board, have shown capable of radiating power levels up to 37 dB above the acceptable 
threshold specified for GPS L1. The conservative emission limitations concerning these devices 
should be maintained. 

5.7.6 AMATEUR DIGITAL AND ANALOGUE RELAY STATIONS 

Some amateur systems transmit in the band 1240-1243.25 MHz. This can disrupt the L2 signal but 
would not be relevant in the case of aviation use of L1 and L5. Problems have already occurred in 
countries like Germany, Switzerland [RD-T 15]. 

5.7.7 MOBILE SATELLITE SERVICE (MSS) 

At present, there are two frequency bands occupied by MSS (e.g. Inmarsat): the up-link 
transmitting in the band 1610-1660.5 MHz and the down-link in the band 1525-1559 MHz. In case 
of spurious transmissions, the L1 band reception could be hindered.  

In the future, a number of Mobile Satellite Services plan to blanket the globe with satellite 
telephone coverage from a constellation of over 1,000 satellites by 2004. These systems include 
Iridium (1616-1626 MHz), Odyssey, Globalstar, Teledesic, ICO, Thuraya, ACes, Agrani, and 
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EAST.  A proposal to place MSS space-to-earth transmissions in the 1559-1567 MHz band 
adjacent to L1 presented a potential threat to L1 but was defeated at the WRC 2000.  

The MSS communications interference has been taken into account by specifying corresponding 
masks in [RD-T 32]. 

5.7.8 ULTRA WIDE BAND COMMUNICATION DEVICES 

Concern has been raised recently about UWB interference to GNSS signals. UWB systems are 
based on very short pulses of radio frequency energy and are involved in a variety of unlicensed 
applications including communications and ranging. At the beginning of 2002, the United States 
permitted the operation of products using UWB technology and expected to be used for ground 
penetrating systems (below 960 MHz or in the band [3.1-10.6 GHz ]), through-wall imaging system, 
medical systems, vehicular radar systems, communications and measurement systems (above 
1.99 GHz)... 

A study of interference of UWB on a GPS receiver has been done in [RD-T 5]. The main 
conclusion was that the C/A code tracking GPS receiver demonstrated a tolerance to the UWB 
signals with a PRF a 0.1 MHz. Starting from 1 MHz, the C/A code receiver begins to show CW-like 
interference effects. 

[RD-T 24] is another study conducted on the subject and agrees that the UWB impact increases 
when the PRF is higher. They noticed that the GPS is extremely sensitive to the PRF of 19.94 MHz 
because, looking at the power spectrum, a UWB spike falls into the main lobe of GPS L1. In this 
case, the UWB waveform appears as a CW rather than broadband noise interference.  

These UWB signals can result in many spectra depending on the PRF, the gathering, the dithering, 
the modulation and even the antenna manipulation. 

Emphasis has been put on the fact that it is impossible to control the density of the UWB devices in 
a given area since many are unregulated mass-market applications. 

5.7.9 TRADITIONAL NAVAIDS 

5.7.9.1 DME/TACAN (L5/E5) 

DME could also interfere with GNSS bands given the assigned frequencies [962-1213 MHz].  It is a 
primary concern for the implementation of GPS L5 greater than out-of-band radar transmissions, 
for example [RD-T 26]. One report [RD-T 13] identifies two major issues concerning the 
compatibility between L5 GPS and DME.  A solution proposed in [RD-T 25] is to reassign 
DME/TACAN frequencies that fall within the GPS signal L5 band. This solution is difficult to apply 
in Europe due to frequency planning constraints [RD-T 13]. 

DME interference could be a problem in the transition phase towards GNSS Sole-Service.  By 
definition, they would not be present in Scenarios C or D.  Conservative studies show that the 
problem could occur at high altitude when the receiver would have line-of-sight to many DME 
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stations.  In this case, the aircraft has the option to navigate DME or GNSS L1 signals.  Closer to 
the ground, there are far fewer DMEs in sight and the interference can be handled by pulse 
blanking technology in the receiver. 

5.7.9.2 Others Navaids 

NDB (0.535 MHz) and MLS (5-5.250 GHz) are theoretically far from threatening GNSS bands. 
Moreover, there have been no reports describing interference coming from ILS and VOR [RD-T 
32]. In this last case, the same measures used for VHF emitters may be sufficient. 

5.7.10 JTIDS/MIDS 

The Joint Tactical Information Distribution System and Multi-functional Information Distribution 
System operating between 969 and 1206 MHz are a spread spectrum digital communications 
system used by NATO to exchange data among military platforms.  This is a potential threat to 
L5/E5 band use by aviation although JTIDS/MIDS operators have no right to use the band and 
would only use it in training exercises away from high density traffic and in crisis areas, which civil 
aviation would not enter. 

5.7.11 RADARS 

5.7.11.1 Military radars 

Military radars effects are not well-known and in particular, the Volpe report [RD-G 2] recommends 
more study on the subject of over-the-horizon radars because these radars are often used to scan 
over the North Pole and could constitute a strong source of interfering signals in the L1 band. 

5.7.11.2 Civil radars 

According to [RD-T 32], the civil aviation radars use pulses shorter than 125 µs and therefore do 
not constitute a source of potential interference to GNSS. Spill-over from the radiolocation band 
into the E5b band might be a problem but E5a and L1 signals are thought to be far enough away to 
tolerate these emissions.  Civil aviation does not intend to use the Galileo E6 signal, which is in the 
radiolocation band. 

5.7.12 GBAS INTERFERENCE 

GBAS  also uses the 108-117.975 MHz VHF band, which is already used by aviation for ILS and 
VOR. Interference is under evaluation and spectrum management is the most likely solution.  

5.7.13 OTHER SOURCES OF UNINTENTIONAL INTERFERENCE 

This could include experimental systems (which has already occurred with military experiments),  
with spurious emissions from electrical equipment (electrical machines, computers, cables…) or 
with malfunctioning licensed equipment.  The accumulation effect, situations with multiple 
interfering sources, could arise. 
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BW Interference type8 Potential source Examples of mitigation 
technique 

WB Phase/frequency 
modulation 

TV transmitter’s harmonics, near band 
microwave link transmitters overcoming 
front-end filter 

Spectral filtering 

WB Pulse CW Radar transmitters, UWB devices, 
DME/TACAN in E5 band 

Spectral filtering, pulse 
blanking techniques, 
antenna technology 

WB Pulse AWGN  Pulse blanking techniques 

NB Phase/frequency 
modulation 

AM stations transmitter’s harmonics, 
CB transmitter’s harmonics 

Spectral filtering, antenna 
technology 

NB Swept continuous 
wave, AWGN 

FM stations transmitter’s harmonics Spectral filtering, antenna 
technology 

NB Continuous wave Near band unmodulated transmitter’s 
carriers 

Spectral and temporal 
filtering 

Antenna technology 

Table 27: Summary of interference types 

                                            
8 In annex 10, ICAO quotes the following for the main types of interferences: continuous wave, pulsed interference and 
band-limited noise like interference. 
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5.8 INTENTIONAL INTERFERENCE 

All radionavigation aids can be deliberately jammed or spoofed.  Due to the weakness of its 
constellation signals, GNSS signal reception is considered more vulnerable to intentional 
interference than conventional aids.  Further, the implications for a navigation sole-service are 
greater as it becomes a more tempting target.  Signal or carrier to noise ratio at the receiver 
antenna is the primary factor.  The three kinds of intentional interference that could occur: are 
spoofing, meaconing and jamming.  Of these spoofing and meaconing are more dangerous, as 
they might lead to the receiver issuing HMI to the user. 

5.8.1 SPOOFING 

Spoofing is defined to be the transmission of system-like signals that are bogus. The receiver 
treats them as real, when they are not. These bogus signals are intended to either produce 
erroneous navigation solutions or to saturate the victim receiver, effectively jamming it without the 
receiver being able to recognise the effect. Spoofing is not easy to achieve with GNSS signals, 
particular when two different constellations are being used on two frequencies.  Encryption can be 
added to the GNSS signals, which make spoofing much harder to achieve. This makes the 
probability of GNSS jamming much greater than that of spoofing. 

5.8.2 MEACONING 

Meaconing is the reception, delay, and rebroadcast of radionavigation signals to confuse a 
navigation system or user. Like spoofing, meaconing is far more complicated than simple jamming 
because it implies using higher technology and knowledge of the position of the victim. 

Pseudolites are ground based transmitters that produce signals similar to a satellite and can be 
used to augment the satellite signals by receivers programmed to use them. As well as providing a 
possible backup to the constellations, they contain all the capability needed to spoof or jam GNSS 
receivers. Their application will need to be tightly controlled. 
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5.8.3 COUNTERMEASURES AGAINST SPOOFING AND MEACONING 

Many techniques for identifying and rejecting a spoofer exist: 

�� Amplitude discrimination 

�� Time-of-arrival discrimination 

�� Consistency of navigation IMU cross check 

�� Polarization discrimination 

�� Angle-of-arrival discrimination 

�� Doppler / Almanac discrimination 

�� Use of multiple signals and constellations 

�� Cryptographic authentication 

The best of these seems to be the angle-of-arrival discrimination, especially for aviation. As stated 
in [RD-G 2], it is very difficult for a spoofer to match the angle-of-arrival of satellite signals. 
However, no anti-spoofing technique has been implemented in a commercially available civilian 
receiver. Spoofing GNSS signals will be significantly more difficult than spoofing existing 
radionavigation aids, so that anti-spoofing for backup systems will also need to be considered.  

Cryptographic authentication could be a way to make GNSS spoofing even more difficult and is 
used by the military signals of the GPS system.  These encryption techniques are not offered to 
civil aviation.  The evaluation of authentication for the Galileo Safety-of-Life service is on-going. 
Key management would be a major issue for global civil aviation. For example, key changes 
occurring during a precision approach.  There could be a problem of certification of a system using 
cryptography. In any case, authentication would only help to resist GNSS spoofing. It would be 
easier to jam GNSS and then spoof the backup system. 

5.8.4 JAMMING 

Jamming is the deliberate emission of radio frequency energy of sufficient power and 
characteristics to prevent receivers in the target area from acquiring or tracking signals. The Volpe 
report [RD-T 2] has shown than jamming technology is readily available. Jamming can be simple, 
one ground jammer with limited range or very elaborate, for instance, sweep jamming where the 
jammer switches from frequency-to-frequency rapidly so that the maximum amount of power is 
concentrated on a single frequency at any given time. 

Several criteria can define a jamming source: 

�� Location relative to the target receivers (especially altitude) 

�� Number and distribution of jamming units 

�� Type of the units: CW, Narrowband, Wideband, Sweep, etc…  

�� Power of the units 
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�� Weight and size of the units 

�� Degree of protection of the units 

The following estimated of jammer characteristics has been extracted from [RD-G 3] and gives a 
good idea of what is possible today: 

 

Operating time 

1 hour 1 day 

Power 
(W) 

Cost ($) Weight 
(lb) 

Volume 
(cu. in.) 

Cost ($) Weight 
(lb) 

Volume 
(cu. in.) 

10 50 1 50 60 11 250 

100 300 3 500 409 112 2500 

1000 3000 10 5000 4090 110 25000 

Table 28: Jammer characteristics 

The case of the Russian firm called AVIACONVERSIA that marketed and displayed its portable 
GPS and GLONASS jammer at the Moscow Air Show 1997 is well-known. They claimed that their 
4-Watt jammer could disable civilian and military GPS frequencies up to a range of 200 km.  

A current example perceived as a significant threat is the case of many low-powered jammers 
distributed over a critical area. This presents the difficulty of quickly locating and switching off the 
individual units.  

Attacks on other parts of society can affect aeronautical users. A general definition of intentional 
interference threat types for a GNSS might be: 

�� Strategic: State action in a context of spying, industrial competition or war. An example for 
GNSS might be the wide area jamming of GNSS frequencies during a crisis to prevent its use 
for weapon delivery. 

�� Terrorist: Terrorist action from organised groups or states. The goal is to gain public attention 
and change public opinion. It could be the jamming of navigation signals near airports with the 
intent to cause loss of life. 

�� Economic: Criminal actions with the objective of material gain. An example could be the local 
jamming of GNSS frequencies to evade paying tolls should GNSS be used in the context of 
road pricing. 

�� Vandalism: Hackers, challenging security systems whatever the system might be. 
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As an example, the following table links the type of organisation and the possible resources used. 

 

Type of organization and available budget Technique used 

Isolated attacker (1000 $) One jammer  

Small organization (10 000 $) Ground jammers located near airports. 

Medium organization (100 000 $) 10 low-powered jammers (not protected but difficult 
to locate and destroy). 

State-size organization (1 000 000 $) High-powered jammers, high complexity, in 
aircraft, and very well protected. 

Table 29: Classification of intentional interference threats 

The effects of jamming will depend on the types and locations of interference sources. As an 
illustration, Figure 11 and Figure 12 show, for aircraft at an altitude of 3000 feet, the area over 
which a 100-W jammer centred on 1575 MHz would cause a GNSS receiver to lose track of the 
signal. The jammer is located close to the airport CDG near Paris. In this analysis, it was assumed 
that the receiver could track a GNSS signal up to a jammer-to-signal ratio of nearly 30 dB. In 
Figure 11, the jammer is located on the ground (with antenna height of 15 m) whereas in Figure 
12, the jammer is located at 30 000 feet corresponding to the extreme case of an airborne jammer. 
In both cases, an omni-directional antenna is assumed and a Numerical Terrain Model is used (to 
accurately take into account the influence of terrain screening). 

Figure 11 : 100-W jammer on the ground 

 

Figure 12 : 100-W jammer at 30 000 feet 
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The effective range of the ground-based jammer is less (150 km) than the airborne jammer, which 
can affect a receiver up to a range of 550 km. On the other hand, an airborne jammer might be 
easier to locate than a ground-based one. This is a compromise between efficiency and protection. 
Counter measures would have to be taken in both cases. Note that the interference of the airborne 
jammer easily affects more than one nation’s airspace. 

Figure 13 shows another possibility for a jamming source. In this example, 9 low-powered jammers 
(each 5 W) are used at 30000 feet, equally spaced with 20 km. The idea here is not to have a large 
effective range (even though it is 200 km) but to increase the time needed to locate and eliminate 
them. 

 

 
Figure 13 : 9 5-W jammers at 30 000 feet 

 

5.9 INTERFERENCE MITIGATION MEASURES 

5.9.1 RECEIVER RESPONSE TO INTERFERENCE 

Until now, ICAO has only required that a navigation receiver should recognise loss of performance 
due to interference and warn the aircrew in a timely manner. This is a reasonable requirement on a 
GNSS receiver too, but the very weakness of the constellation signals, compared to current ground 
based navigation aids, amplifies the perceived threat. 
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5.9.2 LIMITATIONS OF RADIONAVIGATION 

A noticeable difference between unintentional and intentional interference is that the latter may 
involve multiple sources and be applied to all frequencies. There being no point in jamming the 
primary system if its backup is not also jammed or spoofed. Only a reversionary system, which is 
not dependent on radio frequencies, such as INS, would offer complete protection from intentional 
interference. 

The interference mitigation measures will depend on the type of interference (for example, only 
enhanced code/carrier tracking techniques and antenna enhancements are effective against 
wideband RF interference). But most of techniques for countering unintentional interference can be 
used to mitigate or to suppress jamming. However, Figure 14 illustrates the cost issue that is 
raised when determining the best protection for aeronautical users. 
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Figure 14 : Cost and effectiveness of interference mitigation techniques 

 

5.9.3 PROTECTION OF GNSS BANDS 

A first step towards limitation of GNSS interference will be frequency spectrum regulation, 
management and the corresponding legal action. If GNSS is used for safety-of-life related 
activities, it must have priority over commercial activities. More severe constraints could mitigate 
out-of-band interference.  Pressure from the users has resulted in the ITU steadily removing other 
applications from the ARNS and RNSS spectrum allocations. This process will need to continue. 
An example is given by the use of UWB in the United States: the FCC had adopted what was 
considered as conservative emission limits in its first Report and Order. Recent analysis has 
shown that current R&O levels should be maintained [RD-T 37]. 
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It is important to notice that protecting GNSS bands means protecting the whole band not only the 
main lobe of the signal. The following figure, Figure 15, is extracted from [RD-T 24] and shows the 
relative small differences between the spectral lines of the GPS L1 signal (this was discussed in 
the frame of UWB interference).    

 

Figure 15 : GPS L1 spectrum 

In the particular case of the GBAS, frequency management with ILS Localizer in the band 108-112 
MHz, with VOR 112 - 118 MHz, with VHF FM broadcast below 108 MHz and VDL mode 4 are 
being defined (ICAO activities 2005). 

5.9.4 INTERFERENCE DETECTION AND LOCALISATION 

It will be necessary to have an interference detection and localization capability, wherever this 
function located, either aboard the aircraft (directly included in the receiver) or in the operational 
area (airports for example). One problem of interference could be its delayed detection, which 
could lead, during critical operations (Cat II/III aircraft landing for example), to the use of HMI. 

Stanford University examined a method of detection of interference and recommends that 
correlator output power be the indicator for interference detection (therefore increasing the integrity 
monitoring) [RD-G 5]. Moreover, [RD-T 20] describes the use of multi-correlator-receivers for the 
detection of interference. The advantage of this technique is that it could be used to characterize 
quickly the type of interference. 

The capability to detect and locate the interference sources is available. This part of the spectrum 
management duty of each country. In France, for example, this task is attributed to ANFR (National 
Agency for Frequency), which manages 60 stations across the whole country. The location of the 
detection capability is relevant: as with a GBAS station, a GNSS interference monitoring capability 
could be installed near airports. In the Galileo MRD, it is required that “the system shall be able to 
detect interference or jamming attacks on the Galileo services” so that the problem is recognised.  
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Efforts should be focused on the intervention time. It includes the time to accurately locate the 
jammer and to shut it down. This time is a driving parameter to evaluate the consequences of the 
intentional interference on the GNSS Sole-Service concept.  It corresponds to the time during 
which a backup system is required to handle the situation (whether a navigation system or ATC 
procedures).   

5.9.5 USE OF MULTIPLE FREQUENCIES 

With GPS modernized (L5) and Galileo, it will be possible for aviation to use up to 10 signals (three 
on L1, two on E5b and four on L5).  The probability of unintentional interference across a 
bandwidth of 400 MHz is low, except for ultra wideband devices.  The task of intentionally 
interfering with these signals will be more complex but will remain possible. 

5.9.6 IMPROVED SIGNALS 

The increased power, greater bandwidth and long correlation codes of the GPS L5 signal and the 
Galileo signals will reduce the vulnerability to a given interference source, as compared to the 
current GPS L1 signal. 

5.9.7 FRONT-END FILTERING TECHNIQUES 

Front-end filtering protects GNSS receivers from high-powered emissions that are out-of-band. 
Filters are placed just after the antenna (prefilter) or at each stage of the down-converter.  Better 
filters consume space, power and money and their application to aviation needs to be evaluated. 

5.9.8 ENHANCEMENT OF CODE AND CARRIER TRACKING LOOPS 

Jamming performance is improved by narrowing the pre-detection bandwidth of the receiver as 
well as the code and carrier tracking loop filter bandwidth [RD-T 6] but it reduces the line-of-sight 
dynamics that each channel can tolerate. 

5.9.9 PULSE BLANKING TECHNIQUES 

Pulse blanking will be needed for L5/E5 reception in the presence of DME pulses.  [RD-T 43] 
assessed the compatibility of Galileo E5 signals with DME/TACAN, MIDS/JTIDS and (French 
civilian) radars simulating receivers using the pulse blanking technique and they obtained 
degradation of the order of 2 dB for radar and MIDS and up to 9 dB for DME. They had adopted 
conservative assumptions and recommended spectral filtering as an additional possibility to cope 
with DME pulses.  

5.9.10 TEMPORAL AND SPECTRAL FILTERING 

This design enhancement is effective against narrowband RF interference sources. [RD-T 7] 
describes a technique called Amplitude Domain Processing (ADP), which was already available in 
1993 and shown to provide suppression of all strong interference signals (CW, Pulsed, swept, 
combination) except for Broadband Gaussian (AWGN). The technique used exploits the statistics 
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of the signal’s amplitude probability distribution function by deriving a function that is used to re-
assign a new value to each of the ADP’s input samples. 

[RD-T 8] considers that unintentional GPS interference sources are very likely to be narrowband 
and low power and presents products with temporal filters. The good point with this technique 
named AIC (Adaptive Interference Canceller) is that it has been tested by commercial customers 
and is available today (employment of COTS techniques). However, cases where interference was 
unintentional and looked like wideband noise have been reported (case of the TV channel 66 in 
Hudson interfering with GPS L1).  

[RD-T 9] compares three techniques for filtering NB CW interference (2 spectral: Overlapped FFT, 
Filter Bank and one temporal: Adaptive Transversal Filter) and concludes by saying that all the 
techniques filter the interference, leaving the remaining GPS signal slightly degraded. The 
complexity of the design depends on the number of narrowband interferers.  

[RD-T 10] even presents one example of actual implementation of OFFT, which provides 
protection against interference environment including multiple tones, swept CW and pulsed CW. 

5.9.11 ANTENNA TECHNOLOGY (SPATIAL FILTERING) 

The big issue concerning antenna technology is the cost aspect.  

5.9.11.1 Beam steering antenna 

This technique points a narrow beam of higher antenna gain toward each satellite tracked. This 
makes it more difficult for an interference source to be well-positioned with respect to the satellites 
and receivers.  

5.9.11.2 Controlled reception pattern antenna (CRPA) 

A CRPA contains multiple antenna elements physically arranged into an array that can steer gain 
nulls towards sources of interference. In general, the CRPA can steer N-1 nulls for an N-elements 
array. The drawback of this technique is that if a satellite is in the region of the null being steered 
toward an interference source, the useful signal will be suppressed along with the source. An 
example of such antenna is called Dual-Reception Pattern Antenna with 2 patches. 

5.9.11.3 Polarization discrimination 

[RD-T 12] presents a technology that uses polarization and can provide 25 dB of broadband noise 
margin. The article says that the Interference Suppression Unit (ISU) has demonstrated this 
performance of CW, Swept CW, Pulsed, AM, FM and wideband Gaussian noise. The advantage is 
the low cost and the single aperture antenna use. However, the aircraft’s skin can act as a ground 
plane, causing the wave to be vertically polarized.. 
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5.10 VULNERABILITY CONCLUSIONS 

Many techniques exist to mitigate interference. However, many of these are still experimental and 
demonstrations and tests in civil aviation conditions followed by standards are necessary before 
they could become part of a GNSS Sole-Service of navigation. The applicability of these 
techniques will have to be carefully evaluated with respect to their cost, the feasibility (space for a 
specific antenna aboard an aircraft for example) and the alternative mitigation methods available.  
Nevertheless, if GNSS has a potential for sole-service navigation, these techniques might improve 
in their maturity both concerning performance and cost. 

Several sources of GNSS vulnerability have been presented and their probability of occurrence 
needs to be evaluated. The two main concerns from a technical point of view are unintentional 
interference and ionospheric scintillation.  The vulnerability of GNSS to intentional interference 
remains as an obstacle to GNSS as a sole service in high traffic density airspace. 

 

Obstacles Level of 
importance 

Possible solutions and 
recommendations 

Cost of receiver Anti-Jamming techniques 
relative to the difficult evaluation of the threats. 

++ Evaluate threats compared to 
other domain and traditional 
navaids. 

Organisation/harmonization between aviation 
authorities, police and military forces for 
detection and suppression of jamming sources 
Optimise detection and location capabilities 

++ 
 

+ 

ICAO GNSS Manual emphasis. 
National activities, particularly in 
areas of high traffic density. 
New developments necessary. 

Table 30: Vulnerability obstacles 
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6 SECURITY ISSUES 

Security requires special attention, since it presents technical issues, safety issues and institutional 
issues. GNSS is used outside the aviation domain and jamming is an illegal activity in peacetime 
and related to terrorism or warfare.  Aviation authorities are responsible for safety but not for the 
suppression of intentional interference. This section examines some of the issues. 

6.1 LETHALITY AND VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS 

Part of the military discipline of Operational Research is lethality and vulnerability analysis. 
Lethality is largely under the control of the attacker and vulnerability under the control of the 
defender.  The basic principle is that both attacker and defender optimise the use of their limited 
resources, the one to increase lethality, the other to reduce vulnerability. In summary, this results in 
the following tactics: 

Attacker 

�� Maximise surprise 

�� Maximise lethality 

�� Strike at the greatest vulnerability 

�� Minimise resources used to achieve desired effect. 

�� Minimise vulnerability to counter attack 

Defender 

�� Maximise preparedness 

�� Minimise vulnerability 

�� Uniform resistance; over functions, geography and time 

�� Minimise resources needed to limit damage 

�� Deterrence, maintain threat and capability of retaliation 

This interplay results in a spiralling increase in attack and defence capabilities and costs until one 
or both of the parties run out of resources to sustain a yet greater attack or defence capability. 

In the following analysis, this approach is applied to possible attacks on civil aviation. However, 
civil aviation may not be the weakest point in society, threats to other parts of society may well be 
greater. 

6.1.1 MAXIMISE SURPRISE 

The attacker usually has the major advantage of surprise.  Without it, his chances of success are 
significantly reduced, as there will be a well-prepared defence. 
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Surprise can be in the form, place, and time of attack.  The power of surprise in all three forms was 
illustrated on 11.09.01. 

Usually, the form of the attack is known or foreseen by the defender, at least after that form has 
once occurred.  September 11th showed a new form - the use of civil aircraft for suicide attacks - 
although Kamikaze use of military aircraft was already known. 

The place of the attack is usually limited to the places where the defender is found, so the defender 
has some control, although this can be global for civil aviation. 

The time of the attack is the most powerful element of surprise, as defenders grow bored during 
long periods of peace and even at a high level of alertness there can be short periods of 
opportunity for the attacker. 

6.1.2 MAXIMISE LETHALITY 

The attacker chooses the weapon most likely to achieve his purpose.  Most attackers seek to 
cause death or to reduce capability of counter attack.  Economic damage is in the latter category.  
Explosives are generally more lethal than electromagnetic warfare. 

6.1.3 STRIKE AT THE GREATEST VULNERABILITY 

The attacker maximises his chance of success by striking at the defender’s greatest vulnerability.  
Vulnerability is a combination of the level of defence and the damage done should the defence fail.  
Hence the defender has some control over his vulnerability and generally responds by trying to 
present a uniformly low level of vulnerability to all forms of attack, where and whenever they might 
occur. The attacker seeks the least defended flank. 

6.1.4 MINIMISE RESOURCES USED 

The attacker only has finitely limited resources.  He will deploy resources not only to maximise his 
success but also to minimise the effect of failure.  However, this balance is not equal and the 
suicide bomber is an extreme example. 

6.1.5 MINIMISE VULNERABILITY TO COUNTER ATTACK 

The attacker has his own vulnerabilities, so must spend some of his resources on defence. This is 
the power of deterrence, as it consumes enemy resources preventing them from being used for 
attack.  In the case of terrorists, a large part of their energy is consumed with maintaining secrecy 
and mobility. 

6.1.6 MAXIMISE PREPAREDNESS 

On the defender side, the answer to surprise is preparedness. Since the basic tactics and methods 
of the attacker are known, the response needs to be appropriately balanced.  It is this desire for 
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preparedness that prompts reductions in vulnerability.  This should not be directed towards the last 
form of attack experienced, which is less likely because of the reduced level of surprise. 

6.1.7 MINIMISE VULNERABILITY 

The defender tries, within his limited resources, to reduce the effect of any type of strike against it.  
Hardening and multiple layers are typical responses. 

6.1.8 UNIFORM RESISTANCE 

The general result of balanced response and limited resources is to spread the defence uniformly 
over the perceived vulnerabilities. It would not be logical to provide massive defence in some areas 
at the price of severe vulnerability in others. 

6.1.9 MINIMISE RESOURCES NEEDED TO LIMIT DAMAGE 

Defence is expensive and the perception of its justification diminishes in long period of peace.  The 
defender’s perception of the attacker’s capabilities and of his own vulnerability often leads to a 
miss balance in the use of resources.  For example, the measures adopted subsequent to the 
11.09.01 would have done little to prevent the attack [RD-S 17]. 

6.1.10 DETERRENCE 

Deterrence, and the knowledge that attack is often the best form of defence (because of the power 
of surprise) usually result in a large proportion of the defender’s limited resources being expended 
on the ability to attack. Pre-emptive strike is an extreme form of defence. 

6.1.10.1 PROPORTIONAL RESPONSE 

A particular factor of deterrence is proportional response. This is the biblical eye-for-an-eye, tooth-
for-a-tooth principle. It usually results in the death of an opponent being the primary objective of 
both attack and of retaliation.  Attacks on infrastructure are usually limited to enabling or collateral 
damage issues rather than being the target themselves. Thus, one might expect attacks on 
navigation infrastructure to be only an intermediate step to an attack on life. 

6.1.11 SECRECY 

Secrecy plays a major role in the balance of forces.  It is needed to maintain surprise for the 
attacker and is needed to hide vulnerabilities by the defender. Automatically, a study of security 
issues related to GNSS Sole-Service runs into secrecy. However, bearing in mind that robustness 
means: sensible, straightforward, neither given to nor confused by subtleties; the most invulnerable 
system is one that is open and seen to be strong. 

6.2 CIVIL AVIATION RELATIVE VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS 
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This study is not great enough to complete a vulnerability analysis.  The following text illustrates 
the steps that could be taken.  Absolute vulnerability numbers cannot be produced but relative 
vulnerability can be assessed.  The following table illustrates various threats and relative  
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vulnerability.  In this overview, it is assumed that intentional interference is the main threat to radio 
/ navigation / determination / communication means, rather than physical damage to their 
components.  Likewise, electronic attacks on ATM facilities are considered as a greater threat than 
attacks on buildings and their contents. Nevertheless, a full security study needs to consider all 
aspects. 

 
Threats Vulnerability 
Life threatening  
ABC weapon in aircraft High 
Suicidal use of aircraft High 
Anti-Aircraft Fire High 
Bombs in aircraft Medium 
Bombs in airports Medium 
Hijacking and extortion Medium 

Economic damage  
Disruption of air traffic High 
Bomb threats Medium 
Intentional interference applied to:-  
 Communications Medium 
 Surveillance Low 
 Navigation Low 
 ATM facilities Low 
Hacking applied to:-  
 Data communications Low 
 ATM software Low 

Table 31: Threats and vulnerability 
Key: 

Vulnerability = Damage done / ability to defend 

�� High => Damage done large compared to ability to defend 

�� Medium => Damage done balanced with ability to defend 

�� Low => Damage done small compared to ability to defend. 

Low vulnerability implies the damage is regarded and being small compared to the ability to defend 
against it.  Medium vulnerability is the current balanced response to the threat.  High vulnerability 
means that current defences are weak compared to the result of an attack.  

The threat to navigation is regarded as low and classed as economic damage, as civil aviation is 
robust in this respect and the damage localised.  Only air-air and air-ground communications is 
seen as a medium vulnerability as civil aviation is reliant on a narrow band of frequencies, which 
can suffer from both jamming and spoofing.  The loss of communications implies the loss of ATC.  
High vulnerability issues are those commonly of interest to terrorists. 

Presented graphically, the vulnerability diagram might look like the figure below. 
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Figure 16 : Vulnerability diagram 

 

In an ideal world, the vulnerability diagram would be a small diameter circle. Given limited 
resources, the effort should be spent on reducing those areas of greatest vulnerability. 
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6.3 VULNERABILITY CHANGE WITH GNSS SOLE-SERVICE 

The vulnerability of society to intentional interference of GNSS signals increases with its use.  Not 
only civil aviation will be dependent on GNSS signals.  Consequently, the economic damage will 
not only be limited to aviation.  Many applications of GNSS signals did not exist before its advent; 
hence, GNSS is for them both sole service and sole means. Society’s vulnerability to intentional 
interference will therefore increase, if there is not a corresponding increase in its ability to defend 
against the attack. As society beyond civil aviation will become vulnerable to intentional 
interference with GNSS, the defence is likely to become more robust.  

Civil aviation vulnerability is as greater with GNSS Sole-Service than with conventional navigation 
aids because more aircraft will be affected in more flight phases over a greater area. In electronic 
warfare, additional frequencies do not help significantly, since all will be jammed or spoofed in an 
attack.  The best increase in defence comes from non-radionavigation means, such as inertial 
navigation and pilot-controller capabilities, plus the ability to detect, locate and terminate the 
intentional interference rapidly. Nevertheless, the vulnerability of civil aviation to intentional 
interference with navigation signals might rise from low to medium. 

Returning to the Attacker’s tactics, assuming an attack on GNSS: 

Maximise surprise in form, place and time 

�� If intentional interference with GNSS is anticipated, the form of the attack will be no surprise 

�� If intentional interference is to be effective, it will be in high traffic density areas, so there is no 
element of surprise in place 

�� Only the timing of attack remains an element of surprise, and foggy days are more likely. 

Maximise Lethality 

�� Deploy multiple airborne (moving) jammers. 

�� Deploy jammers targeting aircraft during precision approach. 

Strike at the greatest vulnerability 

�� Even with GNSS Sole-Service, navigation will not be the greatest vulnerability in ATC. 

�� The greatest navigation vulnerability lies in high traffic density (collision risk) and in precision 
approach in low visibility conditions (CFIT). 

Minimise resources used to achieve desired effect. 

�� Either airborne or distributed intentional interference sources are needed to maximise affects, 
the latter threat is probably cheaper and more difficult to locate and terminate. 
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Minimise vulnerability to counter attack 

�� The intentional interference sources are likely to be anonymous and unmanned but could be 
mined (booby trapped). 

Considering the defender’s tactics: 

Maximise preparedness 

�� Society will need the ability to locate and terminate intentional interference with GNSS, even if 
it is not adopted as a sole-service by civil aviation. 

�� Airborne intentional interference requires a military response (interceptor aircraft). 

�� Multiple ground based intentional interference sources needs appropriate location equipment, 
manpower and training. 

Minimise Vulnerability 

�� Introduce receiver interference mitigation techniques 

�� Encourage the adoption of inertial navigation 

Uniform resistance over functions, geography and time. 

�� Even with GNSS as a sole-service, navigation will not be the greatest vulnerability in civil 
aviation activities. 

�� The capability to detect, locate and terminate interference should not be limited to the satellite 
navigation frequencies. 

Minimise resources needed to limit damage 

�� The relative cost-effectiveness of alternative intentional interference mitigation methods needs 
to be addressed. 

Deterrence, threat and capability of retaliation 

�� It may be necessary to strengthen laws, the police and armed forces to show a visible 
deterrence to the threat. 

 

6.4 EVALUATION OF THE THREATS 

The second half of a threat and vulnerability analysis is to look at the lethality of the threat. Again 
this study can only illustrate the method.  

Lethality typically has parameters of energy delivered compared to the distance from the target. In 
the case of electromagnetic interference, the parameters of effective range and duration are often 
used. 
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The first step is to carefully evaluate all the threats to plan a correct response towards each threat: 
either accepting it because of the relative improbability of its occurrence or taking action to mitigate 
it. The former is done today for traditional navigation aids where no protection against intentional 
interference is provided because the assumed low probability of occurrence. It is important to 
correctly estimate (not overestimate or under estimate) the threat.  

This section is only a first step in trying to evaluate GNSS vulnerabilities. A more detailed analysis 
should be conducted. The use of GNSS for A-SMGCS is not considered as a requirement here. 
Nevertheless, the evaluation of the threats is the same for this application apart from the multipath 
and buildings blockage issues. 

The following table summarises all the threats identified in the report. 

The assumptions used for this table are the following: 

�� The probability of occurrence is related to the probability that the threat has the described 
effect. This does not apply, for example, to a satellite failure that is detected and that has no 
impact on the provision of the navigation service. 

�� The worst effect has been assumed for each of the threats 

�� A GNSS system internal failure covers both a failure from one of the components (ex: GPS, 
Galileo, SBAS, GBAS…) and a failure during the changeover between 2 components (the 
switch between SBAS and GBAS, for example.) 

�� Although ICAO considers hostile acts as wartime activities separate from peacetime 
operations, they are included here. 

�� Degradation of service implies that lower performance in terms of accuracy is provided. 

�� All GNSS components, needed to fulfil SARPS requirements, are assumed to be available.  
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Threat    Id. Effect
 

Probability of occurrence 
(A=Frequent; B=Probable; 
C=Occasional; D=Remote; 

E=Improbable) 

Comments 

Unintentional interference T1 Loss of navigation service D This evaluation is because of the variety of 
interference sources that have been identified, but 
will be remote when two frequencies are used 

Intentional interference (Jamming) T2 Loss of navigation service D Various forms possible 
Spoofing / Meaconing T3 Loss of navigation service 

Misleading information 
D 
E 

Successful spoofing and meaconing are 
considered to be remote because of the 
technology necessary. 

Ionospheric scintillation T4 Loss of navigation service 
Degradation of service 

D 
C 

It is very unlikely that a receiver loses lock only 
due to ionospheric scintillation. 

Infrastructure 
attacks 

T5 Loss of navigation service E This kind of event is considered as outside the 
civil aviation responsibilities.  

Infrastructures  

Natural disaster T6 Loss of navigation service E This kind of event is considered as sufficiently 
addressed in infrastructure design. 

Blockage from buildings and 
multipath 

T7 Loss of navigation service 
Degradation of service 

D9 Blockages from buildings and multipath are 
already handled by existing measures. 

GNSS system internal failure T8 Loss of navigation service 
Degradation of service  

E 
C 

Defined by the system components themselves.  

Receiver failure T9 Loss of navigation service E Receivers will be certified and measures against 
failures will be taken (redundancy, etc…). 

Human factors T10 Incident/Accident C/D10 Human error associated to the use of GNSS. 
Factors in common with conventional navigation 
aids. 

Table 32: Evaluation of the threats 

                                            
9 Considerations on SMGCS 
10 C could correspond to general aviation and D for Commercial and Corporate aviation.  
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Diagrammatically, this table can be shown as a vulnerability chart.  It indicates that the primary 
weaknesses are against unintentional interference, ionospheric scintillation, GNSS systematic 
failures and human factors.  With limited resources, the available money should be applied to first 
mitigate these vulnerabilities. 
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Figure 17 : Evaluation of threats 
 

6.5 SECURITY CONCLUSIONS 

Vulnerability studies should not be limited to small aspects of civil air-transport operations. 

Security and intentional interference are institutional issues, which sovereign states must address.  

Adopting GNSS as a sole-service could increase the attractiveness of radionavigation as a target if 
there is no adequate backup system. 

The probability of intentional interference to radionavigation is less than the probability of 
intentional interference to communications. 

The threat to safety of life due to intentional interference with radionavigation is not great relative to 
other threats facing civil aviation. 

The economic threat to civil aviation from intentional interference of GNSS is also a threat to many 
other GNSS applications, and demands an adequate response.

 SAFETY ISSUES 
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7 SAFETY ISSUES 

Safe navigation is essential and takes the highest priority in any decisions associated with 
transitioning from the established systems and procedures. Whereas integrity is essential to 
ensure that the pilots and ATC affected by an incident are aware of the problem in a timely 
manner, safety is about handling the incident without endangering life.  As long as the receiver 
annunciates failures in a timely manner, integrity is maintained. Safety will not be affected provided 
the pilot and/or ATC can recover the situation.  

Safety assessment will be the basis for providing assurance that the GNSS Sole-Service will be 
safe for its intended operational objectives and environment during the future GNSS life cycle.  
This short GNSS Sole-Service study is not able to complete a safety analysis.  Consequently, only 
an outline of the process is presented here. 

7.1 METHODOLOGY FOR SAFETY ASSESSMENT 

A global safety assessment will have to be done for each of the components of the GNSS system 
and the coordination between each of them will also have to be evaluated. It might be useful to 
define a common safety methodology used to evaluate each of the components. The ESARR and 
the safety case models presented below are examples of what could be put in place for safety 
assessment. 

7.2 GPS SAFETY ANALYSIS 

No safety analysis concerning GPS is available in open literature. The non-commitment of US 
government to guarantee service and the military nature of the system may be explanations for the 
sparse information about GPS system safety. This is one of the justifications for civil aviation to 
invest in SBAS and GBAS technology as GPS monitoring systems. 

Recently recommendations concerning GPS III were provided by MITRE [RD-S 16]. The paper 
concludes by saying that it would be necessary to implement a safety insurance program for GPS 
III (different standards were proposed, including MIL STD 882 D, ARP 4761, RTCA DO 178B and 
DO 254).  

7.3 SBAS SAFETY ANALYSIS 

The FAA has conducted extensive evaluations to convince its own safety departments that WAAS 
will be safe to support en-route and APV I operations. Likewise there is an on going safety case 
analysis, which was started by EUROCONTROL for EGNOS and will be completed by the EGNOS 
duty holder. 
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7.4 GBAS SAFETY ANALYSIS 

EUROCONTROL is also conducting a safety case study for GBAS to support precision approach 
in Cat I conditions. This may form the basis for a standard GBAS approval procedure within 
Europe. 

The FAA will conduct its own type approval, site approval and operational approval of its LAAS 
ground facilities to support Cat I operations.  According to [RD-S 18], complying with further system 
integrity requirements will involve a software certification plan, depending on the system safety 
assessment and hazard classification. The paper cites, for the case of GBAS ground facility, that 
even if the guidance quality of a Cat. I qualified system could support landing in Cat. III conditions, 
the software level would have to be one level higher to support Cat. III operations, due to the 
criticality (hazard classification) of the Cat. III operation.  

7.5 GALILEO SAFETY ANALYSIS 

A Galileo safety analysis was started in the GALA project. This was the initial step of the safety 
analysis but the architecture was not finalised, which prevented a deeper analysis. 

The following lists have been extracted from [RD-S 1] and grouped: 

�� A top level hazard list  

1. Transmission of misleading information not detected by the integrity monitoring system 
within the required Time To Alert 

2. Unpredicted loss of GALILEO Navigation service continuity 

�� High level safety requirements  

1. No single failure, error, external event shall generate a misleading navigation service.  

2. No combination of failure, error or external event, that is not shown as extremely 
improbable, shall lead to generate a misleading navigation service. 

3. No failure, error or external event, that is not shown extremely improbable, shall lead to a 
loss of continuity of navigation service.  

4. No combination of failure, error or external event, that is not shown extremely remote, shall 
lead to a loss of continuity of navigation service. 

5. Redundancy should be implemented globally to have robustness against natural 
environmental or other feared events. 

6. If redundancy is not fulfilled by global architecture, it must be implemented locally to cope 
with hardware/ software/ external source failure or malfunction. 

7. Redundant architecture must be designed such that any single internal failure has no effect 
on continuity of the function. 

8. Redundant systems must be physically and functionally separated such that any event 
affecting one chain will not propagate to the other chain. 
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9. The Integrity information must be validated by a means independent of Galileo integrity 
monitoring systems. 

10. No common failure shall cause simultaneous loss of monitoring and control functions. 

11. No failure of the Galileo integrity monitoring systems shall be hidden from end user 
receivers. 

12. Users must be warned of loss of GALILEO service(s) within a published TTA. 

13. No single error of an operator shall lead to catastrophic or severe consequences. 

Additionally, the following RAM considerations have been extracted from Galileo SRD. 

�� Performance Degradation 

Any degradation of Service Performance, when the system is operating in the Normal Safety-of-
Life Environment and which is not visible to the monitoring network, shall be demonstrated to be 
less than extremely improbable (<1 x 10-8). 

�� Single Integrity Event 

No common cause shall lead to both failure of integrity signal dissemination and loss of navigation 
accuracy beyond the specified protection levels. 

7.6 ESARR APPLICATION 

The ESARR project concerns the safety in Air Traffic Management (applicable to the whole air 
traffic management) and is divided into four main requirement documents. 

The requirement contained in ESARR 4 concerns the use of Risk Assessment and Mitigation, 
including hazard identification, in Air Traffic Management when introducing and/or planning 
changes to the ATM System. The Risk Assessment and Mitigation adopt a total aviation system 
approach. This requirement shall apply to all providers of ATM services in respect of those parts of 
the ATM/CNS for which they have managerial control. These requirements should apply to the 
GNSS as a sole-service. 

The following table is an example of the classification of the severity in the ATM domain. 
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Severity 

Class 

1 [Most Severe] 2 3 4 5 [Least Severe] 

Effect on 

Operations 

Accidents Serious incidents Major incidents Significant incidents No immediate effect on 

safety 

Examples 

of effects 

on 

operations 

Include  

�� One or more catastrophic 

accidents, 

�� One or more mid-air collisions 

�� One or more collisions on the 

ground between two aircrafts 

�� One or more Controlled Flight 

Into Terrain 

�� Total loss of flight control. 

No independent source of recovery 

mechanism, such as surveillance or 

ATC and/or flight crew procedures 

can reasonably be expected to 

prevent the accident(s). 

�� Large reduction in separation (e.g., 

a separation of less than half the 

separation minima), without crew 

or ATC fully controlling the situation 

or able to recover from the 

situation. 

�� One or more aircraft deviating from 

their intended clearance, so that 

abrupt manoeuvre is required to 

avoid collision with another aircraft 

or with terrain (or when an 

avoidance action would be 

appropriate). 

 

�� Large reduction (e.g., a separation of 

less than half the separation minima) 

in separation with crew or ATC 

controlling the situation and able to 

recover from the situation. 

�� Minor reduction (e.g., a separation of 

more than half the separation minima) 

in separation without crew or ATC fully 

controlling the situation, hence 

jeopardising the ability to recover from 

the situation (without the use of 

collision or terrain avoidance 

manoeuvres). 

 

�� Increasing workload of the air 

traffic controller or aircraft 

flight crew, or slightly 

degrading the functional 

capability of the enabling CNS 

system. 

�� Minor reduction (e.g., a 

separation of more than half 

the separation minima) in 

separation with crew or ATC 

controlling the situation and 

fully able to recover from the 

situation. 

No hazardous condition 

i.e. no immediate direct 

or indirect impact on the 

operations. 

Table 33: ESARR classification of accidents
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7.7 GNSS SAFETY CASE 

The trend for the demonstration of safety in GNSS is to use the concept of a safety case. The 
requirements on the demonstration of the safety of GNSS components have to be defined and 
fulfilled by the service provider. This has already started in the case of Galileo with the GALILEI 
contract (Task G), for example. A safety case presents a list of arguments aiming at demonstrating 
that a system is safe. The following contents list is an example of such a safety case and is 
extracted from [RD-S 11]. 

Part I: The safety case Summary 

�� Functional description of the system 

�� Required input: 

1. ICAO SARPS 

2. The mission requirements 

3. The safety requirements 

4. Other standards demonstrated by the provider to be necessary 

Part II: Safety Management System 

�� Safety policy 

�� Safety standards 

�� Safety plan 

�� Organisational aspects 

�� Verification and qualification 

�� Auditing 

�� Configuration management and traceability 

�� Safety assurance tools/techniques/metrics 

�� Accident/incident reporting 

Part III: Engineering & operations 

�� Safety requirements 

�� Mission requirements 

�� Incident/maintenance log 

�� Interface management 

�� Planned and unplanned contingencies 

Part IV: Resources 

�� Organizational structure 
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�� Management structure 

�� Quality systems 

�� Training 

The choice of the method, and the way to implement it, is a certification issue. 

7.7.1 PRELIMINARY SAFETY ANALYSIS 

7.7.1.1 Introduction 

Some elements of a preliminary safety analysis are given here with the final goal of establishing a 
list of areas where “safety efforts” will have to focus.  

A safety process is generally composed of: 

�� Accident list 

�� Hazard list 

�� Failure modes list 

�� Event Tree Analysis 

�� Decision on acceptability of risks and adoption of mitigation techniques. 

Failure modes and event tree analysis have to be detailed for each individual system. 
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Top level Hazard
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Figure 18 : Accident process 
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The accident process is described in the above figure, Figure 18. The idea is to evaluate the safety 
aspects of the GNSS. Given the nature and the status of GNSS, it is only a high-level analysis, 
giving indications of what could be expected from these systems. A detailed safety analysis of 
each component (Galileo, GBAS, SBAS) is either on-going or will realised. 

7.7.1.2 Accident / Incident list 

This list summarises the possible incidents and accidents that could occur following a loss of 
navigation capability. 

�� CFIT: Controlled Flight Into Terrain is defined as “an accident in which an otherwise-
serviceable aircraft, under control of the crew, is flown (unintentionally) into terrain, obstacles or 
water, with no prior awareness on the part of the crew of the impending collision”. 

�� MAC: Mid-Air Collision 

�� Ground collision (runway incursion) 

�� Loss of separation norms 

�� Rerouting to another airport 

�� Fuel issue inherent to rerouting 

 

7.7.1.3 Hazard evaluation methodology 

In order to establish the list of hazards, the idea is to start from the RNP parameters and to 
evaluate linearly if something is going wrong or not. 

7.7.1.4 Top level hazard list 

From the above figure, this list of top-level hazards is given: 

�� Loss of navigation signal  

�� Loss of navigation service continuity 

�� Loss of integrity service: missed detection (not at all or not within TTA) 

�� Total corruption of the service (misleading information)   

�� Receiver failure 

�� Human error 

It is essential to note that the evaluation of these hazards has to be linked with the criteria used for 
defining the impacts: phases of flights, number of users affected, area of occurrence and duration 
of occurrence. 
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Figure 19 : Hazard model 
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7.7.2 IMPACTS ON THE PHASES ON FLIGHT 

Evaluating the impacts of a GNSS outage in the case of a sole service is obviously essential to 
understand how great can be the vulnerabilities of these systems and how the transition to a 
GNSS sole service could be realised. The vulnerability studies lead, for a sole-service concept, to 
the requirements on a backup system (or systems), which the aircraft must carry to enable the 
ATSPs to reduce to a sole radionavigation service. However, defining requirements for a backup 
navigation system is facilitated by an analysis of what could happen if this system would not be 
available. Therefore, in the evaluation of the Table 34, no backup navigation system is provided 
but all other means are considered to be available (in particular, backup procedures). 

The assumptions used for filling this table were: 

�� The evaluation concerns a GNSS outage, meaning that the GNSS navigation service is not 
available; no distinction between degradation of service or total unavailability is made here (if 
the service is degraded, this signifies that it is not usable for what it was intended). This 
assumes that the crew detects the outage in adequate time and that no misleading information 
is used. This includes the case where the crew, estimating that GNSS equipment is not 
working properly, decides to switch it off. 

�� Criteria used to define a GNSS outage: 

�� Traffic density of the area concerned: this mainly impacts on the controller workload. 

�� Duration of failure: it can range from a few seconds to several days, but only 3 values have 
been used in the table. 

�� Breadth of the failure: from a confined area (ex: airport) to a complete airspace (ex: 
ECAC). This is linked with the numbers of users affected more than the geographic 
breadth. 

�� Time of the failure: corresponds to each phase of flight. 

The three criteria have not the same weight for each flight phase and are therefore relative to each 
phase (a high traffic density for oceanic flight phase is not as likely as for NPA for example). 
Another important point is the number of users simultaneously affected by a GNSS failure. In 
aviation in general, the safety assessment concerning one aircraft is well studied but the case 
where several aircraft are affected is less known (with conventional navigation aid failure, the effect 
of a failure is relatively local). Some forms of GNSS sole service interruption will impact many 
users at the same time and a procedure feasible with one aircraft could be impossible when ATC 
must handle many aircraft simultaneously. 

�� Other criteria like local weather, local topography, airport infrastructure and adjacent centre 
capabilities, aircraft performance and equipment, CNS/ATM other capabilities will have to be 
studied more specifically. Moreover, simultaneous events are possible, increasing risks. 
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�� Backup procedures are considered as available; this includes: 

�� Other non-navigational capabilities 

�� Visual navigation means 

�� Ceasing operations (this means for example, that an aircraft would not take-off if a 
warning were given in a timely manner) 

�� Reliance on surveillance systems 

�� Reliance on ATC to provide radar vectors 

�� Backup procedures (diverting…) 

�� Dead reckoning  

Backup navigational systems will be considered in the following. 

�� Misleading information: the table has been established with the assumption that the failure was 
an outage and therefore detected by the crew as being unusable. This corresponds to the first 
three hazards identified in 7.7.1.4: loss of navigation service, loss of continuity of service and 
unavailability of integrity. With these hazards, the pilot could decide to switch the equipment off 
if he warned of the outage. On the contrary, in the case of a corruption of service (either by 
meaconing or spoofing, or an integrity failure of the system - normally at the level of 2x 10-7/h or 
per approach), the pilot could use misleading information, which might lead to an accident. An 
impact rating of 1 is attributed to this event with a probability of occurrence of E. This event is 
noted as T11. 
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Small              Breadth (numbers 
of users) 

Large              

Low             Traffic density of 
area 

High             

~ 10 s             

~ 1 min             

Criteria 

Duration 

Hours              

Identifier of the event  E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10 E11 E12

Oceanic 5 4 3 4 4 3 4 4 3 4 4 3 

En-route 5 4 3 4 4 3 4 4 3 3 3 1 

Terminal 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 2 3 2 211 

NPA 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 2 1 

Impact 

(1=Maximum,…, 
5=Minimum) 

PA 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 2 1 

Table 34: Evaluation of the impact of a GNSS outage 

The scale used for evaluating impact is a relative one: that is to say it should be used as a tool to 
assess the effects relatively to one another and not considered as an absolute value. In this table, 
procedures are often found to mitigate the impacts of a GNSS outage. In particular, contacts with 
ATC, go-around procedures and diverting are essential to try to cope with the loss of GNSS 
navigation service. They often reduce the impact to a more operational one. For outages that last 
several hours, ATC will take measures to exclude the zone affected (this is linked to the idea of 
global monitoring of the GNSS signals and interference zones). 

Note that current ATC procedures can safely handle individual aircraft that lose their navigation 
capability due to receiver failures, or safely handle situations where an individual ground navigation 
aid fails, affecting all aircraft that would have wanted to use it.  These kinds of failures are 
essentially “local”, consequently GNSS failures that are also “local” in nature, can be handled 
safely in the same manner. 

                                            
11  The effect in the terminal area could be limited because of radar vectoring is already used as compared to the en-
route phase. 
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Attention must be focused on those GNSS failure modes that would not be local in nature, resulting 
in many aircraft being affected and the current ATC procedures resulting in overload and possible 
reduction in safety. 

An important factor is the duration time of the failure: if the ATC is able to handle most of the 
situations for some minutes, it might not be the case for hours. 

The three criteria used to describe the impacts could also be used to describe the threats identified 
earlier, as shown in the following table. 

Extent 

(numbers of users)

Traffic density 
of area 

Duration Identifier of the threat 

Small Large Low High ~ 10 s ~ 1 min Hours

T1: Unintentional interference X  X X X X X 

T2: Jamming X  X X X X X 

T3: Spoofing X  X X X X X 

T4: Ionospheric scintillation X X X X X X X 

T5: Infrastructure attacks  X X X   X 

T6: Natural disaster  X X X   X 

T7: Blockage and multipath X  X X X X  

T8: internal failure  X X X X X X 

T9: Receiver failure X X X X X X X 

T10: Human factors X  X X X X X 
Table 35: Detailed evaluation of the threats 

From Table 34, GNSS outage always results in an operational impact (for example, increase of the 
workload of the ATC or delays), apart from in two cases. According to this, the two main 
requirements on a backup system are: 
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�� No common point of failure with GNSS equipment (this means that the associated threats 
should be different). 

�� Ability to meet the RNP for each flight phase and for consequent durations. 

These requirements will be used in the chapter 7.7.5. 

7.7.3 SUMMARY OF THE SAFETY ISSUES 

We can to link the results of the previous tables to evaluate the safety issues associated with their 
probability of occurrence.  

 

Threat Impact 

maximum: 1 

 

2 

 

3 

 

4 

Impact 
Minimum: 5

High probability: 
A 

1  3  7  13  21  

B 2  5  9  16  22  

C 4  6  11  18  23  

D 8 T4  10 T1, T2, T3, T10 14 T7 19  24  

Low probability: 
E 

12 T5, T6, T8, 
T9, T11 

15  17  20  25  

Table 36: Summary of the threats 

Assuming a gradation taking into account the probability and the strength of the impact (from 1 to 
25), we obtain five groups of threats: 

�� Ionospheric scintillation in areas where it occurs (T4) 

�� Unintentional interference Jamming, spoofing and human factors (T1, T2, T3, T10) 

�� Infrastructure damage, GNSS failure leading to a loss of service, GNSS failure leading to an 
integrity risk, receiver failure and HMI (T5, T6, T8, T9, T11) 

�� Blockage from buildings and multipath (T7). 
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7.7.4 CONSTRAINTS ON MITIGATION TECHNIQUES 

Several mitigation techniques have been described to cope with the identified vulnerabilities of the 
GNSS. But they raise questions with respect to their applicability to aeronautical users. Among 
others: 

�� Cost of the techniques 

The techniques described are not at the same point of development and therefore their cost can 
vary, which may be accepted by commercial aviation but certainly not by general aviation (example 
of inertial sensors). Moreover, some techniques need further improvements and practical 
evaluations.  The cost needs to be compared with the cost of alternative ways of achieving the 
same goal. 

�� Antenna enhancement 

The techniques identified that use antenna enhancement will have to be evaluated due the space 
constraint of an aircraft. Although most of these techniques have been applied to military aircraft, 
where space and weight constraints are even more limiting than on civilian aircraft. 

�� Use of military GPS technology 

Taking benefit from military GNSS technology improvements could raise the problem of 
coordination between civil and military. However, ICAO only requires that a receiver recognize and 
warn of its ability to provide valid position data. 

�� Several classes of users 

Civil aviation covers a wide variety of users. They have neither the same needs nor the same 
problems (not only cost issues); therefore mitigation measures development should also take this 
aspect into account. 
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7.7.5 USE OF BACKUP NAVIGATION SYSTEMS 

This paragraph assumes the requirements: 

�� No common point of failure with GNSS equipment (this means that the associated threats 
should be different). 

�� Ability to meet the RNP for each flight phase and for consequent durations. 

The other possible navigation systems are detailed in the following table: 

 

Backup systems Complementary vulnerabilities with 
GNSS 

Level of performance  

IRS High. Inertial systems are not sensitive 
to interference, or to ionospheric 
scintillation and multipath. However, 
due to their drift, they cannot be used 
uncorrected for long operations. 

Until APV I (not certified) 

Global performance 

DME/DME Good. DME frequencies are similar to 
L5/E5. (Possible combined receiver?) 

En-route and Terminal Area. No 
PA capability. 

Available in high-density traffic 
areas. 

VOR  Good. VOR frequencies are similar to 
GBAS ones 

En-route and NPA but not for 
RNP RNAV. 

Planned removal of VOR in the 
proposed ECAC timescale. 

ILS Good. Not sensitive to L1 and E5/L5 
interference. ILS frequencies are similar 
to GBAS ones. 

PA only. Cat I / II / III 

Current PA sole-means 

Table 37 : Backup navigation systems 

 

IRS could be a very robust back up to GNSS failures accompanied by ILS for precision 
approaches.  However, there is a cost issue here, given the price of adequate inertial systems and 
the necessity to maintain ILS, if a backup precision approach system is required. 

Non-navigation systems should also to be taken into account, using communication or surveillance 
systems. 
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7.7.6 OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES 

If GNSS is provided as sole-service, appropriate procedures will have to be developed.  Namely: 

�� Develop Crew / ATC operational concepts and safety procedures (radar vectoring…) 

�� Mitigate human factor: training, improve MMI to highlight constellation status and integrity 
alarms. One of the objectives is the pilot training to recognize non-standard GPS performance 
and to be able to initiate backup procedures.  

�� Develop airborne equipment standards to backup the GNSS sole-service. 

�� Exclude certain critical phases of flight in certain high density areas 

7.7.6.1 Development of efficient databases 

Chart databases are necessary for the development of the future RNP RNAV utilisation. 

7.7.6.2 Development of GNSS reports similar to ESARR concepts 

Recording GNSS events may be necessary from a legal perspective and reporting GNSS related 
events are useful to improve the systems.  Therefore: 

�� Civil users should be encouraged to report GNSS outages on world-wide basis 

�� Recording GNSS events, even outside of the aviation domain. This could also be required for 
liability issues. 

�� Development of efficient databases to record GNSS accidents (similar to SHIELD, TOKAI…) 

7.7.6.3 Development of specific training 

This kind of measure is aimed at ensuring that personnel are well trained to recognize GNSS 
outage or degradation of performance. This will be facilitated by adapted transition periods.  

7.7.6.4 Development of security aspects 

Infrastructures relatives to GNSS activities should be protected at least as well as current aviation 
infrastructure. Coordination between aviation authorities and constellation operators will be 
needed. 

7.7.6.5 Development of specific tools to counter interference 

A global GNSS monitoring network is needed both for reporting GNSS events and to identify 
interference areas. This is especially true at airports. Efforts should be focused on the 
improvement of the time needed to detect and switch-off the sources of interference. 
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7.8 SAFETY CONCLUSIONS 

These elements constitute the inputs to scenarios to a possible GNSS sole-service. 

 

Obstacles   Level of
importance 

Possible solutions and recommendations 

Need for a backup system are to be finalised. Candidate backup 
systems have not the same status. 

+++ Follow development of potential candidate systems. 
Define requirements on a backup with trials during first scenarios (backup 
systems are not necessary needed for all phases of flight). 

Performance validation and certification of GNSS will take time. 
Safety policy towards satellite system (EUROCONTROL) is to be 
defined. (Institutional issue) 

+ Development of a specific validation tools (example of GBAS MARS). 

Procedures, operational measures and adaptive training to a 
GNSS sole service have to be defined. (Operational issue) 

+++ Analyse and collect problems encountered with the use of GNSS. 
Develop studies for adequate training methods (awareness of GNSS 
vulnerabilities, backup procedures) 
Develop ATS procedures to handle GNSS outages (GOTS, GOERS). 

The study of vulnerabilities needs to consolidated taking into 
account known sources of failures. 

++ Trial periods through transition plans. 

Position of civilian authorities towards jamming and security 
matters has to be defined. (Security issue) 

++ Jamming belongs to hostile acts and civilian aviation authorities could rely on 
States to adopt appropriate measures.  

Evaluation of the real impact of GNSS failures is still unclear +++ Launch studies similar to what is done in GOTS and GOERS studies. 

Lack of interference monitoring tool. Improvements for detection 
and exclusion of interference source (reaction towards 
interference should be measured in hours not in days) 

+++ Development of specific interference monitoring tool at least in preferred 
areas (airports). 

Table 38: Summary of safety obstacles 
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8 LEGAL, INSTITUTIONAL AND POLITICAL ISSUES 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

The subject of this section is to define the legal and institutional scenarios in which the 
requirements for a sole-service GNSS could be achieved. 

8.1.1 GNSS COMPONENT STATUS 

The GNSS components vary by their nationality, their function but also their technological and legal 
status. 
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GNSS components Name Nationality Nature of 
Control Technical status Legal status 

GPS   US Military Modernisation 2011/2013 No guarantee / no liability for 
system failure 

GLONASS   RUS Military Inadequate constellation No guarantee / no liability for 
system failure Core systems 

Galileo    EUR Civilian Operational in 2008
For SoL service guarantee and 
liability foreseen (form 
undetermined at the moment) 

WAAS     US Civilian Operational in 2003 -

EGNOS     EUR Civilian Operational in 2004 -
Regional 

augmentations 
(SBAS) 

MSAS     JAP Civilian Operational in 2004 -

LAAS US Civilian Operational between 2005 and 2007 - 
Local Augmentations 

(GBAS) 
In Europe Nationality of the 

state Civilian   Starting 200412 -

Aircraft Based 
Augmentation 

Systems (ABAS) 

RAIM, inertial 
navigation, other 

onboard instruments…

Nationality of the 
plane Civilian 

Failure detection in operation, failure detection 
and exclusion as part of Do-229C receivers, 
AIME and similar FMS/INS/GPS systems 
operational 

Certified equipment 

Table 39: GNSS COMPONENTS STATUS 

 

                                            
12 The DFS and Skyguide intend to start installing GBAS for operational approvals in 2004/2006. 
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8.1.2 REQUIREMENTS OF GNSS PARTICIPANTS 

The acceptability of the sole service concept will depend on the management of the GNSS 
participants concerns. The following short presentation of the main concerns of GNSS participants 
will identify the main constraints to the establishment of the sole service concept and their 
importance. 

�� Conditions of acceptability of the sole service concept for States 

The acceptability will be based on: 

– Confidence in the safety of GNSS 

The states will be prepared apply this concept if they are confident in the system technically as well 
as institutionally. This confidence can be build through a regulatory process: standardisation of 
GNSS and certification of end user equipment as well as GNSS infrastructure (at least for Galileo). 

– Clear responsibilities over their territory 

The states will want to know what responsibilities and liabilities they will assume at the national 
level while applying the sole service concept. The obligations, which states will have to assume in 
order to insure the safety of GNSS users, will have to be clearly defined technically as well as 
legally. 

– Clear relations with other GNSS participants 

The states will want to have a clear visibility of the international responsibilities they will bear. The 
relations with the GNSS providers should be defined as well as the ICAO process they will have to 
apply to adhere to the GNSS concept. 

The role of ICAO will be very important to reach a harmonised implementation of the sole service 
concept. (The concept will justify its existence only if it is applied on the most extended 
geographical basis). 

�� Conditions of acceptability of the sole service concept for GNSS users (transition plan issues) 

The users of GNSS signals (airspace users, airlines) will have an important influence on the 
acceptability of the concept, particularly during the transition phase. Indeed, when GNSS will be 
used in parallel with other radionavigation systems, if the air space users are not convinced by the 
system, they can make this transition process last longer or simply fail. 

The first condition is always the confidence in the system.  Nevertheless, if the system is approved 
at the international and national level, airlines will not have reasons to worry about the reliability of 
the system13. 

                                            
13 “The avionics equipage situation is complicated by the staged approach to a transition, by the advent of new features 
(e.g. dual frequency satellites) and by the addition of new GNSS elements (augmentations and new constellations). 
States must therefore work closely with operators to develop a co-ordinated transition strategy and plan that is practical 
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The regulations applied to the system equipment but also to their use should be clearly defined. 
The companies should know exactly the limits of reliance on the system and then adapt their 
equipment and operations in relation. 

8.2 LEGAL, INSTITUTIONAL AND POLITICAL OBSTACLES TO THE 
ESTABLISHMENT OF GNSS AS SOLE SERVICE 

The concerns previously identified are very high level but allow us to understand what kind of 
constraints they can create. 

Those constraints are related to very general elements but they are implying a lot of second level 
constraints. The major obstacles to the establishment of GNSS as sole service are related to: 

�� The nature of GNSS and the sole service concept 

�� The situation of states towards GNSS provision and use 

�� The liability issues. 

 

8.2.1 OBSTACLE 1: NATURE OF “GNSS SOLE SERVICE” CONCEPT 

8.2.1.1 GNSS: A cluster of systems in search of institutional and legal recognition 

The sole service concept intends to make the planes rely on GNSS as the only service provided 
from the exterior of the plane; that is any backup or alternative navigation system will be either in 
the aircraft itself or be a derivative of another ATM element, such as communications or 
surveillance. 

The very first obstacle to the establishment of this concept should be sought in its basis itself: the 
“GNSS”. Indeed, it is now about twenty years that everybody is talking about GNSS and what it 
could bring to each category of potential user. But what is really GNSS? Civil aviation uses this 
term but what does it imply concretely? 

8.2.1.1.1 GNSS: A concept with no legal existence 

It is now more than twenty years that the civil aviation has talked about GNSS and the advantages 
it will bring to its community of users. This domain dealt with and is still dealing with the concept 
while trying to forget the absence of legal nature of the concept itself. Indeed, GNSS is only a 
cluster of different system belonging to different states or group of states and framed by different 
kinds of rules. GNSS is a term used by ICAO to include all the currently standardised (SARPed) 
elements of satellite navigation. These include the GPS and GLONASS constellations and their 
ground infrastructure, the ABAS systems such as RAIM, baro-aided RAIM, the SBAS systems 
being produced (WAAS, EGNOS, MSAS, ..) and the GBAS system, such as LAAS. ICAO refers to 
future improvements to this set of systems as “longer term GNSS”, which includes improvements 
to GPS and GLONASS and the possible introduction of Galileo. 
                                                                                                                                                 
and achievable from the service provider’s and aircraft operator’s perspective”. GNSS Manual – version 6 – 08-02-2002, 
p 54. 
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Sometimes, by extension, in the civil aviation literature this term is employed to refer to those 
systems but also sometimes to a potential “global system”.  

This conception could have been justified in the sense that today quite everything is relying on 
GPS as core system component of GNSS. The GLONASS is becoming more and more a ghost of 
a global system. Starting from this hypothesis, of only one core component of GNSS, maybe this 
idea of a global GNSS could have emerged more concretely. 

Nevertheless, as shown in Table 39, GNSS is composed of various elements. The GPS still is the 
major component but the Galileo system is being created to become the second core component 
that GLONASS has never managed to become. 

Thus the technical status of the said GNSS denies the idea of a unified global system. 

The institutional and legal status is strengthening this statement in the sense that there is, for the 
moment, absolutely no legal existence of the concept and very few official agreements linking 
GNSS component provider states. 

GNSS is only a cluster of different systems; these systems are not connected legally, even if 
technically components are relying on each other. GNSS is just a concept or a general term used 
to designate the whole of satellite navigation systems; it has no legal existence. 

8.2.1.1.2 Political aspects of the GNSS Sole Service concept 

The potential existence of the concept is then depending on the goodwill of the component owners, 
the states, and the way they will organise their relations to provide a coherent GNSS service. This 
issue seems to be one of the major constraints to the establishment of GNSS as sole service. 

GPS is for example accepted as a sole-service already in many parts of the world operationally. Its 
approval status is often only that of supplementary means of navigation but its legal status is 
unclear. 

8.2.1.1.2.1 Potential different services reflecting states policies 

GNSS is not an integrated and global system, the core systems (essentially GPS today and 
perhaps in the future Galileo – GLONASS being not fully operational) will propose services that 
would be different on the performance and the guarantees proposed.  

Moreover, the systems are not equivalent concerning the core system earth coverage and the 
regional augmentations do not cover all the surface of the earth.  Finally, even if the interoperability 
between the proposed two core systems has been decided, its form is not yet known.  
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The GNSS constellation will not be a single system, but a multiple level concept with primary signal 
provider and regional and local augmentation systems interacting to provide a product to the end 
users. Thus there will be many GNSS providers and services. Different operational scenarios will 
have differences also occurring between airspace users and ATSPs across the globe. What might 
be acceptable sole-service in one area might well be unacceptable in others. 

The core systems to date are expected to propose different services relying on different national 
objectives. The GPS is free of charge and the USA offers no guarantee and is accepting no 
liability. Galileo intends to propose different services among which the Safety of Life service is 
dedicated among others to civil aviation and it will propose guarantees of performance linked with 
potential liability. This contrasting status is then not considered as allowing the emergence, in a 
legal sense, of a global GNSS service and thus the use of the GNSS components on a same 
global basis. 

To reach this goal the GNSS components need standardisation in the legal 
(uniformity/harmonisation of the legal clauses) as well as technical sense and maybe also in their 
certification process. 

8.2.1.1.2.2 Implementation: Safety of GNSS services 

Going beyond the consequences of the technical differences of the supposed services, should also 
lead us to highlight and take into account critical safety aspects of the aforementioned services. 

The SARPs play a very important role in the safety of civil aviation. They are “being” implemented 
in order to allow the use of GNSS in certain conditions of flight. This is already the case in oceanic 
and remote areas, where GPS is approved as supplementary means and no other radionavigation 
aid is available. 

In the future those SARPs may be created to allow the use of GNSS as a sole service in more 
complex phase of flight. Nevertheless to reach this goal in airspace with high-density traffic, the 
road still seems to be very long. Indeed the safety requirements (insured by technical 
performance…) will be very stringent and the satnav services that want to be used as sole services 
and their aircraft backup or alternative navigation systems will have to be compliant with those 
requirements. 

The ICAO member states are the guarantors of the conformity with SARPs by the navaids 
provided on their territory. Today, the Galileo system is being developed with the goal of complying 
with the SARPs, which need to be created by ICAO on GNSS to include it, and it is expected that 
the future GPS III will also be standardised by ICAO. 

States may agree to use those services as far as they are compliant with the SARPs and as far as 
those states have the means to control the performance. Moreover, if SARPs are developed to 
authorise GNSS as sole service use in certain conditions, ICAO will have to be convinced by the 
safety and the technical performance of the service because the states themselves will be 
considered responsible and possibly liable if the service fails. 
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These issues would be strongly linked to the GNSS Sole Service transition issue. The different 
timescale of the development of the GNSS core systems could lead to a delayed acceptance of 
standards and practices for some components. 

This could then be an additional constraint that could complicate a harmonised and simultaneous 
management of those components. It is important to keep in mind that the states stay the masters 
of their transition plan, the success of the sole service concept will then rely on the goodwill of 
states to implement the concept and the way they will do it. 

These issues could politically lead some states to delay the implementation of the sole service 
concept and then slow down the transition process. 

8.2.1.1.2.3 Implementation: political and economical issues 

The goodwill of states to implement the concept may depend on the balance between using a 
system already existing (but not authorised as sole service) with existing additional navaids and 
using a system as sole service (in conformity with SARPs). 

This choice will be made by states according to technical features but also legal, institutional, 
political and economical aspects (as presented in WP 4000). Some states could decide not to 
implement the concept because of the financial impact implied by the purchase of the adapted 
augmentation systems. The sole-service concept essentially transfers cost from the ATSPs to the 
airspace users, as it is the latter that must install both GNSS receivers and a suitable backup or 
alternative non-radio navigation system. In return, the airspace users are supposed to benefit from 
reduced (or less rapidly increasing) charges for air traffic services, as the ATSPs can reduce their 
costs by removing many of the ground based aids to navigation. 

Airlines will be confronted with the same problems and the transition plan that may be set up at the 
international level and then applied more or less with the same conditions at the national level will 
take into account the position of the real users of the systems: the airlines and other airspace 
users. 

The position adopted by those companies will then mainly depend on economical aspects (cost of 
the implementation of the adapted equipment) and conditioned by safety aspects (confidence in 
the system – compliance with SARPs) and political issues. It seems unlikely that American 
companies will decide to use Galileo instead of GPS as core system for a GNSS as sole service14. 
The USA could influence the companies by helping them to implement their GPS equipment and 
reinforcing the safety of the system even maybe one day proposing guarantees or liabilities as will 
be proposed for Galileo. 

8.2.1.1.3 The inherent limits of the sole service concept 

The sole service concept effectiveness will depend on its application. The states will take their 
decision on political, economical or maybe legal and institutional arguments. 
                                            
14 The USA will possibly adopt sole-service GPS for en-route but maintain ILS to avoid having to accept Galileo, should a 
second constellation be required to support Cat II/III precision approaches. 
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8.2.1.1.3.1 Geographical application 

One of the main limits of the concept is its dependence on geographical area of application and the 
difficulties it implies. State sovereignty on airspace territory is a matter of first importance in the civil 
aviation domain. The air frontiers are very numerous and this problem is not particular to the GNSS 
sole service concept, the single sky concept reflects the will to simplify the air traffic management 
in Europe. The provision of air navigation services in the single sky frame will be an interesting 
issue that may act in favour of the sole service concept at the appropriate time. 

The GNSS sole service concept will bring maximum improvement for users if it is applied on a 
large scale. But, it is not necessary for GNSS to be a sole service on a global basis; some states 
could adopt it while others would not. Of course, this would not bring the full cost savings, but it is 
the most likely situation. 

8.2.1.1.3.2 GNSS funding issues 

The Galileo system is now in its development phase but may still face some funding difficulties. 
This aspect may be a major constraint to the implementation of the sole service concept. If the 
Galileo constellation is not operational, the sole service concept based on two separate 
constellations will be invalid. 

8.2.1.2 Institutional co-ordination, integration or regional solutions 

GNSS, as it is foreseen and presented at the international level, intends to be accessible on a non-
discriminatory basis. 

This characteristic implies important requirements related to the implementation of a GNSS 
concept and beyond this, a GNSS sole service concept. 

The non-discriminatory basis implies that each GNSS user should be treated on the same basis. 
This idea is very high-level and too cloudy to imply a clear definition of how the access to the 
GNSS services should be organised. Nevertheless, the services will be different. 

So to set up a non-discriminatory access to the GNSS services it is important that the services are 
the same and that the users are placed in the same situation. There should then be no 
differentiation between the users for GNSS core components. 

To reach this goal it would be necessary to build a strong co-ordination, at the institutional, political 
and legal levels, between the different GNSS main components to propose the same conditions of 
access to identical services. 

The services should be equivalent and propose the same guarantees. This is an essential 
condition for a worldwide implementation of the sole service concept. 

Nevertheless, to date, taking into account the position of Europe towards Galileo and most of all 
the USA towards GPS, it seems difficult to imagine that the USA could change their mind to 
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propose in 2008 the same services and linked guarantees as Galileo. The actual position of the 
USA is to propose a modernised GPS but no guarantee option is foreseen for this future service.  

�� Global solution 

To solve this problem a strong co-ordination agreement is needed to link all the GNSS components 
together. Otherwise there could be Galileo on one side and GPS on the other as sole service but 
never a “GNSS”. A solution that could lead to the implementation of a satnav sole service concept 
would be to consider components separately with the guarantees provided specifically. In this case 
it is no more a GNSS (as a whole) but a component of it, which is clearly defined and contracted, 
thus the sole service concept becomes reliable because it has a clear basis. 

�� Regional option 

An easier way to start the implementation could be to bypass the harmonisation obstacle by 
concentrating on a regional area where a sole service implementation could be based on only one 
core system.  

This solution should be based on: 

– A single system in conformity with safety requirements,  

– A system proposing the same services on a defined regional area,  

– A system on which states of the defined area may have some control through regional 
entities on the system,  

From a transition plan point of view, this solution is more realistic because it takes into account the 
regional dimension and the easier way to implement a solution in a region where the institutional 
links are already strong and where the regulation is already conceived on a global basis. This is 
what the FAA already has and Europe intends to become for example with the single sky concept. 

8.2.2 OBSTACLE 2: THE POSITION OF STATES REGARDING NAVAIDS PROVISION 
AND USE 

States are the guarantors of the security of civil aviation and the safety of flights. The navigational 
aids management is one of the main missions of states.  

The responsibilities of states are recognised, at the international level, through the Chicago 
Convention, which have been signed by 188 states (as of 20 June 2002). 

According to this text, the states are responsible to comply with ICAO Standards and 
recommended Practices (SARPs) and to provide adequate security to their airports and for the 
provision of air navigation services. Moreover, states have to consider the means of assuring 
security where the provision of airports and air navigation services is delegated or contracted out.  
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In this context, the main challenge for states is to carry out their responsibility of ensuring the 
optimum level of safety and security of civil aviation in and over their territories while they do not 
ensure the provision of GNSS navaids services. 

The Chicago convention organises the responsibilities of states related to the navigational aids in 
its articles 28. The states undertake to provide air navigation facilities in their territory in 
accordance with ICAO SARPs. 

In order to analyse clearly what will happen in the future with the potential application of the sole 
service concept the GNSS characteristics will be compared to traditional navaids. Subsequently, 
the focus will be, on the one side on the responsibilities of the states regarding service provision, 
and on the other side on the states responsibilities regarding the regulation of the use of this 
navigation means. 

8.2.2.1 GNSS characteristics 

1. GNSS provider will be a foreign entity 

The satellite signal provider will be for most states (except of course provider states like the USA15) 
a foreign entity, contrary to the "regular" ATM provider, which will in most cases remain a domestic 
entity. The concept of introducing “Required Navigation Performance” (RNP) blurs this issue, as it 
becomes the aircraft operator and its certifying authority that will be responsible for the aircraft 
complying with the RNP level. 

If for example, an American operator has the certification of the necessary level of RNP from the 
FAA, it can fly wherever that level of RNP is accepted, even if it is a GPS/INS combination, which 
uses none of the local VOR/DME infrastructure. However, how could another nation, other than the 
USA, certify one of its operators’ aircraft to use this combination, when it has no control over GPS 
or legal agreement with the USA over GPS use? 

2. Provision of ANS services will no longer rest with a single organisation within each country 

While the air traffic services provider will continue to provide ATM to airspace users, part of the 
infrastructure used for navigation over each country's territory will be operated from another 
country’s separate organisation.  

3. GNSS is a cluster of systems (it is a multiple level concept) 

The GNSS constellation will not be a single system, but a multiple level concept with primary signal 
provider and regional and local augmentation systems interacting to provide a product to the end 
users. Thus there will be plenty of “GNSS providers” (GPS, Galileo, regional augmentations, local 
ones…). Whereas GBAS will be a national aid, SBAS already sets and interdependency between 
its operating states. Both reduce the total dependency on the basic satellite signal provider. 

                                            
15 The situation of the European states towards Galileo provision is being studied. 
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4. States will rely on a service they do not control and operate 

These elements raise major issues mainly dealing with the responsibilities of non-provider states 
that have to be analysed to follow on the identification of the obstacles to the implementation 
process of the sole service concept. 

8.2.2.2 Responsibilities of States as service providers 

8.2.2.2.1 Article 28 of the Chicago Convention 

The article 28 is dedicated to “Air Navigation Facilities And Standard System”, it deals with all the 
means that could facilitate the navigation of planes within the territory of states. According to this 
article: 

“Each contracting State undertakes, so far as it may find practicable, to: 

(a) Provide, in its territory, airports, radio services, meteorological services and other air navigation 
facilities to facilitate international air navigation, in accordance with the standards and practices 
recommended or established from time to time, pursuant to this Convention;(…)” 

States are thus required to take all practicable measures for the provision of air navigation facilities 
in their respective territories. States are responsible for the compliance of the navaids provided 
with standards and recommended practices adopted under the umbrella of the Chicago 
convention.  

The “so far as it may find practicable” expression of the article 28 recalls that the states are not in 
the same situation, they do not have the same economic as well as geographic capabilities, nor do 
they necessarily need the same infrastructure, which depends on traffic density, that could lead to 
different implementations of GNSS. 

8.2.2.2.2 The application of the article 28 today 

Under the present air navigation arrangements, most countries provide air navigation services on a 
purely national basis or within a Flight Information region that is internationally recognised as their 
responsibility. They establish either a public or a private organisation to this end, and implement 
ground based facilities for their territory. The national rules are applied16 at the entry of the aircraft 
over the state territory. 

                                            
16 Article 11 Applicability of air regulations: Subject to the provisions of this Convention, the laws and regulations of a 
contracting State relating to the admission to or departure from its territory of aircraft engaged in international air 
navigation, or to the operation and navigation of such aircraft while within its territory, shall be applied to the aircraft of all 
contracting States without distinction as to nationality, and shall be complied with by such aircraft upon entering or 
departing from or while within the territory of that State. 
Article 13 - Entry and clearance regulations: “The laws and regulations of a contracting State as to the admission to or 
departure from its territory of passengers, crew or cargo of aircraft, such as regulations relating to entry, clearance, 
immigration, passports, customs, and quarantine shall be complied with by or on behalf of such passengers, crew or 
cargo upon entrance into or departure from, or while within the territory of that State.” 
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In the event of an incident or accident involving air traffic control (ATC), compensation will be 
sought from the ATC organisation or its parent government. Thus, the liability of air navigation 
services remains to a very wide extent a matter of domestic legislation.  

At the international level, the states17 committed themselves to adopt the necessary rules to ensure 
the safety of the air navigation with the maximum conformity with international rules. When some 
states are geographically in a particular configuration and the lack of financial means do not allow 
them to set up the navaids in conformity with the ICAO SARPS (article 38 of the Chicago 
convention), they have to notify it to the ICAO; so that all the planes are aware of the available 
navaids on this specific territory. 

States stay responsible for the provision of safe navigation, even if the radionavigation service is 
provided by a foreign entity. This situation is usual in countries with little air traffic and sufficient 
procedural means to insure minimum level of safety. 

Air Traffic Control services are in most cases provided directly by states organisations. 
Nevertheless in some countries a “delegation” or “privatisation” have been set up. 

8.2.2.2.2.1 Privatisation of Air Traffic Control Services Providers 

Privatisation is the transfer of full or majority ownership of facilities and services to the private 
sector. Usually, states keep a certain level of control over the private entity.  

In the context of privatisation in the provision of airports and air navigation services, the Article 28 
places on each contracting State the responsibility for the provision of airports and air navigation 
services in its territory in accordance with SARPs.  The management of air navigation services 
may be delegated to private sector but the overall responsibility for the provision of the services in 
accordance with ICAO SARPs remains with the States. 

In the United-Kingdom for example, NATS has been privatised (Public-private Partnership) and is 
now in charge of operational aspects of Navaids, nevertheless the State continues to be 
responsible for the provision of the service under the article 28 regardless of the privatisation. For 
this it has a Safety Regulation group within the UK Civil Aviation Authority, which remains a 
government body. 

The liability issues are managed at the national level through the law of the state. If the private 
organisation in charge of the service is found liable for operational failure, in some states it is 
foreseen that in case of insolvency, states would be the financial guarantor for the damage 
compensation. 

                                            
17 Article 12 - Rules of the air: Each contracting State undertakes to adopt measures to insure that every aircraft flying 
over or manoeuvring within its territory and that every aircraft carrying its nationality mark, wherever such aircraft may be, 
shall comply with the rules and regulations relating to the flight and manoeuvre of aircraft there in force. Each contracting 
State undertakes to keep its own regulations in these respects uniform, to the greatest possible extent, with those 
established from time to time under this Convention. Over the high seas, the rules in force shall be those established 
under this Convention. Each contracting State undertakes to insure the prosecution of all persons violating the 
regulations applicable. 
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8.2.2.2.2.2 Delegation for the provision of Air Traffic Control Services 

There are situations where a state delegates to another the responsibility for providing air traffic 
services over its own territory. In accordance with § 2.1 of Annexe 11 to the Chicago Convention a 
state may delegate the provision function to another entity, including a commercial or private 
operator. 

As air navigation services present considerable potential for international co-operation, 
international agencies have been established by the States in certain regions for the operation of 
air navigation services, notably route facilities and services. Examples of such agencies are, the 
Agence pour la Securité de la Navigation Aérienne en Afrique et à Madagascar (ASECNA) in 
Africa, Corporación Centroamericana de Servicios de Navegación Aérea (COCESNA) in Central 
America and EUROCONTROL in Europe.  

The consensus reached within ICAO is that States remains responsible under Article 28 of the 
Chicago Convention for setting and maintaining the services provided and for their quality, even in 
case of delegation of functions. 

8.2.2.2.3 GNSS and the article 28 of the Chicago Convention 

The GNSS implementation is a state decision. They have to be convinced of the benefits of the 
implementation of GNSS as sole service and then have to assume the consequences 
(management of safety issues, regulatory aspects…). 

The GNSS, because of its intrinsic characteristics (global coverage, absence of legal existence 
and global co-ordination…) will constitute a set of navaids that do not particularly correspond to the 
navaids presented in the article 28. The evolution towards GNSS as sole-service will modify the 
relationship between states and service providers. It will bring important additional constraints 
because of the difficult balance between the states responsibilities and the lack of control of the 
said states on the GNSS provision. 

8.2.2.2.3.1 Implication of Article 28 for GNSS 

The States have to manage the safety of air navigation for their territory whatever the nature of the 
provider (public or private…). States authorising GNSS operations remain responsible for 
determining if GNSS meets Annex 10 performance requirements in their airspace and notifying 
users when performance does not meet these requirements, they remain responsible under Article 
28 despite the fact that it did not control such signals. 

But to what extent non-provider states using a GNSS signal provided by a foreign state should be 
held liable for a signal over which it has no ownership or control18? 

                                            
18 The non provider states could allow GNSS for only supplemental means and insist that the aircraft carry another 
navigation system for their territory, or then could monitor the GNSS signals and warn the aircraft when not to use them. 
In these instances they must provide an adequate backup themselves (e.g. radar vectoring). 
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The states could then be held liable if they had been negligent in monitoring GNSS signals and 
failed to warn users of a malfunction. Nevertheless, there solution could be a recourse mechanism 
provided in the “service provision agreement “ framing the delegation of the navigation service19 for 
the non-provider state to recover any compensation or costs paid or incurred as a result of loss or 
damage caused by the negligence or wilful misconduct of the provider state/entity, if the non 
provider state can demonstrate it has performed its own duties correctly. 

To fulfil their obligations under Article 28, non-provider states may then have to implement 
appropriate supervisory processes to monitor signal compliance with SARPs. 

8.2.2.2.3.2 States international obligations regarding GNSS frequency protection 

One of the important obligations of States regarding the GNSS provision is to ensure that there is 
no radio interference on their territory that could damage or interrupt the GNSS provision. 

“Each State wishing to implement GNSS-based operations should ensure that regulations are in 
place to protect the use of the spectrum for radionavigation-satellite service (RNSS) and 
aeronautical radionavigation services (ARNS).” 20  

States should then develop necessary means of control and action against potential interference, 
in order to ensure adequate protection of GNSS. In that sense the ITU regulations are of great 
importance.  Moreover, international regulations could be introduced to impose new criteria on 
interference detection and suppression performance. However, this would raise sovereignty issues 
and would be difficult to institute. 

8.2.2.3 Regulations of the use of GNSS: responsibilities of the States 

8.2.2.3.1 Authorisation over the State’s territory 

The states can provide one of the GNSS elements (core, regional or local), several elements or 
none of those elements. But in each case, if states decide to permit the use GNSS (as sole 
service) they remain the regulators, including for safety aspects (even if they are no longer 
operators). 

They approve specific means of navigation and can accept GNSS as part of the infrastructure of 
air navigation services provided on their territory21. Nevertheless they still have to decide what kind 
of use of GNSS they will authorise. This decision will be based on safety criteria and on the 
navigational aids still available and the kind of equipment used by aircraft.  

In this context the scenarios proposed in the introduction presents the different options available 
for the states: 

                                            
19 This agreement should have the same nature of the current Air Traffic Service delegation agreement s. 
20 [RD 14] n°1755 
21 “It is a State’s responsibility to authorise GNSS operations in its airspace. The State must issue a document approving 
the use of GNSS for oceanic, domestic en-route, terminal, approach and departure operations for aircraft with certified 
equipment and an approved flight manual. The approval should specify any limitations on proposed operations.” [RD 14] 
n°1445 
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�� Sole-Service (A) use for some flight phases - GNSS becomes the sole-service for en-route 
navigation but the aircraft and ATSPs retain adequate radionavigation means for TMA and 
precision approach operations. GNSS supports most operations. 

�� Sole-Service (B) use for most flight phases - GNSS capable of sole-service for all operations 
but a backup level of ground navigation aids remains for emergencies, particularly landing aids 
serviced by the MMR. 

�� Sole-Service (C) for all flight phases - GNSS receivers (including SBAS, GBAS) are the only 
navigation avionics supported by ground navigation aids. But (for example) automated 
extensions of ADS-B / Mode-S SSR surveillance are used to provide aircraft in difficulty with 
PVT data. 

�� Sole-Service (D) for all flight phases. The aircraft carry their own backup navigation means 
(e.g. INS, Enhanced Vision Systems, Radar terrain map matching). ATSPs provide only GNSS 
augmentation signals. 

States will have to decide what option they choose, when and how to implement it. States can 
regulate the use of GNSS by all aircrafts on their territory but also the use of GNSS by aircrafts on 
their own register when flying outside their airspace.  

Then states could be found liable if, as regulator, they had committed some mistake by authorising 
a non-reasonable GNSS use. 

GNSS is used today by a lot of airlines companies as a supplementary means of navigation. Some 
states authorise its use as a primary means for some flight phase when there is no other means 
available (e.g.: Fiji islands). 

The use of GNSS is developed in ASIA-PACIFIC because mainly of the large territory to be 
covered, and the cost it would represent to implement classical navigational means. For example, 
“Australia now has some 140 GPS non-precision approaches in place with an ongoing design 
program adding some 30-40 approaches per year. Australia has developed a primary means 
domestic en-route approval to provide GPS navigation in domestic airspace”22.  

8.2.2.3.2 Certification of the equipment 

The implementation of the GNSS sole service concept will lead the state to certify the aircraft and 
its equipment in conformity with the regulation applicable for a sole service use.  

States are confronted with aircraft and avionics operating in their own airspace registered in and 
certified by other states. To manage this complex situation the ICAO has developed the concept of 
“mutual recognition” of duly certified aircraft and avionics. 

The internationalisation of the certification of GNSS avionics and aircraft would contribute to 
harmonise the certification process and maybe to ease the development of the use of GNSS as 
sole service in giving confidence to users. 

                                            
22 [RD-LEG 16] 
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8.2.2.3.3 Certification of the aircraft  

The equipments certified must be evaluated for compatibility with every type of aircraft in which it is 
installed. 

Several States have developed “airworthiness requirements” governing the installation of approved 
GNSS equipment. GNSS avionics installations can be approved as part of the original aircraft type 
design (type certificate), or as a modification to the original type design (supplemental type 
certificate).23  

8.2.2.3.4 Certification of the GNSS infrastructure 

The certification issue could be much more complicated for the GNSS infrastructure and signals.  

States can decide to have certified aircraft flying over their territory for specific use of GNSS, but if 
it is used as primary mean, and if the system is not certified (as it is the case today with GPS24), 
this can create difficulties for services providers (states) that will rely on this system.  

States may be held liable if they authorise the use of a system that does not provide a certified 
signal and then does not guarantee its performance. If the system fails, as the state authorised it, it 
would be liable if its decision contributed to the accident.  

Conversely, if Galileo Safety of Life signals are certified, some states may be less reluctant to 
authorise GNSS (with priority use of Galileo core component25) as sole service, which could 
shorten the transition process. 

8.2.2.4 Views on the potential management of the states responsibilities regarding GNSS 
provision 

GNSS service provision issues need a strong framework for the management of states 
responsibilities. After a short recall of states permanent obligations regarding provision of services 
over their territory an analysis of ICAO obligations and possible solutions to drawbacks identified 
for those obligations will be presented. 

8.2.2.4.1 Permanent obligations of states 

States have permanent obligations regarding the safety of civil aviation whatever the decisions 
taken regarding GNSS service provision, among them:  

�� Quality control by the states for ANS provision (conformity with SARPs),  

�� Safety regulation (certification…) 

                                            
23 [RD 14] n°1475 
24 The situation may be different for Galileo. 
25 As presented in § 3.1, the GNSS concept has no legal existence and is not co-ordinated. The only solution for non-
providers states is to have clear legal relationship with identified GNSS providers in order to have the possibility to obtain 
compensation if the system fails. 
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�� Information to airmen when the service is not available,  

�� Control of the radio interference within their territory.  States should ensure that there is no 
radio interference in order to protect GNSS provision.  

8.2.2.5 The ICAO Secretariat Study Group analysis on Article 28 

According to the interpretation of the Chicago convention made by the group, the delegation of 
GNSS provision to a foreign state or entity does not impact on the States’ responsibilities. With the 
advent of GNSS, States may delegate this provision function to another entity. 

Nevertheless, those States who would have to rely on signals-in-space provided by others will 
continue to be responsible under article 28 regardless of the delegation. Indeed, Article 28 of 
Chicago convention provides that States undertake to provide in their territory airports and air 
navigation facilities in accordance with ICAO SARPs. At the same time, the ICAO Secretariat 
Study Group recognised that, in providing such services once GNSS is implemented, most States 
will have to rely on signals-in-space and their augmentation provided by others. 

The group rejected the idea to amend the article 2826 because of the complexity of the revision 
process and because these revisions could be, according to the group, overcame by additional 
arrangements. The Secretariat Study Group stated, concerning the responsibility of states 
according to the article 28 of the Chicago convention, that “an adequate recourse mechanism 
should be established [for states] through a contractual chain”. 

Additional arrangements at the bilateral or multilateral level, establishing a link between the 
provider or providers of the SIS and the State having jurisdiction under Article 28, need to be 
considered. These relations between states have to be clarified. Nevertheless, it has to be 
highlighted that these relations will also be dependant on the internal relations between each 
GNSS participant (agreements between global systems, regional or local ones parts of GNSS). 

8.2.2.5.1 The apparent inadequacy of article 28 with the evolution of navaids 

The ICAO Legal committee has considered that the article 28 should not be modified. 
Nevertheless, this option exists. 

Saying that the article 28 does not have an impact on state responsibilities regarding navaids and 
thus should not be changed, does not mean that the article is perfectly adapted to the actual or 
future situation. 

The article 28 was written in 1944. At that time, nobody could imagine what navigational aids would 
be in more than half a century. The globalisation of navaids, such as GNSS, was not foreseen 
then, in that sense the current situation of GNSS is not taken into account. 

                                            
26 [RD-LEG 1] 
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To remove those deficiencies, adding a GNSS dedicated paragraph to frame the situation of non-
provider States could constitute a strong added value notably for the development of the sole 
service concept. 

The presence of such an article in an international convention could convince States to authorise 
and encourage over their territory the use of GNSS as a sole service by removing the uncertainties 
with regard to service provision and regulatory functions. 

The time delay is of course very important but the sole service concept should be conceived on a 
very long timescale. As it is shown in the cost and transition plan report the implementation 
process should take in the most optimistic prevision at least 15 years. Even if revising the Chicago 
convention could take at least 15 years, this revision process is reasonably foreseeable as it could 
slowly follow the implementation of the GNSS use as presented in the different scenarios for the 
transition plan. 

The way the GNSS provision should be framed has been raised several times at the international 
level.  Within ICAO the proposed solution is still the contractual arrangements between the GNSS 
participants and in that sense the European actors proposed to complete this solution by proposing 
the creation of a regional entity in charge of the management of system operation and service 
provision contracts. 

8.2.2.5.2 The European proposition: delegation of the contract management function27) 

The contractual framework, proposed to frame the relations between each GNSS participant, is a 
good method to channel liability. Nevertheless the number of contracts may be very large because 
they should link each participant. That is why some European participants propose to set up, at 
least at the European level, an entity that could be in charge of implementing the contractual 
arrangements regarding GNSS.  The states should then delegate to this entity the mission of 
organising and framing the contracts and this entity could have a recourse action against states if 
they are at the origin of the damage.  

The implementation of this solution could be a strong argument in Europe for the development of 
the sole service concept in this region. 

8.2.3 OBSTACLE 3: LIABILITY ISSUES MANAGEMENT 

This obstacle is in essence a legal one; nevertheless, because of the global dimension of GNSS it 
is closely linked to institutional and political issues. 

The states are very exposed when dealing with liability for navaids service provision. The liability 
issue is complex in the navaids domain and in particular in the GNSS one because of the 
multiplicity of actors and the permanent responsibilities states have to bear. Additional 
arrangements, establishing a link between the provider or providers of SIS and the State having 
jurisdiction under Article 28, are to be considered. 

                                            
27 Please see § 3.3.3.2 
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Thus, the liability issues management is an important constraint to the development of the use of 
GNSS in all phase of flight. Users may be reluctant to use a system for which liabilities are 
undetermined and sometimes totally absent when the system fails. Fostering the use of GNSS 
should then lead to build a coherent liability regime. A fair and predictable allocation of liability 
would be beneficial to all parties and generate confidence on the CNS/ATM systems. 

Beyond the ICAO GNSS legal work already completed and being done, it is interesting to highlight 
the legal requirements of Europe (ECAC region) in the frame of the contractual solution proposed 
within the ICAO Secretariat Study Group on Legal Aspects of CNS/ATM systems. 

8.2.3.1 Status: absence of liability management 

In the absence of an international liability framework, GNSS related accidents are likely to lead to a 
multiplicity of actions in several different countries as well as many third parties actions with the 
risk of less-than-full compensation for the victim(s). 

Moreover the potential sovereign immunity of states from liability for GNSS operations should be 
set aside for the coherency of the whole regime. 

The ICAO Study Group is working on potential legal frameworks to simplify the management of 
liability in the case of failure, malfunction or improper use of GNSS.  

8.2.3.2 ICAO initiatives for a GNSS liability framework 

The legal aspects of implementation of CNS/ATM, with the focus of GNSS, have been in the work-
programme of the ICAO Legal Committee for a number of years. The elaboration of appropriate 
short- medium- and long-term legal frameworks to govern the implementation, provision, operation 
and use of GNSS systems for air navigation purposes has been initiated by the Panel of Legal and 
Technical Experts (LTEP) and developed by the Study Group on Legal Aspects of CNS/ATM 
Systems.  

8.2.3.2.1 LTEP: ICAO Charter on the rights and obligations of States 

In 1995 the ICAO council established a panel of experts to review the establishment of a GNSS 
legal framework. Between November 1996 and February 1998, the Panel of Legal and Technical 
Experts prepared the text of a draft charter on the rights and obligations of states relating to GNSS, 
which embodied a number of fundamental principals applicable to the implementation and 
operation of GNSS. (Assembly Resolution ICAO A 32-19) 

This legally non-binding document, besides technical and procedural matters, deals with such 
issues as aviation safety; global accessibility for the users of GNSS; the accuracy, reliability, 
continuity, availability and integrity of GNSS; state sovereignty; and compatibility with relevant 
global planning and implementation. 

Nothing concrete came out of this Charter but this text constitute the basis of all the legal work 
carried on by the Secretariat Study Group on Legal Aspects of CNS/ATM.  
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8.2.3.2.2 Study Group on Legal Aspects of CNS/ATM 

8.2.3.2.2.1 Short-term solution: the contractual framework concept  

Pursuant to resolution A 32-20, a Secretariat Study Group on Legal Aspects of CNS/ATM systems 
was established in late 1998.  

This group, active from 1999 till today, concluded in its 2001 session (Legal Bureau, 33rd session 
– Assembly) that the substantive law governing the liability of air traffic control agencies is 
reasonably adequate to determine or apportion liability arising from accidents involving failure or 
malfunction of GNSS systems.  

Nevertheless, the group highlighted the fact that the absence of global consistency and the 
multiplicity of uncoordinated regimes would result in uncontrollable conflicts of laws and 
jurisdiction, and endless successions of lawsuits and possibly partial or total denial of justice. The 
application of the doctrine of sovereign immunity and related principles may, for example, in many 
cases render court action against foreign States impossible.  

The group had different opinions concerning the best way to deal with liability (through national 
laws, through a specific contractual framework or through an international convention) but finally 
decided to explore the approach of a contractual framework, as a short term solution.  

The Group agreed that such agreements or contracts forming parts of the contractual framework 
should incorporate a number of common elements: compliance with SARPs for GNSS participants, 
the issue of sovereign immunity, the same responsibility of States for provision of ATC services in 
their territory, the adequate risk coverage and liability based on fault.  

Some elements of the contractual framework would be mandatory.  This framework would cover 
the relationships among different players in various stages of the provision of GNSS services, 
including primary signal providers, augmentation signal providers, and states having jurisdiction 
under article 28 of the Chicago convention.  

This approach is a good solution for specific requirements of a particular region, which could be 
reflected in the agreement. Nevertheless, the Group stressed on the fact that a set of common 
elements should be applicable to all the contracts in order to maintain a desired degree of 
uniformity and to provide essential assurances of confidence in CNS/ATM Systems. The group will 
develop this issue in 2002. 
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8.2.3.2.2.2 International convention 

The possibility to set up an international convention to deal with liability issues is at stake since the 
GNSS concept emerged. It is obvious that such a convention should involve all the GNSS 
participants, so that liability issues could be resolved by a simple, clear and speedy procedure. 
This solution requires an international consensus, which has never been reached within ICAO. 

Until today, a large number of delegations preferred to develop an international convention to be 
applicable to GNSS as a long-term solution. Since most States would depend upon foreign signals 
originated outside their territory, there would be a need of a universal instrument to provide legal 
guarantee of the provision of the services and to regulate liability. 

However, some States took the view that no weaknesses were identified in the general universal 
long-term framework an international convention is therefore not necessary. 

The work of the ICAO legal group focussed on the contractual framework but the work on an 
international convention will be studied in parallel28. The work on the contractual framework covers 
the same ground as a convention and the provisions elaborated for the contractual framework 
could be easily adapted for a convention, in due course. 

8.2.3.3 Status of the liability initiative in Europe 

The European delegations working papers for the 33rd session (Eurocontrol and the European 
Commission29) referred to the contractual framework and its global dimension. 

The European views are based on a “standardised” contractual framework (mandatory clauses non 
negotiable), on a European entity and on the final setting up of an international convention that 
would allow a global harmonisation of GNSS liabilities management. 

The regional initiatives are meant to constitute a first step towards the development of a global 
legal and institutional framework. With this aim, the Europe should start by establishing the 
common elements for contracts as well as limiting particularities in those contracts within Europe 
for the provision of the same kind of navigational service.  

The European nature of the contracts should meets the specific concerns and expectations of 
Europe and ease the implementation of GNSS, or at least Galileo, by defining clearly and in an 
harmonised way, the legal relations (including liability issues) between GNSS actors in Europe. 

                                            
28 [RD-LEG 7] §32:6 
29 [RD-LEG 2] and [RD-LEG 3] 
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8.2.3.3.1 The contractual framework 

The contractual framework seems to be (as discussed within ICAO) the more acceptable 
short/medium-term solution at the regional level. 

This solution implies flexibility and will allow all kind of evolution in the provision of services. 

European participants to ICAO 33rd session insisted on the necessary recognition of mandatory 
common elements to be incorporated into the contracts to serve a uniform approach of contractual 
relations for GNSS provision. It was also suggested that this contractual framework approach 
should be managed on a first time at a regional level in order to reflected specific requirements in 
the agreement for a greater acceptability of users to prepare in the long-term a global 
harmonisation, by starting with a regional one. 

8.2.3.3.2 A European Entity 

The main drawback of the contractual framework solution lies in the very numerous contracts that 
will need to be set up. 

This drawback could be overcame by creating an entity, initially at the European level, in order to 
be the “central link between the states involved and other parties through a series of contractual 
arrangements, thereby insuring the safe and efficient operation of the overall system”30. 

8.2.3.3.3 The search for an multilateral global solution 

The contractual framework does not address all the international aspects of the civil aviation. 
According to the European delegations to the 33rd session, it is necessary to deal with specific 
global issues on an international level: like safety and certification. 

The difficulties raised in the international negotiations process should not slow down the work 
initiated in order to build an international convention or even to revise the Chicago Convention. 

8.2.3.4 GNSS liabilities management 

The sole service concept implementation does not impact in the management of liability issues. 
Conversely the management of liability issues could impact on the application of the concept. If the 
liability management is efficient and allow a good approach of the use of GNSS it could foster the 
development and use of GNSS as sole service concept. 

The transition towards the implementation of the sole service concept could last enough time (at 
least 15 years) to allow the building of an international framework. 

The approach of a European implementation of the GNSS as sole service can also be justified on 
the legal side by the simplifications (and confidence) that would be brought by a harmonised and 
integrated management of liability issues at the European level. 

                                            
30 [RD-LEG 3] § 3.3 
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8.3 LEGAL CONCLUSION 

To implement the GNSS sole-service concept, the potential legal co-ordination between European 
systems (EGNOS, Galileo) and other systems (GPS, GLONASS) should be developed taking into 
account national sovereignty. The legal situation of States towards the provision of air navigation 
facilities must be taken into account and may evolve with GNSS, as sole navigation service 
concept, to be acceptable for each GNSS participant. 

The setting up of an adequate liability regime, to establish a fair balance between the interests of 
victims on the one hand, and the economic interests of the liable parties on the other, will remain 
one of the important goals of ICAO. The solution proposed will mainly depend on the technical 
evolution of the system but most of all on the political relations and agreements between the 
participants in the implementation of GNSS. 

The sole service concept is an idea that will need a lot of time and will to implement for each 
category of GNSS participant.  

The diversity of the GNSS participants spread across the world is obviously an important constraint 
to the implementation of the concept because of the complexity of the relations between those 
participants. 

Nevertheless, the regional implementation could be a serious option to start the development of 
the concept and Europe seems to be the most prepared to such an evolution. Indeed, Europe will 
have its own GNSS core component, Galileo, and its own augmentations. On this basis the 
implementation could be eased through agreements between European participants. The Galileo 
entity in charge of the management of the system may have the capability to frame the relations 
and will propose the same “GNSS” services to all European civil aviation participants. 

The idea of a general GNSS convention should be kept in mind in order to follow and help the 
GNSS sole service implementation in the long-term. 
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Level of 
importance 

Obstacles Supplementary and 
primary means (back up 

external to aircraft) 

GNSS as Sole service 
(internal back up) 

Solution 

Absence of legal existence of GNSS + ++ 
To have clearly defined legal relations with one or several operators of GNSS 
components – service provision agreements (definition of roles and liabilities…) 
Long-term: to build international agreement linking GNSS components and 
proposing the same level of services and the same guarantees 

Absence of co-ordination between GNSS 
components + ++ 

To have clearly defined legal relations with one or several operators of GNSS 
components – service provision agreements (definition of roles and liabilities…) 

Responsibility of states for service provision + +++ 
The states should have recourse option to obtain indemnification for the 
damage consequent to a GNSS failure: 
- through service provision agreements 
- through an international binding instrument (convention…) 

Responsibility of states for regulation of the use: 
authorisation, certification process… + ++ 

Harmonisation of certification process 
Development of the certification of the systems and signals 

Liabilities management for service provision + +++ 
At the European level : building of clear contractual relationship between 
Galileo actors 
At the international level : 
- identification of common element for GNSS contracts service provision 
- build an international convention on GNSS 

Table 40: GNSS Sole service legal and institutional obstacles matrix 
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9 BUSINESS ISSUES 

9.1 MARKET ACCEPTABILITY - ADVANTAGES OF GNSS 

The concept of GNSS Sole-Service will not become reality without the full support of the civil 
aviation community.  Satellite navigation has the following advantages over conventional ground 
based aids to navigation:- 

1. GNSS receivers work globally, they are not restricted in their range from a ground transmitter.  
It enables an aircraft to navigate with the same instrument anywhere in the world independent 
of the presence or absence of conventional aids to navigation.   

2. GPS has caused the nations of the world to adopt the WGS-84 geodetic reference frame for 
their new terrain maps and charts, which in turn offer advantages to aviation from GNSS-based 
ground collision avoidance methods. 

3. GNSS offers more performance in most respects compared to other navigation aids.   

4. GNSS characteristics make it an ideal system for integration with inertial navigation.  The long-
term absolute accuracy of GNSS combines well with the short-term continuity of inertial 
sensors. 

5. GNSS receivers offer flexibility, they do not restrict the user to a fixed route structure.  Even 
after many years of operation, the DME network in ECAC states still requires improvement to 
fully support RNP-X RNAV; some 190 more ground stations may be required.  Outside the 
DME network, the aircraft’s DME receiver has no function and the aircraft must navigate with 
other means. 

6. GPS receivers are low cost and readily available; a global mass market of applications has 
driven down their price and encouraged many improvements in performance.  Although 
receivers designed and certified for aviation use are much more expensive than most of those 
for non-safety of life applications, they are still competitive with any other civil aviation 
navigation receiver. 

5. Satellite navigation is less expensive for aviation to use.  The U.S. and R.F. taxpayers carry the 
current costs through their respective defence budgets.  Conventional air navigation systems 
recover their costs from the aviation community alone.  There are also other savings for civil 
aviation in the reduction of flight inspection activities as many of the characteristics of GNSS 
can be checked from the ground.   

6. Problems, such as interference with GNSS signals, are not just a problem to be solved by the 
aviation community.  Additional political support can be expected from non-aviation user groups 
to prompt protective action from the national radio frequency regulators. 
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7. GNSS is the only technology offering the capability to support gate-to-gate navigation.  
Conventional navigation systems are more restricted in their capabilities requiring the aircraft to 
carry several different receivers to support all operations. This has resulted in many aircraft 
fitting GPS receivers for en-route navigation, within a Multi-Mode Receiver (MMR), which 
otherwise carries ILS and/or MLS receivers for precision approach operations. The MMR will 
then be extended to GBAS capability by using the ILS VHF receiver to receive the GBAS VHF 
data broadcast. 

8. Because the MMR is a precision approach aid, it and its control and annunciation elements are 
duplicated or triplicated within the aircraft.  A mandate for RNP RNAV might require duplicate 
DME and navigation computing in order to remove the VOR requirement.  Introducing GNSS 
through the MRR could obviate this intermediate step, as the duplicate VOR receivers would be 
replaced by duplicate MMRs, allowing a single DME receiver to remain as a reversionary 
mode. 

9. The future MMR, capable of using two constellations and two frequencies independently, will 
provide equipment redundancy within the aircraft, not only for precision approach but also for 
other operations.  Depending on the transition time frame, this might lead to a reduced 
necessity to expand the ground DME network and ultimately open the path to GNSS Sole-
Service. 

These advantages have been sufficient to make satellite navigation very attractive to airspace 
users to the point where there has been a voluntary adoption of GPS receivers.  

9.2 MARKET RELUCTANCE - DISADVANTAGES OF GNSS 

The different participants, manufacturers, airspace user groups and Air Traffic Service Providers, 
hold differing views on the applicability of GNSS.  Although GNSS has advantages, this does not 
imply that there is a desire within the community for it to become a sole-service.   

The technical, security, safety and legal disadvantages of GNSS have been addressed in the 
preceding sections. The general conclusion being that although GNSS is technically capable, 
safety demands that there be various forms of backup, and that institutionally, the legal standing of 
GNSS has to be established.   

The market is in any case reluctant to change as this invariably implies and increase in expenditure 
prior to obtaining any benefits.  In periods of financial difficulties, mandates may be required to 
promote change, as they have a levelling effect on the competition in the air transport market. 

For each participant, GNSS has a different balance of advantages and disadvantages. The 
following sections examine some of these issues. 
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9.3 MANUFACTURERS 

Manufacturers play a key role as they are often expected to carry the commercial risk of 
introducing a new system.  When a market is mandated (e.g. TCAS) there is little market risk 
beyond normal competition.  When the market is voluntary, equipment may not appear if the 
manufacturers see the market risk as high (e.g. DME/DME navigation equipment suitable for non-
FMS equipped aircraft). 

There is a general tendency for all aircraft manufacturers to offer GPS as part of their supplier 
furnished equipment on all new aircraft and as retrofit on most older aircraft.  Simplification of the 
aircraft might be an advantage for the aircraft manufacturers. However, they might not pass on the 
cost savings directly, although competition will help to keep prices of new aircraft down. 

Traditional avionics manufacturers have closely followed the trend towards GPS applications.  New 
equipment manufacturers, starting from the mass-market in GPS receivers, have entered the 
avionics market encouraged largely by the general aviation users.  The manufacturers have 
pushed for standardisation of GPS applications, investing heavily in the technology.  Clearly, they 
want full market acceptance. 

Manufacturers might support the inclusion of GPS L5 and Galileo signals in GNSS, if it will enlarge 
the market for them.  The implication of GNSS Sole-Service is that all aircraft would convert to use 
only this radionavigation system maximising the market for GNSS equipment.  There would be 
additional markets for the chosen backup systems.  Avionics manufacturers might support this but 
a market of mixed equipment might offer lower risk.   

The existing ground equipment manufacturers face a decreasing market in the conventional 
navigation aids that would be the result of GNSS Sole-Service.  Only GBAS would replace 
NDB/VOR/ILS/MLS and further DME sales.  This might result in a lobby against GNSS Sole-
Service.  The new manufacturers from the mass-market would not see this as a disadvantage.  

9.4 AIRSPACE USERS 

There is some overlap between the classes of users so that the following sections are 
consequently generalisations of their viewpoints. 

9.4.1 AIRLINES, BUSINESS, MILITARY AIR TRANSPORT 

Long distance aircraft carry inertial navigation capability and the FMS now uses GPS + RAIM to 
compensate for the drift of the inertial navigation solution.  Both integrated (close coupled) GPS-
INS units and FMS linked (MMR/GPS + IRS) systems are in operation, whereby the trend is 
strongly towards the latter solution.  These kinds of combinations have become standard on all 
new long-distance aircraft and are options on all new medium haul aircraft.  High-end business 
aircraft have followed this trend.  Military air transport is increasingly using civilian equipment. 
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GNSS has entered the aircraft partly because of their users’ desires to operate outside of the areas 
covered by conventional aids to navigation.  Hence, inertial navigation capability is generally 
available to this sector as a backup in the event of GNSS outage. 

Having made this investment in GPS + RAIM to support en-route operations, the question is now 
whether there is sufficient motivation to adopt further GNSS elements.  There has already been a 
reluctance to invest in SBAS for APV I in some quarters as these operators rely on ILS at most of 
their destinations and SBAS offers no operational advantage en-route.  SBAS is not expected to 
progress beyond support of PA operations in Cat I conditions.   

GBAS may have an easy technical route into the aircraft through the MMR, but airlines are 
reluctant to invest further when there is no gain, due to the current limitation of GBAS to support 
PA only in Cat I conditions, the absence of GBAS ground stations and the continued availability of 
ILS at airports.  In some areas, where ILS operations are threatened, they are considering MLS 
equipment.  Although the MMR provides an entry path to the aircraft for MLS, it is the cost of 
installing the C-band antennas and cables into aircraft, which are not already designed to carry 
them, plus the associated certification costs, that inhibit MLS adoption but many airlines.   

GBAS does not support precision approach in Cat II/III conditions yet.  The reluctance of airlines to 
adopt GBAS may be changed when full gate-to-gate operations are supported and other 
conventional aids can be removed.  This is likely to require at least two constellations, with a 
consequent delay until 2010 and modifications within the MMR.  Should two frequencies also be 
required, as is likely for frequency redundancy, the GNSS antenna will have to change.  
Corresponding changes will be required to the GBAS ground stations to up-grade them to Cat II/III 
capability, should this be required at the airport. 

Many aircraft are owned by leasing companies.  These companies may tend towards equipping 
their new aircraft initially as minimum fit for global operations and charging successive operators 
for further upgrades.  Conversely, they may choose an “all-up” configuration, so that transfer from 
one leaser and another is easier, even if some operators do not require some equipment.  Once 
new equipment is installed, it is unlikely to be removed.   

Minimum equipment carriage requirements are national and regionally co-ordinated.  ICAO’s 
current recommendation, often adopted as a requirement, is for two VOR receivers, one DME and 
one ADF receiver.  This fit is not adequate for RNP RNAV.  If two GPS receivers (in MMRs) can 
replace the duplicate VOR receivers, the scanning DME receiver can remain and the ADF possibly 
be removed, an new, RNP RNAV capable minimum combination, might emerge. 

Consequently, although GPS has found acceptability for supporting en-route operations, 
particularly oceanic, this user group does not yet accept the other elements of GNSS.  GNSS Sole-
Service may be the key to obtaining this acceptance, provided there are clear benefits and cost 
savings. 
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9.4.2 OTHER IFR 

Regional airlines and other business aircraft are generally adopting GPS + RAIM for en-route 
operations in addition to the minimum equipment fit.  These operators are also affected by poor 
weather, so SBAS is more acceptable as it can offer APV I/II at airports where no vertical guidance 
is currently available and where lower decision heights are not required.  GBAS might be accepted 
if it offers precision approach at a lower cost than ILS.  However, the cost issue at the airport, 
wanting to introduce precision approach operations is dominated by paint, lights and ATC 
requirement costs. 

The absence of a low-cost INS integration, as a backup for GNSS Sole-Service, is the limitation for 
this segment, implying that alternative backup would be required. 

9.4.3 VFR 

VFR aircraft operators have generally taken to GPS, starting with un-certified receivers Velcro-ed 
to the yoke and transitioning properly installed units. GPS receivers with built in navigation 
capability provide a large increase in functionality compared to ADF or VOR equipment that might 
be carried otherwise.   

Were GNSS to become a sole-service, it would not affect this segment directly. If any 
radionavigation aid were to become compulsory for VFR operations, for example as traffic density 
increases, GNSS might be the more acceptable system. 

9.5 AIR TRAFFIC SERVICE PROVIDERS 

Provision of navigation facilities is only one small element of the ATSP task. The choice of 
navigation facilities to provide is a long way down the priorities list.  The increase in traffic demands 
changes to maintain safety.  Any change implies increased cost.  Air Traffic Service providers 
generally have to support ever-increasing traffic with a restricted budget.  Fleet transition phases 
are long, typically 16 years minimum, and old ground facilities have to be maintained until there is 
a clear demand to remove them. There are differences around the world as how to respond to 
change. 

9.5.1 USA AND FAA 

The FAA has been the main promoter of GNSS based on its own nation’s GPS system.  It 
regulates some 50% of the world’s civil aviation community and is consequently very influential. 
Until the events of 11.09.2001, the FAA was moving towards making GPS the preferred form of 
navigation, with the Federal Radionavigation Plan indicating the steady removal of many 
conventional navigation aids.  The prospect of the USA adopting a combination of 
GPS+RAIM+WAAS+LAAS for its airspace has led many nations to initiate similar planning. 
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However, this approach has become less ambitious with the latest planning retaining many 
conventional aids to navigation.  GNSS is now perceived to be more vulnerable than it was prior to 
the events of 11.09.2001.  The FAA now proposes to maintain all its DME infrastructure and 
sufficient VOR coverage.  All Cat II/III capable ILS will be maintained [RD-B 1].  This US decision 
may prevent GNSS from ever becoming a sole-service in the USA. 

9.5.2 EUROCONTROL AND ITS ECAC MEMBER STATES 

The ECAC Member States’ ATSPs are maintaining a complete conventional navigation 
infrastructure with plans to extend the DME network to fully support RNP RNAV throughout the 
ECAC area.  GPS + RAIM has been accepted as an additional en-route aid to navigation. GNSS is 
supported by some States with the development of EGNOS and the planned introduction of GBAS.   

The basic plan is contained in the ECAC navigation strategy published by EUROCONTROL.  It 
does not foresee GNSS as a sole-service although it asserts that the use of GNSS for aircraft 
navigation will predominate.  GNSS is seen as a single system in the ECAC strategy (not in itself 
dual-redundant) and foresees the provision of a reversion capability based on DME.  An on going 
EUROCONTROL study [RD-B 2] shows that the DME infrastructure coverage redundancy at 5000 
ft is significantly reduced compared with that at 10000 ft and further DME installations are required.  
It notes that for most commercial operators there will be little or no effect on their operations from 
the removal of NDB or VOR. 

The European Union is progressing with its plans for the development of Galileo and foresees its 
use by civil aviation as a second independent constellation that will provide a guarantee of service.  

9.5.3 OTHER NATIONAL ATSP 

Most other nations are following the US and European approaches, depending on their existing 
infrastructure. Where the existing infrastructure is limited, GNSS offers an attractive alternative to 
installing and operating further conventional aids. However, if they are not providers of one of the 
constellations, there may be a political reluctance to adopt GNSS as a sole-service. This may 
result in the requirement on aircraft entering their airspace to carry suitable receivers for 
conventional aids to navigation, removing a cost benefit to the users. 
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10 COST RECOVERY AND TRANSITION 

This feasibility study is too limited to undertake a full cost benefit study, as per [RD-CRT 1], or to 
build a business case for transitioning to a GNSS Sole-Service and further work is needed.  
However, two existing EUROCONTROL studies have been used to illustrate the direction in which 
a full study might progress.  The first was equipment oriented, looking at the cost effectiveness of 
LORAN-C for civil aviation in Europe [RD-CRT 2].  This GNSS Sole-Service study initially adopted 
the same input values (aircraft numbers, certification costs, etc.) and drew similar conclusions as to 
the likely cost of introducing new navigation aids in Europe.   

The second EUROCONTROL study was the business case for RNAV in Europe, reported on in 
[RD-CRT 3].  This assumed different input values and they were used to calculate a longer term 
scenario, one in which DME might be possibly phased out assuming a multi-frequency, multi-
constellation GNSS had established its robustness. 

10.1 COST-RECOVERY 

Any aid to navigation must have a cost-recovery mechanism that justifies its existence.  In the past, 
these mechanisms have either been via governments through the taxpayer or more specifically 
through user charges.  There have been a few examples of private navigation aid cost-recovery 
systems.  Aviation has a cost-recovery mechanism established in most states through various 
combinations of over-flight fees, ticket taxes, landing charges, fuel surcharges and various other 
taxes.  These normally flow back from airspace users to the government agency that provides the 
navigation aids, although often indirectly, depending on the national rules.  For IFR/controlled 
airspace aircraft, this is usually transparent, but flow-back is not usually transparent for the taxes 
paid by VFR/uncontrolled airspace users. 

Taxpayers fund GPS and GLONASS, through the USA and Russian Federation defence budgets. 
The taxpayers have benefited through a huge return on this investment through the global sales of 
US made GPS receivers and applications. Their unencrypted signals are provided free of direct 
charge to the global community. This apparent “free” use of the signals in space, combined with 
ease of use and competitive receiver prices has led to the flourishing use of GPS throughout the 
world. GLONASS by comparison has not met with such success, partly because the system only 
temporarily reached its full constellation but mostly because the dual receiver market did not 
develop competitively. 

Aviation has been relatively slow to adopt GPS in comparison to other transport means.  This has 
been due to the need for ICAO SARPS, safety, global transition and the reluctance of the airlines 
to adopt new equipment without a clear cost benefit. General Aviation was much quicker to 
“Velcro” a handheld GPS to the yoke and fly with GPS, sometimes in a dubious legal situation.  
The introduction of early equipment standards, prior to ICAO SARPS amendment 76 and 77, 
improved this situation in several steps so that GPS can currently be used for supplementary 
means.  The airlines recognised some cost-benefit in fitting GPS to augment FMS/IRS and to  
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purchase “FM immune” ILS receivers in the same box as a GPS receiver as a precursor to a full 
Multi-Mode Receiver containing ILS, MLS and SBAS+GBAS capabilities. 

Should the EU states decide to build Galileo, it seems likely that those signals, which civil aviation 
chose to use, will also be free of direct charges to the users. The vast majority of GNSS users are 
expected to be land mobile, so it is important that aviation not be asked to pay more than their fair 
share. This will lead to GNSS being easily the cheapest navigation signal globally available to civil 
aviation but will leave it with a small voice in its future extensions. 

GNSS tax-payer funded navigation infrastructure is one of the attractions of aviation moving 
towards a sole-service concept. The implication is the reduction in costs of existing aids to 
navigation and corresponding avionics.  However, the transition is not free, as additional 
equipment first needs to be purchased, installed and operated prior to any reduction in costs of 
conventional aids. GNSS, by its global nature, offers increased and uniform performance in areas 
where little or no navigation infrastructure exists today.  This global availability may be sufficient to 
ensure the installation of GPS for oceanic and many en-route operations.  It remains to be seen if 
GNSS will be adopted so readily for other flight phases where the service is regional or local and 
the cost-benefits are not so apparent.  Should the cost recovery mechanism be less transparent, 
resistance can be expected from the community. 

10.2 TRANSITION PLANS 

Transition planning is a major issue for aviation.  Aircraft are now lasting for 50 years and 
particularly their last owners are unwilling to invest in new equipment at the end of the airframe’s 
life. ICAO provides typically 6 years “protection” from changing specifications, a very short period 
compared to the realistic complete aircraft fleet re-equipage times. Consequently, transition plans 
have usually resulted in “addition plans”. New equipment is added, but the old retained, in the hope 
that one day the old equipment can be decommissioned. Hence, NDBs are still being installed and 
repaired around the world and ADF is standard on new aircraft. VORs are being maintained, in 
some cases because it is cheaper to maintain operation than to return the site to “green field” 
condition, and the DME network is being improved and extended.  ILS remains the only operational 
ICAO approved precision approach and landing aid. The ICAO ILS/MLS transition plan is now 
largely abandoned - except for the event that MLS offers sufficient economic benefits - which in 
some states is seen to be the case while others maintain MLS as an option.  The fate of the ICAO 
ILS/MLS transition plan is a clear warning of the problems ahead.  Even TLS is now being 
approved by the FAA as a further competitor for the choice of a future landing aid.  Into this 
scenario come the GNSS concept and its augmentation systems SBAS, GBAS and perhaps 
GRAS.  

10.3 GNSS SOLE-SERVICE TRANSITION SCENARIOS 

As an illustration, and assuming that the institutional issues can be overcome, the scenarios 
described in the introduction of this report are reconsidered. 
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Supplementary use - GNSS in its current status (2002) - no transition required, status quo. Many 
places in the world, which previously had no radionavigation aids, now have GPS as a sole-
service.  It provides a very significant improvement for aircraft operating in those areas.  This step 
is such that aircraft operators have happily paid the price of the GPS receivers, their installation, 
maintenance and training.  This effect is not limited to GA; Airbus and Boeing fit GPS+RAIM as 
standard on all new aircraft, introducing GNSS at quasi “zero” cost to the fleet.  It now costs more 
to remove the equipage. The popularity factor has overcome economic objections and the 
operators lobby to use the same GPS equipment in areas where ground navigation aids are 
available.  Hence, the community is rapidly absorbing the cost of this transition. This shows that 
“no GNSS” is not the baseline for starting cost comparisons, as more aircraft will carry GPS+RAIM 
than are carrying DME/DME capabilities. 

Primary use - GNSS is an overlay on existing services but is used by many aircraft as their 
navigation system of choice.  Most but not all operations are supported by GNSS. This seems 
likely to be achieved by the Amendments 76 and 77 to the SARPS.  However, operational 
concepts still have to be developed and implemented. GA GPS equipment offers navigation 
computer characteristics, while DME sensors require an FMS and IRS to be effective for RNAV. 
This has led many small operators to adopt GPS+RAIM as their solution to meet B-RNAV 
requirements. (Whereby, VOR is carried, operated and monitored by the pilots).  The new regional 
jets or turboprops are being offered to airlines with low-cost FMS and GPS+RAIM as standard 
fitting. This will add to their capability to operate to small airports without ILS. Low traffic density 
airspace with few radionavigation aids will see a growth in GPS+RAIM use, even though the 
aircraft carry NDB/VOR/DME capabilities. This use has bred familiarity and applied pressure for 
the same equipment to be used in high-density airspace (with the appropriate safeguards).  Hence, 
the move towards P-RNAV in Europe has been paralleled with acceptance of GPS+RAIM as an 
alternative to DME.  RNP-X RNAV will require aircraft to carry two independent navigation means, 
making GPS+RAIM and DME a preferred combination by some operators. 

Integrated GPS+RAIM+DME navigation equipment could offer an interesting combination, as it is 
expected that GPS L5 use will be standardised by ICAO and the L5 frequency is in the DME ARNS 
band. A single L5 band receiver might be possible, extending the functionality of the MMR. 

The transition towards GNSS sole service from this situation could take multiple paths. Operators 
of aircraft with GPS+RAIM+FMS/IRS combinations might argue that the addition of Galileo L1 
reception constitutes the alternative independent navigation aid. Adding only Galileo L1 signals 
would be a minimum change for existing GPS installations, as it is a card change within the 
existing MMR receiver. The antenna and cabling need not be changed. Just adding Galileo L1 
would significantly improve the RAIM capability of the receiver.  However, the cost of the change 
would only be justified if the aircraft were permitted to perform additional operations or remove 
existing equipment. 

As GNSS sole-service can only occur when two constellations are available, each providing 
signals on two separate frequencies, this sets the starting point for analysis at around 2010.  At this 
point, the ECAC navigation Strategy predicts that P-RNAV will have been introduced, possibly by 
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mandate (subject to its own business case).  This then is the expected minimum fleet equipage.  
The ECAC navigation strategy foresees that this situation will result in the reduction of removal of 
VOR and NDB aids to navigation.  The aircraft will have GNSS and DME receivers for navigation 
and ILS and some MLS and GBAS for precision approach. The next stage will be the introduction 
of 4D RNAV, planned in 2015, whereby GNSS will provide a useful common time source. 

GNSS Sole-Service (A) - GNSS becomes the sole-service for en-route navigation, but the aircraft 
and ATSPs retain other radionavigation means for TMA and precision approach operations (similar 
to oceanic operations today).  GNSS supports most operations. - In some places in the world, this 
transition is likely to occur anyway, as funding is inadequate to support existing or additional 
ground navigation aids.  In high-density traffic areas, there will be a reluctance to remove existing 
en-route aids but a tendency to give more support to TMA and intense en-route areas.  In areas, 
like the USA, the relocation and optimisation of ground aids will be easier than in Europe, where 
national boundaries often dictate the duplication of aids. The move towards a “Single Sky for 
Europe” and a European Radionavigation Plan may help alleviate this.  As fleet equipage changes, 
and newer generations become accustomed to the reliability of GNSS (should this be the case) the 
transition may be easier.  However, the operational concepts have to be developed and 
implemented, this time with fewer backup options.  The effect of Sole-Service A would be to reduce 
the areas of the world supported by ground navigation aids. 

Sole-Service (B) use for most flight phases - GNSS deemed capable of sole-service for all 
operations but a backup level of ground navigation aids remains for emergencies, particularly the 
landing aids serviced by the MMR. - This assumes that the GNSS technical and safety issues are 
solved in addition to the political and institutional ones.  The operational concepts may be difficult 
to develop and implement with so few navigation aids remaining.  Pilot and Controller workload 
would be major problems in high-density traffic areas, were GNSS to fail.  The effect of this 
scenario is to provide only TMA and precision approach support with ground navigation aids.  As 
with the next scenario, C, backups in the form of ATC automation will be necessary in high-density 
traffic areas. 

Sole-Service (C) for all flight phases - GNSS receivers (including SBAS, GBAS) are the only 
navigation avionics supported by ground aids to navigation.  But extensions of ADS-B / Mode-S 
SSR (for example) are used to automatically provide aircraft in difficulty with PVT data.  Here the 
ground navigation infrastructure is removed, but the surveillance infrastructure is automated to 
provide vectors for aircraft requesting them, while maintaining pilot and controller workloads to safe 
levels in emergencies.  Precision approach and landing would have to rely on alternative airports, 
which may be a serious challenge unless GBAS PA has very high availability.  New equipment 
would need to be procured and new procedures written and trained.  It seems likely that safety 
requirements will dictate that many aircraft carry a second independent navigation means, typically 
FMS/IRS.  For precision approach, ILS might be maintained at major airports with poor visibility 
characteristics, thus prolonging the carriage of ILS receivers in MMR equipped aircraft. 
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Sole-Service (D) for all flight phases. The aircraft carry their own backup navigation means. - This 
assumes that there are aircraft autonomous backup systems adequate for all phases of flight and 
for all necessary aircraft types. Although FMS/IRS can be seen as a possible en-route candidate it 
seems unlikely that it could provide more than APV capability in the event of a GNSS failure. - 
Here new technology is required, such as Enhanced Vision Systems, Radar terrain matching…) 
otherwise the transition will not be possible - unless GNSS proves itself sufficiently robust in the 
very long term. 

10.4 REGIONAL TRANSITION PLANNING 

Transition planning is influenced by a large number of factors.  The strongest of these are the 
political and institutional desires for changes that result in the allocation of adequate funds for 
changes in the infrastructure, plus the willingness of the user community to purchase and operate 
the equipment. There have been many examples of the difficulties facing transition planning, 
perhaps the most noticeable of which was the ICAO ILS/MLS transition plan.  Simply adding more 
equipment, especially when it is mandated, is easier (e.g. TCAS).  

To try to encourage transitions between older and newer equipment, ICAO introduced the concept 
of protection dates. Essentially the protection dates give ATSPs and Airspace users a minimum 
six-year guarantee that their equipment investments need not be amortised over a shorter period. 
In practice, fleet equipage is likely to take over sixteen years. 

10.4.1 THE EUROPEAN SITUATION 

The EUROCONTROL Navigation Strategy for the ECAC area proposes that, subject to an 
appropriate business case, RNP RNAV will be mandatory post 2010. This will provide the integrity 
and functionality required to enable a total RNAV environment and allow a rationalisation of 
navigation infrastructure (removal of VOR and NDB).  It also sets the start of a protection date for 
the installed equipment, guarantying that no further requirements will be placed on aircraft 
equipage for a typical minimum of 6 years.  This implies, that in Europe, the start towards any 
“sole-service” will be with the introduction of 4D RNAV planned for 2015, should it not be feasible 
to introduce it simultaneously with RNP RNAV in 2010. 

One of the sources of navigation data for RNP RNAV is expected to be GNSS, consisting initially 
of GPS L1; GPS L5 and Galileo being available not before 2008. The SARPs and MOPS 
standardising their use are not likely to be written and validated before 2010.  Theoretically, 
aviation equipment for GPS L5 and Galileo could be operational by 2010.  However, the perceived 
vulnerability of GNSS to either deliberate acts or ionospheric interference, capable of jamming both 
constellations, and resulting in an ECAC wide loss of navigation, may demand the availability of a 
suitable backup aid to navigation.  

The current ECAC strategy is that the ground navigation infrastructure together with GNSS, 
required to support an RNP RNAV environment, must provide the required positioning data for all 
phases of flight. This includes both en-route and TMA operations, where NDB, VOR, DME and 
GPS are in current use and precision approach, where ILS is the current aid. These systems must 
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provide sufficient robustness to external interference and avoid common failure modes. They will 
also need to provide for a graceful degradation in performance, in the event of failures, to ensure 
that ATC is able to achieve a safe system recovery.  

It is expected that GNSS will become the positioning source of choice for IFR operations.  In 
considering the reversionary operations in Europe, more than 90% of flights are conducted by 
transport aircraft, all of which are already fitted with DME based RNAV equipment. This would 
therefore be the reversionary system for these aircraft; providing, almost complete coverage at en-
route altitudes over Europe and, with additional ground stations, could provide coverage down to 
3000ft above ground level in most major terminal areas. Likewise, ILS is available on all aircraft 
that currently conduct precision approach operations, in future incorporated in a Multi-Mode 
Receiver, capable of ILS, MLS and differential GPS (GLS) reception and operation. 

Most aircraft in the business category of General Aviation have DME/DME inputs to their 
navigation computers. Other General Aviation aircraft rely primarily on GPS with a reversion, in 
accordance with JAA TGL 2 Rev 1, to manual operation using VOR or NDB.  While many of these 
General Aviation aircraft have DME equipment, it normally does not provide an output that could 
be used for RNAV. 

The integrity requirements for RNAV are requirements for the entire navigation system. The overall 
DME / GNSS system integrity therefore depends upon other elements such as the Flight 
Management System (FMS). 

DME/DME navigation with an FMS can meet the accuracy expected to be required for operations 
both en-route and in the TMA, and it is proposed in the ECAC strategy that all IFR aircraft would 
need to equip with DME navigation capability. DME does not provide a precision approach 
capability, for which either ILS or MLS must be retained, should GNSS be inadequate or subject to 
failure. 

Hence, for the majority of aircraft and nations in the ECAC area, the obvious reversionary 
navigation system is DME/DME using an FMS. The exception within Europe stems from the GA 
aircraft not equipped for DME/DME RNP RNAV. For these, an alternative to DME/DME/FMS might 
be possible.  For example LORAN-C has been proposed in the USA.  This need for change before 
2010 might be the entry point for a new reversionary system, to support these non-DME/DME 
equipped aircraft, and to possible create a sole-service like environment for these aircraft. 

Spoofing and interference are not issues addressed in any RNAV standard.  This has become an 
issue for GNSS since the satellite signals are weak, although wideband, and correlation techniques 
are used to successfully receive the signal. This makes the system susceptible to interference, 
both from ionospheric scintillation as well as deliberate actions. The area over which interference 
could reach, and hence the number of aircraft using GNSS affected, could be large, compared to 
the area affected by a failure/interference of a ground navigation.  Spoofing, which provides signals 
which look like GNSS to the receiver but provide wrong position data, is much more difficult to 
achieve but is considered possible.  Spoofing of possible reversionary systems has not been 
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considered as a threat previously, but a deliberate attack on the primary system would not be 
successful if the reversionary system were not attacked simultaneously. 

Other requirements for a reversionary system: 

a) In Europe, navigation service providers and manufacturers would only develop a new 
product that has ICAO standards (SARPS). 

b) Equipment characteristics (MOPS, AEEC specs.) need to be developed. Consideration 
would also need to be given to other standards (such as those for the Flight Management 
System) to ensure that the system can be integrated in to the current aircraft architecture. 

c) Additional ICAO provisions would need to be developed and documentation updated to 
address associated issues, e.g. PANS OPS criteria for procedure design, Annex 15 (AIS), 
mapping, etc.  

d) The global aviation community must be willing to accept a common reversionary mode. 

10.4.2 THE GLOBAL SITUATION 

The USA and the Far East have similar high-density traffic areas and problems to Europe.  They 
are likely to take the same approach of adopting GNSS and maintaining reversionary of backup 
systems.  There are slight differences in that the USA is considering re-inserting LORAN-C (like) 
stations for General Aviation use.  The EUROCONTROL study on the possible use of LORAN-C 
for aviation in Europe suggested that it would not be the economic approach compared to 
improving the existing DME network. 

For much of the globe there is no possibility of adding many additional ground based aids to 
navigation.  Additional constellations of navigation satellites would be welcomed.  In other areas, 
the leadership of the USA and Europe in maintaining a ground DME infrastructure is likely to be 
followed.  The extent to which this existing infrastructure is likely to be extended or maintained will 
depend on the success of GNSS and its availability and continuity record. 

Hence, the provision of GNSS as a sole-service is likely in all areas of the world where the traffic 
density does not demand a reversionary capability. Within the high-density traffic areas, a 
reversionary system is needed, so that the sole-service question for GNSS is whether GNSS can 
provide a reversionary mode within itself.  It must do so at lower cost than the cost of maintaining 
or removing the current infrastructure.  This could be done in two steps, the first step being to 
remove the VOR/NDB infrastructure. The second, longer term, step would be the removal of the 
DME infrastructure.  
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10.5 COST ANALYSIS 

10.5.1 COST ANALYSIS (BASED ON THE LORAN-C STUDY) 

This section provides an outline comparison of the costs associated with converting the ECAC fleet 
to GNSS sole-service when compared to converting it to combinations of GPS L1 and DME. The 
comparison is made based on the assumption that adding Galileo and GPS L5 signals to GPS L1 
will be sufficient to permit GNSS sole-service.  It is also assumed that the comparison scenario, 
GPS L1 + DME, which includes EGNOS and a mixture of ILS/MLS and Cat I GBAS, will occur 
otherwise.  In both scenarios, the NDB/VOR infrastructure would be phased out, so both receive 
the same cost benefit from this action.  This initial comparison is based on the EUROCONTROL 
cost-analysis of the introduction of LORAN-C as a reversionary mode for either GNSS or DME 
[Ref: RD-CRT 1]. 

The initial cost study postulates three cost scenarios.  The first is to convert all aircraft to operate 
with GPS L1 and DME (called the 100% DME scenario) as reversionary system (i.e. no GNSS 
sole-service). This removes the VOR and NDB infrastructure and converts all aircraft dependent on 
it to GPS L1 and DME. 

The second is to convert some aircraft to operate with GNSS as a sole-service and GPS L1 + DME 
for others (GNSS + DME).  This is a halfway house, that allows aircraft already equipped to 
operate to RNP RNAV to remain unchanged but converts all aircraft to GNSS sole-service 
capability that are not so equipped.  The third scenario is to convert all aircraft to GNSS sole-
service (assuming that an acceptable solution exists). 

The cost reductions of removing DME and ILS infrastructure, for the GNSS sole-service are not 
included in this first comparison. 

The study seeks to identify the overall financial impact on the European aviation community of 
developing a new system to support aircraft operations over the entire ECAC area and how these 
costs are apportioned between the individual stakeholders. It then considers these costs from the 
perspective of each stakeholder, in terms of direct costs and also any additional potential benefits 
(both financial and non-financial).   

Naturally, these costs can only be considered as rough order of magnitude figures.  The global 
costs can be scaled from the European costs bearing in mind that Europe has approximately 20%-
25% of the world’s civil aviation activities. 

10.5.2 ASSUMPTIONS 

Assumptions on the ECAC fleet structure: 

The ECAC fleet is composed of 10891 IFR Transport Aircraft, 6379 IFR General Aviation aircraft 
and 31280 VFR General Aviation aircraft. Within IFR General Aviation aircraft a certain proportion 
of these aircraft are Business Aircraft.  
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Assumption on airborne equipment required:  

For the purpose of this study, the following assumptions are made: 

a) The current ECAC navigation strategy will be followed, with GPS L1 (+EGNOS) as the 
preferred service and DME as the reversionary service for most IFR aircraft. Operators have 
the choice between converting to “100% DME”, removing VOR/NDB equipment and installing 
RNP RNAV DME avionics and expansion of the DME ground infrastructure, or to “GNSS + 
DME”, whereby DME infrastructure would still need expansion, or “GNSS sole-service”, 
which would require fleet-wide re-equipage but could result in a reduction in DME 
infrastructure. 

b) All of air transport and business aircraft will need a new system in case of GNSS sole-service 
scenario. In the “100% DME” some aircraft must update to full DME capability. In the “GNSS 
+ DME” scenario, some aircraft may choose to upgrade to RNP RNAV via the GNSS or via 
the DME route. 

c) Whilst some of the older air transport fleet and business aircraft were equipped with low cost 
panel mounted GPS L1 systems to meet the BRNAV mandate, most of these will no longer 
be operating post 2010. The remainder would have equipped with RNP RNAV systems. It is 
assumed that the cost of this upgrade will be similar for “GNSS sole-service” or “100% DME” 
equipage. 

d) The majority of air transport fleet and business aircraft built in the last 10-20 years will have 
an FMS as part of the original installation. These will have DME interfaced but again, except 
for aircraft delivered in the last 2 years they will not be RNP RNAV MASPS compliant. In 
most cases, this could be achieved by software upgrade but the cost will be similar to above. 
It is appreciated that some of the older FMS may be close to the end of their useful life due to 
lack of database memory etc., for TMA RNAV applications. However, the need for such a 
hardware upgrade results from the increased TMA RNAV application rather than the upgrade 
to MASPS per se, so this is not considered in this study. 

e) Business aircraft and the air transport fleet already equipped with RNAV will retrofit with a 
MASPS compliant RNAV equipment, if their existing systems do not meet the requirements 
of RNP RNAV, and that the two groups of stakeholders will choose similar grades of 
equipment. This assumption is based upon the experience of the BRNAV implementation. 

f) The remaining IFR General Aviation aircraft, as well as VFR aircraft, will use low cost panel 
mounted equipment of similar quality and cost. They are unlikely to be fitted with DME that 
can be interface to an RNAV system. As a result, they need new equipment.  In case of the 
“100 % DME” scenario, they will be fitted with DME and a low cost panel mounted RNAV. In 
case of “GNSS sole-service” they will be fitted with a new system avionic, and in the mixed 
option (GNSS + DME) they will be equipped with the cheapest system. The RNAV 
equipment costs are those expected to apply to equipment meeting RNP RNAV 
performance. It is assumed that, should a market for DME based GA equipment exist, it will 
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not need to cost any more than a GNSS based RNAV system. There will of course remain 
the additional cost associated with the frequency agile DME, which is included in the 
analysis. 

g) The equipage cost takes into account the number of systems to be fitted.  It was assumed 
that transport and business aircraft are fitted with dual equipage and other GA IFR aircraft 
and VFR with single systems. 

10.5.3 COST ASSUMPTIONS FOR AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT 

The following items have been detailed for the cost estimation:  

1. Receiver, RNAV computer and integration, installation cost, crew training, documentation 
and certification.  

2. The documentation, installation cost, certification cost and crew training are cost per 
equipage. 

3. Receiver includes transponder, antenna, cables, and harness.  

4. RNAV Computer and Integration includes either integration into existing FMS and display or 
the provision of a Standalone Display/RNAV computer. 

5. Installation cost includes labour costs associated with the installation. 

6. Crew training includes familiarisation of new equipment; it does not include basic RNAV 
training. 

7. Documentation covers airworthiness certificate, updating flight manuals, wiring diagrams 
and flight procedures.  

8. Certification cost represents the charge by certification authority to verify the installation. 

9. Maintenance is the percentage of total cost paid in annual maintenance; it assumes one-
year warranty. 

The detailed aircraft cost items are presented in the Table 41 below: 
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10.5.4 COST ASSUMPTIONS FOR GROUND INFRASTRUCTURE 

Included in the cost is the expansion of the DME infrastructure to provide a uniform alternative to 
GNSS for the “100% DME and “GNSS+DME” scenarios. ILS is maintained for precision approach. 

In the case of the “GNSS + DME” and “GNSS sole-service” scenarios, GBAS is installed to provide 
precision approach. 

It is assumed that the costs of Galileo, GPS L5 and EGNOS will not be carried by civil aviation. 

 
Item GNSS sole-service DME/DME 
 AT 

(Euro) 
B-GA 
(Euro) 

Other 
GA–IFR
(Euro)

VFR 
 

(Euro)

AT 
(Euro) 

B-GA 
(Euro) 

Other 
GA–IFR
(Euro)

VFR 
 

(Euro)

Receiver 8310 8310 4000 4000 0 0 13300 13300
RNP RNAV 
Computer and 
Integration 

50000 50000 8000 8000 38000 38000 8000 8000

Equipage  
(nr of units) 

2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1

Installation Costs 6000 6000 3450 3450 0 0 3450 3450
Crew Training 3000 3000 150 150 0 0 150 150
Documentation 10000 10000 0 0 3000 3000 0 0
Certification Costs 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 700
Total Cost 136.320 136.320 16.300 16.300 79.700 79.700 25.600 25.600
Maintenance (%) 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
Effective Cost 268.717 268.717 32.131 32.131 157.107 157.107 50.463 50.463

Note: The effective costs are net present value over 15 years 

Table 41: Detailed Airborne Equipage cost 
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10.5.5 OVERALL COSTS FOR THE THREE OPTIONS 

Table 42 presents the overall cost for the different options and the details for each stakeholder 
over a period of 15 years. The aviation community is comprised of infrastructure providers, airlines, 
companies owning business aircraft and private IFR users. 

 
Stakeholder 

group 
Nr of 
A/C 

% of 
aircraft 

with DME 
which can 

be 
interfaced 
to RNAV 

GNSS 
sole-

service 
Equipage 
effective 
cost per 
aircraft 
(Euro) 

DME 
Equipage 
effective 
cost per 
aircraft 
(Euro) 

GNSS sole-
service 

 
 
 

(Euro) 
 

“100% DME” 
option 

 
 
 

(Euro) 

“GNSS + 
DME” option

 
 
 

(Euro) 

Infrastructure 
provider 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 218.000.000 386.000.000 604.000.000 

Transport 
aircraft 

10891 N/A 268.717 157.107 2.926.596.847 1.711.052.337 1.711.052.337

Business 
Aircraft (IFR 
GA) 

2105 33 268.717 157.107 565.668.095 330.721.232 330.721.232 

Other IFR GA 4274 67 32.131 50.453 137.325.645 215.632.590 137.325.645 
 
SUBTOTAL 
 

     
3.847.590.587

 
2.643.406.160 

 
2.783.099.214

VFR GA 31.280  32.131 50.453 1.005.057.680 1.578.169.840 1.005.057.680
 
TOTAL 
 

     
4.852.648.267

 
4.221.576.000 

 
3.788.156.894

 

Table 42: Financial impact on aviation community 

As shown in Table 42, the infrastructure cost represents 6% of the total for the GNSS sole-service 
option, 14% for the “100% DME” option and 21% for the “GNSS and DME” option. Thus, the 
infrastructure cost does not affect the overall option results significantly, since the airborne 
equipment represents the major cost.  However, these infrastructure costs must typically be borne 
by ATSP budgets. 

 

10.5.6 STAKEHOLDER VIEWPOINTS 

To help understand the impact of each scenario on each stakeholder, the effective cost of 
equipage for each has been provided. From the figures in table 42, above it can be seen that the 
cost for GNSS sole-service versus GPS L1 + DME depends greatly on the stakeholder.  

For the ATSPs, the GNSS sole service is lowest cost, as other than GBAS installation and 
operation, the service provision is tax-payer funded.  Cost savings from reduced DME and ILS 
maintenance are not included.  The “100% DME” scenario requires the expansion of the DME 
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infrastructure to support uniform RNP RNAV across the ECAC area.  The “GNSS + DME” scenario 
is the most expensive for ATSPs, as both GBAS installation and DME expansion are required. 

For aircraft operators 

1. IFR 

Light GA aircraft are typically fitted with a single, low cost system, whereas transport/business 
aircraft are fitted with two systems of air transport quality. The number of transport/business 
IFR aircraft is greater than that of light GA IFR aircraft in Europe. The three factors (cost, 
number of units per aircraft and number of aircraft) result in the total price of a scenario being 
most strongly influenced by air transport and business aircraft.  

2. VFR 

VFR GA costs have been separated since they do not follow the same rules in terms of 
navigation equipment requirements.  

VFR flights would not be affected by an RNP-x RNAV mandate in 2010. At present most of 
them carry a GPS L1 and in some countries they are required to have a VOR. It does not 
seem realistic to require VFR aircraft to install a new DME/DME or GNSS sole-service 
capability as long as they are already carrying a GNSS system. Therefore whilst the costs for 
aircraft, only operating VFR, are included in the table for information, the discussions below 
are based only upon aircraft that will fly IFR. 

10.5.7 OVERALL IFR COST PER OPTION 

From the overall system costs the “100% DME” option appears to be the less expensive solution, 
although the difference with the “GNSS + DME” scenario are within the bounds of error. This is not 
surprising since this option preserves the most expensive equipment already in use to the degree 
that it can meet the future standards.  

The “GNSS + DME” option comes close second.  Whilst the difference in cost for a GA RNAV 
system, using GPS L1 and DME, is expected to be over 50% higher than a GNSS sole-service 
avionic, the final system cost with both DME and GNSS operations will be some 6% higher.  This 
cost difference would be smaller were it not necessary to expand the existing DME ground 
infrastructure. 

The GNSS sole-service option appears as the most expensive. This is not surprising since the 
entire fleet in the ECAC area would need to be retrofitted with GNSS to achieve sole-service, 
whereas DME is already fitted on a large number of aircraft. 

It must be noted that the costs given in Table 42 do not cover the institutional and standardisation 
costs, which correspond to a minimum of 5 years work, neither do they cover the costs of 
generating and maintaining the systems needed to achieve the required accuracy, nor the cost 
savings that might accrue from the slow removal of DME/ILS ground stations and avionics.  
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10.5.8 COST AND TRANSITION CONCLUSIONS (DME MAINTAINED) 

The study indicates: 

From the overall system costs perspective the “GNSS + DME” option appears to be the least 
expensive but when considering only IFR operations, the “100% DME” scenario is preferable for 
the ECAC area.  Retaining the present Navigation Strategy would not involve any additional effort 
in standardisation or the resolution of the institutional issues associated with GNSS sole-service 
system development, neither of which have been included in the cost evaluation. Conversely, cost 
saving of removing DME and ILS infrastructure, should GNSS sole-service be viable, have not 
been included. 

The only significant assumption made in the 100% DME option is the availability of cheap 
DME/DME RNAV equipment for GA aircraft. This depends on the industry willingness to develop 
such a system in the light of a significant potential market, which would be created provided no 
other competitive system were permitted.  Conversely, the significant assumption in the GNSS 
element is that it will be capable of sole-service. 

A GNSS sole-service must be able to meet the technical requirements and performance 
capabilities. This still needs to be verified. Its inclusion in the EUROCONTROL Navigation Strategy 
for the ECAC area might reduce RNAV installation costs. However a number of issues are 
identified in the study:  

a) The cost of transitioning all airspace users to a GNSS sole-service in Europe would be very 
high. The only viable option therefore would be the provision of GNSS while retaining DME 
for the majority of IFR users. 

b) At present DME infrastructure costs are shared across airspace users. If GNSS 
development cost were to be supported by airspace users only, their overall costs would be 
increased significantly. 

c) The target date of 2010 appears just possible but the timescales do demand very rapid 
developments, inter alia, of the ICAO SARPS, MOPS, international agreement on the 
provision of the service, cost recovery mechanisms and legal liability issues and therefore 
constitutes a risk to timely implementation, should the ECAC planned 2010 deadline for 
RNP RNAV be maintained.  

Consequently, the concept of GNSS sole-service does not look attractive in the ECAC area 
because the established DME infrastructure and aircraft equipage is already “sunk” cost.  In areas 
of the world where such a comprehensive DME infrastructure does not exist, these European area 
arguments would not apply. 

In terms of the operational scenarios outlined in the start of the study, this cost and transition 
analysis indicates that the supplementary and primary use of GPS L1 is already established and 
that Scenario A and B are already feasible.  Scenarios C or D produce uncertainties, as they 
require additional back-up system development. These back-up are necessary because: 
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a) GNSS signals are seen as vulnerable to intentional interference and rare event solar activity. 

b) The sole-service postulates the removal of the existing DME infrastructure, which would 
otherwise perform the reversionary service. 

10.6 COST ANALYSIS (BASED ON THE RNAV STUDY) 

This section provides an outline comparison of the costs associated with converting the ECAC fleet 
to GNSS sole-service when compared to leaving it all in a GPS L1 and DME configuration.  The 
comparison is made based on the assumption that adding Galileo and GPS L5 signals to GPS L1 
will be sufficient to permit GNSS Sole-Service.  It is also assumed that the comparison scenario, 
GPS L1 + DME, which includes SBAS and a mixture of ILS/MLS and Cat I GBAS, will occur 
otherwise.   

In 2015, the NDB/VOR infrastructure has been assumed to have been phased out.  This cost 
benefit has been absorbed by RNP RNAV, prior to GNSS Sole-Service being possible.  Both 
scenarios discussed below, are assumed equally capable of obtaining the same benefits by 
providing 4D RNAV.   

This initial comparison is based on figures taken from the EUROCONTROL cost-analysis of the 
introduction of LORAN-C as a reversionary mode for either GNSS or DME [Ref: RD-CRT 2] and on 
the latest RNAV Business Case reported in [RD-CRT 3]. 

Operations en-route and down to APV I will be achievable with GPS L1 + RAIM + SBAS. GNSS 
will offer the same performance globally (outside SBAS regions).  However, GPS L1 + RAIM + 
SBAS will not provided sufficient performance to support precision approach in Cat II/III conditions, 
so that ILS (or MLS) will be required for the 100% DME environment. 

It seems likely that the current GBAS, augmenting GPS for PA in Cat I conditions, will not achieve 
sufficient availability or continuity (for the required accuracy and integrity) to support PA in Cat II/III 
conditions and that an extra frequency will be needed for continuity and more satellites for 
availability.  Future GNSS would provide these extra frequencies and satellites.  Making this 
assumption, future GNSS would enable the replacement of ILS/MLS with GBAS. 

Given this scenario, future GNSS would have the capability to replace the GPS L1 + RAIM + DME 
to support 4D RNAV and also give this capability globally outside of DME coverage.  This would 
add further a cost benefit that is not assessed here.  The concern, as to whether this GNSS Sole-
Service would be too vulnerable to interference, has been addressed in previous sections.  For the 
purpose of this section, it is assumed that the risks are acceptable, provided the aircraft have 
sufficient backup capability. 

The DME scenario implies some extra cost, as the DME ground infrastructure will have to be 
maintained and possibly expanded.  As will the ILS/MLS and locator/marker beacon infrastructure. 
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The GNSS scenario implies that all aircraft must re-equip with future GNSS receivers but can 
discard their DME and ILS/MLS receivers.  Likewise the DME and ILS/MLS ground infrastructure 
can be removed, but GBAS infrastructure must be introduced. 

Training costs are assumed to be related to operations and not to equipment and are therefore 
regarded as neutral in this analysis.  However, pilot training would be least with GNSS, as the 
pilots would not have DME to learn about, whereas in the 100% DME scenario, there is still GPS in 
use.  Training for the ground infrastructure is assumed to be included in the maintenance cost, as 
is the cost of NOTAM generation in the event of failures. 

The study seeks to identify the overall financial impact on the European aviation community and 
how these costs are apportioned between the individual stakeholders. It then considers these costs 
from the perspective of each stakeholder, in terms of direct costs and any additional potential 
benefits (both financial and non-financial).  Naturally, these costs can only be considered as rough 
order of magnitude figures. 

The global costs can be scaled from the European costs bearing in mind that Europe has 
approximately 20%-25% of the world’s civil aviation activities. 

10.6.1 ASSUMPTIONS 

Assumptions on the ECAC fleet structure: 

The ECAC fleet is composed of 10891 IFR Transport Aircraft, 6379 IFR General Aviation aircraft 
and 31280 VFR General Aviation aircraft. Within IFR General Aviation aircraft a certain proportion 
of these aircraft are Business Aircraft.  

Assumption on airborne equipment required:  

For the purpose of this study, the following assumptions are made: 

a) The current ECAC navigation strategy will be followed, with GPS L1 (+RAIM +EGNOS) as 
the preferred service and DME as the reversionary service for most IFR aircraft.  Operators 
have converted to the DME scenario, removing VOR/NDB equipment and installing RNP 
RNAV avionics together with the expansion of the DME ground infrastructure.  

b) Many transport aircraft will update to GNSS Sole-Service receivers by replacing the GPS 
card within their MMRs, which are dual or triplicated systems.  These already provide PVT 
data to the FMS. 

c) Aircraft not using the MMR as their GPS data source for RNP RNAV will still require dual fit 
and will need to replace the entire receivers. 

d) Aircraft still using single-strand systems for RNP RNAV will require dual systems to meet 
4D RNAV requirements. 
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e) GNSS Sole-Service requires a mandated fleet-wide re-equipage, but results in a reduction 
in the DME and ILS/MLS avionics and infrastructure (there has been no anticipation). 

f) All avionics requires some upgrade to transition from RNP RNAV to 4D RNAV but this is 
essentially independent of the sensors used. 

10.6.2 COST FACTORS FOR AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT 

The following items have been detailed for the cost estimation:  

�� Receivers, RNAV computer and integration, installation cost, crew training, documentation and 
certification.  

�� The documentation, installation cost, certification cost and crew training are cost per equipage. 

�� Receiver includes transponder, antenna, cables, and harness.  

�� RNAV Computer and Integration includes either integration into existing FMS and display or 
the provision of a Standalone Display/RNAV computer. 

�� Installation cost includes labour costs associated with the installation. 

�� Crew training includes familiarisation of new equipment; it does not include basic RNAV 
training. 

�� Documentation covers airworthiness certificate, updating flight manuals, wiring diagrams and 
flight procedures.  

�� Certification cost represents the charge by certification authority to verify the installation. 

�� Maintenance is the percentage of total cost paid in annual maintenance. 

The equipment cost estimates have been adopted from RD-CRT 3. 

In calculating the cost for the aircraft, the cost of GNSS is added and the cost of continued 
purchase of DME and ILS is subtracted.  This results in a negative cost (net gain) for the airspace 
user.  The detailed aircraft cost items are presented in the Table 43 below: 
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Add GNSS Continue to buy DME 
AT     B-GA Other AT B-GA Other ILS/MLS 

    GA–IFR GA–IFR  

Item 

(Euro) (euro) (euro) (euro) (euro) (euro)  
Receiver 19,000 19,000 15,000 34,000 34,000 16,000 19,000
RNAV Computer and 
Integration 

0 0 0 0 0 0
 

Equipage (nr of units) 2 2 1 2 2 1 2
Installation Costs 40,000 40,000 4,800 0 0 4,800 40,000
Crew Training 3,000 3,000 150 0 0 150 3,000
Documentation 46,000 46,000 200 0 0 200 46,000
Certification Costs 7,00 700 700 0 0 700 700
Non-recurring Costs 127,700 127,700 20,850 68,000 68,000 21,850 127,700
Annual cost (15 years)        
Maintenance (%) 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
Data Base updates 1,500 1,500 33 1,500 1,500 33 0
Recurring costs 79,500 79,500 22,995 124,500 124,500 24,495 57,000
Effective Cost 207,200 207,200 43,845 124,500 124,500 46,345 184,700
        
GNSS minus DME and ILS -102,000 -102,000 -2,500    

Note: The effective costs are net present value over 15 years. 

Table 43: Detailed Airborne Equipage cost 
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10.6.3 COST FACTORS FOR GROUND INFRASTRUCTURE 

Included in the cost, is the expansion of the DME infrastructure to provide a uniform alternative to 
GNSS for the DME scenario (some additional 190 DME ground installations).  This expansion will 
be necessary for the introduction of RNP RNAV, perhaps more will be needed for 4D RNAV.  
ILS/MLS and locator/marker beacons are maintained for precision approach.  If MLS becomes 
popular, further DME-P will be required. 

In the case of the GNSS Sole-Service scenario, GBAS is installed to provide precision approach.  
DME, ILS/MLS and locator/marker beacons are removed. 

The following assumptions are made:- 

�� The costs of Galileo, GPS L5 and EGNOS will not be carried by civil aviation. 

�� GBAS is capable of supporting precision approach in Cat II/III conditions. 

�� One GBAS supports only one runway (but both ends).  Airports with multiple runways would 
operate multiple GBAS installations for redundancy, although it is unlikely that even a large 
airport would need more than four. (This means that half the number of GBAS installations as 
ILS installations are required.) 

�� ILS costs include locators/marker beacon costs.  There are some 671 locators and 254 
markers in ECAC.  There will be some growth in runway ends supported for precision 
approach. 

�� ILS/MLS maintenance includes flight inspection costs.  Cat II/III capability has higher flight 
inspection requirements than Cat I.  GBAS is assumed to need little flight inspection after 
commissioning by comparison, but double that of a DME.   

�� The cost balance between returning a DME site to “green-field” verses the ancillary costs to 
maintenance (man-power, training, security, vehicles, office space, electricity) are assumed to 
balance.  The same assumption is made for ILS/MLS 

�� A period of 15 years has been taken. During this period it is expected that most existing ground 
equipment might become due for replacement, so justifying the inclusion of re-investment 
costs. 
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The following Table 44 illustrates the implied cost of the ground infrastructure.  Figures are taken 
primarily from RD-CRT 3. 

Ground Infrastructure Costs DME Scenario GNSS Sole-Service 
Number of DMEs 953 0
Number of ILS/MLS 700 0
Number of GBAS 0 350
Number of years 15 
Cost of a DME 100,000 
DME maintenance pa 2,500 
Cost of an ILS/MLS 200,000 
ILS/MLS maintenance pa 20,000 
Cost of a GBAS 200,000
GBAS maintenance pa 5,000
DME Investment value 95,300,000 0
ILS/MLS Investment value 140,000,000 0
GBAS Investment value 0 70,000,000
DME Maintenance cost 35,737,500 0
ILS/MLS Maintenance cost 210,000,000 0
GBAS Maintenance cost 0 26,250,000
   
Total 481,037,500 96,250,000

Table 44: ATSP Reinvestment and operating costs 

This 5:1 difference illustrates the kind of ATSP cost savings that might be achieved in ECAC by 
implementing GNSS and GBAS in place of DME and ILS/MLS infrastructure, over a 15-year 
period. 

Note: The values are in year 2002 costs.  Net Present Value has not been used as a cost 
comparison, as the cash flow comes from the operations and not from the equipment.  Further, the 
intention is to pass savings onto the airspace users via reduced charges, so that the ATSP 
investors’ cash flow is reduced and not increased (a basic assumption in NPV calculations).  Tax 
issues also significantly affect the validity of NPV results. 
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10.6.4 IMPLEMENTATION COSTS FOR THE THREE OPTIONS 

Table 45 presents the overall cost for the different options and the details for each stakeholder over a period of 15 years. The aviation community is 
comprised of infrastructure providers, airlines, companies owning business aircraft and private IFR users.  The numbers of aircraft operating in the 
ECAC area are taken from RD-CRT 2.  However, these are thought to conservative. 

 

Stakeholder group Nr of A/C GNSS sole-service 
Equipage effective 
saving per aircraft 

(euro) 

DME Equipage 
effective cost per 

aircraft 
(euro) 

GNSS Sole-
Service 

 
(euro) 

DME option 
 
 

(euro) 

Infrastructure provider N/A N/A N/A 96,250,000 481,037,500 
Transport aircraft 10,891 -102,000 124,500 -1,110,882,000 1,355,929,500 
Business Aircraft (IFR GA) 2,105 -102,000 124,500 -214,710,000 262,072,500 
Other IFR GA 4,274 -2,500 46,345 -10,685,000 198,078,530 
TOTAL       -1,240,027,000 2,297,118,030

 

Table 45: Financial impact on aviation community 

The effect is dramatic, a 1.2 billion euro saving in un-purchased DME and ILS/MLS equipment over 15 years compared to a 2.2 billion re-investment 
and operating cost for the ECAC area. 

Note 1: This estimate does not include the expected growth in aircraft numbers anticipated, either by 2015 or within the 15-year period considered 
to 2030.  In section 2, the Boeing estimate of a doubling of the global fleet by 2020, implies the doubling of this saving by the airspace users. 

Note 2:  This cost saving can only be achieved if all the safety considerations regarding a transition to GNSS Sole-Service can be fulfilled. 
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10.6.5 STAKEHOLDER VIEWPOINTS 

To help understand the impact of each scenario on each stakeholder, the effective cost of 
equipage for each has been provided. From the figures in table 45, above it can be seen that the 
cost for GNSS sole-service versus GPS L1 + DME scenarios depends greatly on the stakeholder.  

For the ATSPs, the GNSS sole-service is lowest cost, as other than GBAS installation and 
operation, the GNSS service provision is tax-payer funded.  Savings from reduced DME and ILS 
replacement and maintenance reduce navigation infrastructure cost by a factor of nearly five.  
However, it is supposed that this saving would be passed onto the airspace users, so that it 
actually appears as a loss of turnover.  Recent events have shown the effect of a reduction in 
turnover on ATSP activities. 

The DME scenario requires the expansion of the DME infrastructure to support uniform 4D RNAV 
across the ECAC area.  It also requires the continued maintenance of ILS/MLS as well as the 
expanded DME infrastructure.  A combined “GNSS + DME” scenario would be the most expensive 
for ATSPs, as both new GBAS installation and DME expansion are required, together with 
ILS/MLS maintenance. 

For aircraft operators: 

�� IFR 

Transport and business aircraft are fitted with two systems of air transport quality, whereas 
Light GA aircraft are typically fitted with a single, low cost system. The number of transport and 
business IFR aircraft is greater than that of light GA IFR aircraft in Europe. The three factors 
(cost, number of units per aircraft and number of aircraft) result in the total price of a scenario 
being most strongly influenced by air transport and business aircraft.  These operators often fly 
beyond the ECAC area and will have preferences related to the global use of their equipment.  
If the benefits outside of the DME coverage areas of GNSS Sole-Service are adequate to 
justify the additional cost, they may choose to equip early.  Their savings would come from a 
mandate that allows them to dispense with the purchase and operation of DME and ILS/MLS 
receivers.  However, the requirement to carry these equipments would need to be removed 
globally, resulting in the need for a change to the ICAO recommended minimum equipment 
list.  This implies a long transition period and a consequent delay in obtaining the possible 
savings. 

�� VFR 

VFR flights would not be affected by a 4D RNAV mandate in 2015.  At present most of them 
carry a GPS L1 receiver and in some countries, they are required to have a VOR receiver. 
When VOR is removed, either a DME or GNSS Sole-Service option must be available. In the 
absence of a low-cost, panel-mounted, DME based navigation computer, a GNSS Sole-
Service receiver might be a more attractive solution.  It could provide the same pilot interface 
but with greater performance. 
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10.6.6 OVERALL IFR COST PER OPTION 

The initial system cost estimates indicated that the DME option appeared to be the less expensive 
solution. This is not surprising since this option preserves the most expensive equipment already in 
use to the degree that it can meet the future standards.  However, the requirement for dual 
equipage to achieve 4D RNAV has not been considered, nor was a gate to gate approach taken 
with the cost of maintaining ILS/MLS included. 

The GNSS sole-service option appears as the most expensive initially. This is not surprising since 
the entire fleet in the ECAC area would need to be retrofitted with GNSS to achieve sole-service, 
whereas DME is already fitted on a large number of aircraft.  However, for many aircraft the GNSS 
equipage route is via the MMR, which automatically introduces dual equipage because of its PA 
capability.   

The huge savings only come when the requirement to carry DME and ILS equipment is removed 
globally. 

It must be noted that the costs given in Table 45 do not cover the institutional and standardisation 
costs which correspond to a minimum of 5 years work. Nor do they cover the costs of a backup 
system, required if GNSS is regarded as too vulnerable to interference.  Further work is required in 
this area. 

10.7 COST AND TRANSITION CONCLUSIONS 

The study indicates: 

Benefits stem from the operational use of navigation aids.  Thus, if the business case for 4D RNAV 
is made, any combination of navigation aids that can support 4D RNAV operations will enable the 
benefit to be provided.  The question is then: “Which navigation aid(s) provide(s) the lowest cost 
solution to enable 4D RNAV?”  Likewise, similar questions can be asked for other flight phases and 
ultimately the question “Which navigation aid(s) provide(s) the lowest cost solution to enable gate-
to-gate navigation”.  If one navigation aid can enable them all, it might be lower cost than having a 
separate aid for each flight phase or operation. 

From the overall gate-to-gate system costs perspective the GNSS Sole-Service option appears to 
be the least expensive when considering IFR operations.   

Retaining the present ECAC Navigation Strategy would not involve any additional effort in 
standardisation or the resolution of the institutional issues associated with GNSS Sole-Service 
system development, neither of which have been included in the cost evaluation.  Conversely, the 
cost savings from removing DME and ILS infrastructure, should GNSS sole-service be viable, offer 
a tempting advantage. 
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The only significant assumption made in the DME scenario is the availability of cheap DME/DME 
RNAV equipment for GA aircraft.  This depends on the industry willingness to develop such a 
system in the light of a significant potential market, which would be created provided no other 
competitive system were permitted.  Conversely, the significant assumption in the GNSS element 
is that it will be capable of sole-service and that a lower cost backup system can be found rather 
than maintaining DME and ILS/MLS as reversionary modes. 

A GNSS Sole-Service must be able to meet the technical requirements and performance 
capabilities. This still needs to be verified. Its inclusion in the EUROCONTROL Navigation Strategy 
for the ECAC area might reduce ground installation costs.  However, a number of issues are 
identified in the study:  

�� The cost of transitioning all airspace users to a GNSS sole-service in Europe would be very 
high and must occur prior to obtaining the savings.  

�� At present only airspace users share DME and ILS/MLS infrastructure costs, whereas GNSS 
signals are presumed free of direct user charges.  If GNSS were to be supported by aviation 
users only, their overall costs would be increased significantly. 

�� The target date of 2010 appears just possible but the timescales do demand very rapid 
developments, inter alia, of the ICAO SARPS, MOPS, international agreement on the provision 
of the service, cost recovery mechanisms and legal liability issues and therefore constitute 
risks to timely implementation, should the ECAC planned 2010 deadline for RNP RNAV be 
maintained.  Consequently a more conservative introduction date of 2015, together with 4D 
RNAV and Cat II/III capable GBAS is proposed. 

In terms of the operational scenarios outlined in the start of the study, this cost and transition 
analysis indicates that the supplementary and primary use of GPS L1 is already established and 
that Scenarios A and B are already feasible.  Scenarios C or D produce uncertainties, as they 
require additional backup system development. These backup are necessary because: 

a) GNSS signals are seen as vulnerable to intentional interference and rare event solar activity. 

b) The sole-service postulates the removal of the existing DME and ILS infrastructure, which 
would otherwise perform the reversionary service. 
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11 Annex I - GPS Performance 01/01/2002-31/03/2002 

 

Conditions and Constraints Coverage Standard Measured 
Performance 

≥ 99.9% global 
average 

100% �� Probability of 4 or more satellites in view over any 
24 hour interval, averaged over the globe 

�� 4 satellites must provide PDOP of 6 or less 
�� 5° mask angle with no obscuration 
�� Standard is predicated on 24 operational satellites, 

as the constellation is defined in the almanac 

≥ 96.9% at worst-
case point 

99.653% 
Availability 

�� Probability of 4 or more satellites in view over any 
24 hour interval, for the worst-case point on the 
globe 

99.9% PDOP was 
3.12436 �� 4 satellites must provide PDOP of 6 or less 

�� 5° mask angle with no obscuration 
�� Standard is predicated on 24 operational satellites, 

as the constellation is defined in the almanac 

Conditions and Constraints Satellite Availability 
Standard 

Measured 
Performance 

�� Conditioned on coverage standard 
�� Standard based on a typical 24 hour interval, 

averaged over the globe 

≥ 99.85% global 
average 

99.999% 

�� Conditioned on coverage standard 

�� Typical 24 hour interval defined using averaging 
period of 30 days 

≥ 99.16% single point 
average 

99.986% 

�� Standard represents a worst-case 24 hour interval, 
averaged over the globe 

≥ 95.87% global 
average on worst-
case day  

99.967% 

�� Standard based on a worst-case 24 hour interval, 
for the worst-case point on the globe 

≥ 83.92% at worst-
case point on worst-
case day  

99.575% 

�� Typical 24 hour interval defined using averaging 
period of 30 days 

�� Standard based on a typical 24 hour interval, for 
the worst-case point on the globe 

�� Conditioned on coverage standard 

�� Conditioned on coverage standard 
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Conditions and Constraints Service Reliability 
Standard 

Measured 
Performance 

�� Conditioned on coverage and service availability 
standards 

≥ 99.97% global 
average 

100% 

�� 500 meter NTE predictable horizontal error 
reliability threshold 

�� Standard based on a measurement interval of one 
year; average of daily values over the globe 

�� Standard predicated on a maximum of 18 hours of 
major service failure behaviour over the sample 
interval 

≥ 99.79% single point 
average 

100% �� Conditioned on coverage and service availability 
standards 

�� 500 meter Not-to-Exceed (NTE) predictable 
horizontal error reliability threshold 

�� Standard based on a measurement interval of one 
year; average of daily values from the worst-case 
point on the globe 

�� Standard based on a maximum of 18 hours of 
major service failure behaviour over the sample 
interval 

Conditions and Constraints Accuracy Standard Measured 
Performance 

�� Conditioned on coverage, service availability and 
service reliability standards 

Predictable accuracy ≤7.226m HE 95% 

≤ 100 m horz. error ≤15.160m HE 
99.99% �� Standard based on a measurement interval of 24 

hours, for any point on the globe 95% of time 
≤13.574m VE 
95% 

 
≤ 156 m vert. error 

95% of time 

≤ 300 m horz. error 

99.99% of time 

≤ 500 m vert. error 

99.99% of time 

≤22.609m VE 
99.99% 
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Repeatable Accuracy �� Conditioned on coverage, service availability and 
service reliability standards 

 Annex I - GPS Performance 01/01/2002-31/03/2002 

�� Standard based on a measurement interval of 24 
hours, for any point on the globe 

≤ 141 m horz. error 

95% of time 

≤ 221 m vert. error 

95% of time 

≤2.449m HE 95% 

�� Conditioned on coverage, service availability and 
service reliability standards 

�� Standard based on a measurement interval of 24 
hours, for any point on the globe 

�� Standard presumes that the receivers base their 
position solutions on the same satellites, with 
position solutions computed at approximately the 
same time 

Relative Accuracy 

≤ 1.0 m horz. error 

95% of time 

≤ 1.5 m vert. error 

Future Reports 

�� Conditioned on coverage, service availability and 
service reliability standards 

�� Standard based upon SPS receiver time as 
computed using the output of the position solution 

�� Standard is defined with respect to Universal 
Coordinated Time, as it is maintained by the United 
States Naval Observatory 

Time Transfer 
Accuracy 

≤ 340 nanoseconds 
time 

≤ 16 ns 95% of 
the time 

�� Conditioned on satellite indicating healthy status 
�� Standard based on a measurement interval of 24 

hours, for any point on the globe 

�� Standards are not constellation values – each 
satellite is required to meet the standards 

�� Assessment requires minimum of four hours of data 
over the 24 hour period for a satellite in order to 
evaluate that satellite against the standard 

Range Domain 
Accuracy 

≤ 150 m NTE 

≤5.300m VE 95% 

95% of time 

�� Standard based on a measurement interval of 24 
hours, for any point on the globe transfer error 95% of 

time 

28.452m NTE 
Range Error 

0.971435m/s NTE 
Rate Error �� Standard restricted to range domain errors 

allocated to space/control segments range error 
9.452mm/s 2 NTE 
Accl. Error ≤ 2 m/s NTE 

range rate error 

≤ 19 mm/s 2 NTE 
range 

acceleration error 

≤ 8 mm/s 2 

range acceleration 

error 95% of time 

≤ 8mm/s 2 
99.9999% of the 
time 
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13 ABBREVIATIONS 

ABAS  Aircraft Based Augmentation System (e.g. Litton/Airbus AIME) 

ADS  Automatic Dependent Surveillance (-B is for Broadcast) 

AHRS  Attitude and Heading Reference System 

AIS  Aeronautical Information Services 

APV  Approach operations with Vertical Guidance 

ATFM  Automatic Traffic Flow Management 

ATM  Air Traffic Management 

ATS  Air Traffic Services 

ATSP  Air Traffic Service Provider 

BW  BandWidth 

CONUS Continental United States 

DGPS  Differential Global Positioning System 

EATMP European Air Traffic Management Programme (of EUROCONTROL) 

ETOPS Extended range Twin engine aircraft Operations 

EGNOS European Geostationary Navigation Overlay System 

EVS  Enhanced Vision System 

FAA  Federal Aviation Authority 

FANS  Future Air Navigation System 

FEATS  Future European Air Navigation System 

FDC  France Développement Conseil 

CAT  Category (of weather / visibility conditions) 

EGNOS European Geostationary Navigation Overlay System 

GA  General Aviation 

GBAS  Ground Based Augmentation System 
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GDOP  Geometric Dilution Of Precision 

GLONASS GLObal Navigation Satellite System 

GLS  GNSS Landing System 

GNSS  Global Navigation Satellite System 

GPS  Global Positioning System 

HF  High Frequency 

HMI  Hazardous Misleading Information 

ICAO  International Civil Aviation Organization 

ICD  Interface Control Document 

ILS  Instrument Landing System 

LAAS  Local Area Augmentation System (FAA version of GBAS) 

LRNS  Long Range Navigation System 

LVP  Low Visibility Procedures 

MASPS Minimum Aviation System Performance Standards 

MLS  Microwave Landing System 

MMI  Man Machine Interface 

MMR  Multi-mode Receiver 

MOPS  Minimum Operation Performance Standard 

MSAS  MTSAT Satellite Bases Augmentation System (Japan’s SBAS) 

MTSAT Mobile Transport Satellite (Japan) 

NB  Narrow Band 

NOTAM Notice To AirMen 

OFFT  Overlapped Fast Fourier Transform 

OTS  Organized Track System 

PA  Precision Approach 
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PAR   Precision Approach Region (or Radar) 

PRC  Pseudo Range Corrections 

PRF  Pulse Repetition Frequency 

PVT  Position Velocity Time 

RA  Regional Airlines 

RAIM  Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring 

RAMS  Reliability Availability Maintainability Safety   

RIMS  Ranging and Integrity Monitoring Station (EGNOS) 

RNAV  Area Navigation (B-RNAV - Basic Area Navigation) 

RNP  Required Navigation Performance 

SARPS Standards and Recommended Practices and Procedures for Air Navigation 
Services 

SBAS  Satellite Based Augmentation System 

SID  Standard Instrument Departure 

SMGCS Surface Movement and Guidance Control System 

SSR  Secondary Surveillance Radar 

STAR  Standard Arrival 

TMA  Terminal Manoeuvring Area 

VDB  VHF Data Broadcast 

WAAS  Wide Area Augmentation System (FAA version of SBAS) 

WB  Wide Band 

WGS84 World Geodetic System 1984 
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